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RADIO manufacturers, service engineers,
workshops and laboratory technicians are
familiar with the precision and dependability
of "AYO " Electrical Testing Instruments.
Long years of successful experience in the
design and manufacture of first -grade instru-

ments have produced a consistently hgh
standard of accuracy which has become a
tradition as well as a standard by which
other instruments are frequently judged.
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Radio in every room
with these

NEW & BETTER
Extension Speakers....
Have you joined that ever -increasing number of listeners who enjoy
the pleasure and convenience of "radio in every room " with the
NEW and BETTER Stentorian Extension Speaker i

Though moderately priced, the Senior and Junior models with their
handsome walnut veneered cabinets offer you a marked improvement
in reproduction and are an acquisition to any furniture scheme.
ASK your local dealer to demonstrate -you will be convinced of the
outstanding quality of these new Stentorian speakers.

Stentorian
THE

WHITELEY

FINEST EXTRA SPEAKER FOR ANY

ELECTRICAL

RADIO

CO.

SET

LTD.,

SENIOR MODEL
Type SC (with Universal Transformer)
Type SX (less
)

..
..

£5.15.6

£5. 2.6
Cabinet dimensions 14A "xl2{r "x7". P.M. Unit, 9"
diameter, handling capacity 7 watts. Magnet, flux
density 12,000 lines /sq. cm. Volume control,
constant impedance type.

JUNIOR MODEL
Type JC (with Universal Transformer) .. £5. 0.0
Type JX (less
) ..
£4.10.6
Cabinet dimensions 131"x1 11"x61". P.M. Unit, 8"
diameter, handling capacity 6 watts. Magnet, flux
density 10,000 lines,sq. cm. Volume control,
constant impedance type.

MANSFIELD,

NOTTS.

VilfC0
A.INONE
App10METER
feete eivitekszq deck/cal
RADIO, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

& MOTOR CAR LIGHTING ET[/
Ask your local Factor to show you one of
these remarkable instruments and to put
your name down on his waiting list.
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Voltage D.C.
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.005
.01

.02
.05
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.1

.05
.1
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71`C.
500
500
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350
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200

Dimensions
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100°C. Lgth.

Dia.

List
Price

Type
No.

Each

350
350

.2

CP3OS
CP3OS

119d.

350
350
350
350

.25
.34

CP325
CP335
CP34S
CP36S

I/10d.
I/IOd.
I/10d.
2,, Id.
I/8d.
Ir8d.
I/9d.
2i2/3d.
III Id.

200
200
200

2

}
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200
200

}
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120

}
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k

.34

'

CP3IN

.22
.25
.34

CP32N
CP33N
CP35N
CP37N
CP34H
CP36H
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,r
.34

k

M ETA LPA C K

1,9d.

2/2d.

"

TUBULAR PAPER CAPACITORS
Working

Capacitance

FOR the ever -increasing applications where the main-

mFds.

tenance of a high value of insulation resistance is of
paramount importance, the T.C.C. "METALPACK"
Tropical and " METALMITE " Miniature Tropical
types are indispensable. By virtue of the aluminium
tube, hermetically sealed construction, the initial
insulation is maintained, even under the most arduous
climatic conditions.
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IF YOU'RE

BIG BEN
and

GARDNERS
Somerford

AUTO
Transformer

USING...
SEND

COUPON

t

I

At

t

I/Htit

AT17R$

FOR FULLY
DESCRIPTIVE
LEAFLET

CAIIONH!'

77./9,4,4
M.T.

The perfect pair for
battery Radio sets
THE

AND

BATTERIES

CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO. LTD
CLIFTON JUNCTION, NR. MANCHESTER

VOLTAGE

AUTO
CI'-

ANGE

TRANSFORMER

j

COUPON

/

Please send

ates:

"AUTO " leafet

NAME
ADDRESS

BD8

GARDNERS

RADIO LTD., SIIMERFORD, CHRIRBCRYICH,

HANTS.
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CAPACITORS

A

wide range
of types

for all
purposes

UNITED INSULATOR CO. LTD., OAKCROFT ROAD., TOLWORTH, SURBITON, SURREY
Telephone

:

Elmbrldge 5241 (6 lines)

Telegrams

:

Colonel, Surblton

Unsurpassed In Ceramics

5
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Overall Diameter
Power Handling

The. Goodmans Loudspeaker of to -day

apacity ..
Flux Density

the

is

..

18e

watts.

.50

14,000 gauss.
Total Flux
270,000 maxwells.

latest of a long line of instruments, each the
product of the same policy of forward -looking

Weight

..

..

35 lbs.

research and development adopted by the company

at its inception nearly a quarter of a century ago.
FIDELITY

The i8 -inch model illustrated is a thoroughbred

that carries

on the

established Goodmans

"tradition of excellence."

IFFl[IENCY

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD

SI lAM

[UEJEJMAN5
oudsAeafeYs

RADIO

RADIO SERVICEMAN

DEALER AND OWNER

Designed with

latest

The man who enrols for an I.C.S.
RadioCourse learns radio thoroughly,
completely, practically. When he
earns his Diploma, he will KNOW
radio. We are not content merely to
teach the principles of radio, we want
to show our students how to apply
that training in practical, every -day
radio service work. We train them
to be successful!

movement this
31" simplified
test set has

clear scale

reading and 12
D.C.
ranges:
100 mV (with

ext. shunts)
6,

2,

120 and 300

volts, I, 6, 600
mA, 6 amper50,000
res,

ohms,

Write to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept. stating your
requirements.

with

2000 at centre.

PRICE f6 0

MIDDX.

THE

FOR

SERVICING D.C.
TEST SET T4PeR.T.I0.
the

WEMBLEY

LANCELOT ROAD

0

Our advice is free and places you
under no obligation.

You may use

this coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS Ltd.
12 D.C. ranges

DEPT. 38, INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.
Please explain fully about your Instruction in the subject marked X

No switches to go wrong

Radio Service Engineering
Complete Radio Engineering
Elementary Radio

Long clear scales

And the following Radio Examinations:

Positive push button selection

SIFAM
ELECTRICAL
Easily serviced
Designed to stand heavy overloads INSTRUMENT
CO. LTD.,
Accurate in any position
TORQUAY,
1000 n per volt
DEVON

-

British Institution of Radio Engineers.
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators.
City and Guilds Telecommunications.
Wireless Operator and Wireless Mechanics, R.A.F
Nome.
Address

Age

March, I947
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NEW "EDDYSTONE" SHORT -WAVE

are now available from Webb's as complete and tested Equipment
sp
i

...

.

5 & 10 METRE CONVERTER

TWO VALVE PRE -SELECTOR

The converter can be used in conjunction with any
good super-het or " straight " receiver, and will improve

An efficient two -stage radio -frequency amplifier for
use with any straight or super -heterodyne communication receiver. Gives considerable improvement in signal
to noise ratio, adjacent channel selectivity and reduces
image interference. Built in the Eddystone No. 644
black-crackle cabinet, size for x 6"x7" high, as illustrated, for 51to metre converter above. Valves used are
two Millard EF39, giving high-gain with low noise
level. Supplied with four pairs of Eddystone coils
giving coverage 32 to 3.5 megacycles. External source
of power is necessary, though in most cases both filament
and high-tension may be drawn from the existing receiver.
TWO-VALVE PRE-SELECTOR
f10 10 0
Assembled and tested (less valves)
5
8
VALVES : Two type EF39 at 12 /to

the ten metre reception of even the finest communication
receiver. On five metres tests have shown results equal

specialised high-frequency receivers. The three
Mullard Valves were developed during the war for H.F.
work and have only recently become commercially
available. Service personnel will recognise the EF54
and EC52 as specialised high-frequency valves known
previously as the RL7 and RLt6-and this applies also
to the EF5o.
to

I

fII

WEBB'S POWER PACK

Gees Valve Types :

.._.... EF64
... EF60
MIXER
OSCILLATOR .... ECU
Recommended LF. 1.6 Mc /e.(187.6 Metres)

15

8

(Type 230/30)

Built in black -crackle case 6" x 6" x 4" high to meet
supply demands of either the 5 /to metre Converter or
the Two -Valve Pre -Selector. Tapped input 200, 220
and 240 volts. A.C. output 230 volts 3o m/a D.C. and
6.3 volts t amp. A.C. Useful for many other purposes
where a compact source of D.C. and filament power is
£4 IO 0
required. Price complete

H.F.

No power pack is incorporated ; an external source of
power is necessary giving 6.3 volts 1 amp. and 200/250
volts 3o milliamps. The main receiver will often provide
this small additional power ; batteries or a separate pack
Actual frequency coverage
can be utilised if desired.
of converter is 51.4 to 60.5 mots and 26.4 to 33.4 me /s
by plug -in coils. Simplicity of coil design makes other
interesting H.F. ranges available by experiment.
5 & IO METRE CONVERTER UNIT
f I0 10 0
Assembled and tested (less valves)
VALVES. Types:
3 0 II
EC52, 18/3; EF5o, 21/4; EF54, 21/4 ...
£13

IO

II

AVAILABLE FROM IMMEDIATE STOCK. The inclusive
price of £13 1os. 11d. includes a copy of the Eddystone

Short Wave Manual with full operating details.
WEBB'S RADIO, 14, SOHO ST., LONDON, W.I.

If you prefer to build

your own equipment,
full constructional details of the 5 /10 metre
Converter and the
two-valve Pro-selector
will be found in the
new Eddystone Short
Wave Manual. (Supplies of this book are

limited, and we are
forced to say callers
only, please.)

i.iuls

47.I43T W.11Cl.lf

INA US ANC)

TRANSMITTERS

Price 1/6

'Phone: GERrard 2089.

Shop hours

:9a.m.-.5.30

p.m.

Sots.

9

a.m.

-1

p.m.

8
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The operation of
SPECTROGRAPHIC

JUST RECEIVED !! !
BRAND
NEW AMER'CAN
CARBON BREAST ASSEMBLY

APPARATUS
direct

an

from

A.C.

March, 1947

BUTTON

SINGLE

Beautiful job. kibbed aluminium diaphragm.
Complete with 3 position switch.

Bakelite case.

9/6

PRICE

Extra 3- position control switch with 10 ft. length
PRICE
3 -core flexible T.R.S. cable for above.
Both the above items still in maker's sealed cartons.

supply

3/6

MOVING COIL MICROPHONE & HEADPHONE
ASSEMBLY
Microphone

has

(Approx. Impedance of

"Press to

each

unit 48 ohms)

talk" switch worth
;

C8.

15/6

Complete

Moving Coil Hand Mike with switch.
Moving Coil Assembly in Bakelite case with

PRICE
3,,

grill.

Can be used as midget speaker.
PRICE
(All above units have genuine AIM magnets.)

STRATTON MICRODENSERS (Eddystone)
Code E18. 18 mmfd triple spaced, 3;9. E40. 40 mmfd double
Code E60.

60

mmfd single spaced, 4/3.

6/6
4/6

spaced, 4¡3

100 mmfd single spaced, 4,6

E100.

YAXLEY TYPE SWITCHES
Double pole 6 -Way.
Three pole 3 -Way.

Ideal meter or multi band switches
2

Wafer

SEND S.A.E. FOR DETAILS

3,6

Double pole 4 -Way.

OF NUMEROUS

OTHER

-

3

2/6

-

Wafer 3,4

INTERESTING

BARGAIN LINES.

Steadiness of

output and absolute depend-

ability are but two reasons why Messrs.
Company,

Evered

&

whose

permission

reproduced), use

a

the

Smethwick
photograph

ADIOMART

their

1

(by
is

Westinghouse metal

Laboratory

4

Telephone : Midland 3254

48 HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM,

Wharfedale
BIJOU

rectifier to supply the D.C. for the arc
of

ASK FOR LIST No.

spectrographic

Extension Speaker

equipment.
With Standard

WE STING .H O<

ESTALITE

8 -in. Unit

70/-

RECTIFIERS
a reliable
D.C. Supply

for

rectification problems to Dept. W.W.
WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO. LTD.
82 York Way, King's Cross, London, N.1
Send your

12"x10 "X5f"
The production of Wharfedale cabinet Speakers
in still restricted, but the Quality and Finish are
up to the highest standards. The BIJOU is
outstanding in appearance and performance.

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS
BRADFORD, ROAD, IDLE, BRADFORD
Telephone: IDLE

461.

Telegrams: Wharfdel, Idle Bradford.

March, 1949
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The new
S.P.

Catalogue

is

available on request from

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD.
Stourport on Severn, Worcs.

Telephcre: Stourport III.

Telegrams: Steatain, S :ourport.
S.P.48
B

Wireless World
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foeM;oty
Two Models

available

1td>k)

MODEL T.40 DE
LUXE AMPLIFIER
For outdoor meetings, large halls, factories,
etc. Superior in appearance, design and
performance. 40 watts undistorted output.
Separate
4 separate matched inputs.

MODEL T.10 AMPLIFIER
Ideal for small or medium halls, cafes, clubrooms,
etc. AC or DC mains. 8/10 watts undistorted
output. Separate inputs for Moving Coil microphone (matching transformer built into amplifier)
and Crystal or Moving Iron gramophone pick-ups,
separate MIC. and GRAM. volume controls. Overall dimensions 121in. long, 7 }in. high, 9in. wide.
Guaranteed for 12 months, valves for 3 months.
PRICE COMPLETE ready to operate 12 DNS.

"CRYSTATONE,"
DEAF AID UNIT

volume controls, electronic mixing, unique
treble or bass tone control system.
Overall dimensions 184in. long, Hin. high,
84in. wide.
Guaranteed for 12 months, valves for
3 months.
PRICE COMPLETE, ready to operate

Brings great enjoyment to those
afflicted with hear-

ing troubles.

Genuine quality

27 ORS.

and value. Streamlined and pleasing
in appearance, fits
hag or pocket.

AVAILABLE SHORTLY
AMPLIFIERS- IN STREAMLINED CASES.
Model T.12 for AC/DC mains 12/15 watts

output

Unbreakable

12 DNS.

MODEL T.25 for AC mains 200/250 volts

plastic case.
18 DNB.
104 DNS.
Complete ready for use
MODEL RADIO RECEIVER
Full details on request.
S63 AD. for AC/DC mains
22 DNS.
OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER AND IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY DIRECT FROM US. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
25

watts output

TABLE

REYNOLDS UNIVERSAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY LTD.
410,

DUDLEY ROAD, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM,

SWITCHES ARE
CONDEMNED
to
Hard Labour
for Life

-

r

Telephone: SMEthwick0201

16.

Transformers
aren't clothes
pegs.

1101us
Clothes pegs work just
as well on any line.
Transformers are only

*

Only

genuine

&

-

when

bearing these Patent Nos:
478391, 478392

Head Office

completely
efficient
when built for the job
they have to do. That's
why we specialise in
building transformers
for special industrial
purposes. If you want
transformers designed
and built to do a
definite job, we can

Export Sales:

help you.

SWITCHES

<s,, < < <

ava

BRITISH N.S.F. CO. LTD., Keighley,Yorkshire

(Sole Licensees of OAK Manufacturing Co., Chicago)
Phone: MAYfair 4234.
London Office: 9 Stratford Place, W.I.
(Sub- Licensees -A. B. Metal Products Ltd.)

TRANSFORMERS

Ao

l:)

e

'PURPOSE -BUILT"

<>

51

NORTHGATE STREET. DEVIZES.

LTD.

Phone .536

March, 1947
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POINTERS FOR DrESIGNERS

indirectly heated 6.3v. frequency changer of the Triode -Hexode type, the
OSRAM X6IM is suitable for operation up to 60 megacycles per sec. (5 metres).
Outstanding features include
An

:-

High conversion conductance for comparatively low cathode current, improving signal

to noise ratio.
Signal handing capacity is such that negligible distortion is apparent up to 5 volts R.M.S.
on the signal grid.
Negligible " pulling " when tuned anode oscillator is used, making ganging of tuned
circuits ease.
Control characteristic is designed to work in combination with KTW6I as IF amplifier,
giving maximum control on both valves with negligible distortion.
A detailed technical data sheet

is

available on request.

Osram
PHOTO CELLS

Osram
CATHODE RAY TUBES

Advt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.Z

VALVES

12

Wireless World
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-M.
R. SUPPLIES Ltd.pre
offer only brand new and guaranteed material, with immediate delivery from stock.

All
nett.
enables us to present this oppor" FUZIT " WIRE JOINTERS. A large purchase
tunity. This very useful B.T.C. product electrically welds all gauges of wire from
50 to 30 e.w.g. (copper and reeletence) instantly. No voider or flux, no dry joints.

Operation 200/250 v. A.C. Equipment comprises well- housed portable transformer,
hand-tool with carbon electrode. and trigger, leads. ready for use. Further details,
78/6 complete (do.. 2/6).
MINIATURE COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS (M.C.R.1). An unbeatable M.R.
Leer. The 5-valve superhet in metal case approx. 9in. by Sin. by 2in., A.C./D.O.
Power Pack in same size see, two H.T./L.T. Batteries Cone spare), four coil unite,
headphone., aerial and earth, complete, universal and mobile, brand new In her metically sealed container, £10 (carr. 4 /6). (The tuning ranges are : 188 /3000 metre.,
60/120 metres, 38/67 metres, 20/38 metres)
0.5.0. OMNI- DIFFUSION SPEAKERS. Efficient central suepeneton type with
octagonal flare 211n. dia., handling 12 watts at good quality. Fitted multi -match
line transformer. ideal for dance -halls, public rooms. etc., limited number for callers,
at £9/17/6 each.
SPECIAL MULTI-LINE STROBOSCOPES (cardboard) A. 200 /3000 r.p.m. In 15
steps, B. 206/6000 r.p.m. In 14 steps, C. 60/1200 r.p.m. In 20 steps, all 50 c. viewing.
Each etrebo. with stator and table, 2/9, or set of three 716.
MINIATURE PIEZO-CRYSTAL MICROPHONES (Rothermel- Brush). Only 11
Inches diameter, with 6 megohm loading incorporated, made for deaf-aids but suitable
for all mic. purposes, 29/8.
POWER TRANSFORMERS, prim. 200/220/240 v. Sec:-350/0/350 v. 150
4 v. 5 a., 4 v. 3 a., to cast brackets with terminal board, 36/-. Also 450/0/450 v. 150
m.a., 8.8 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 2 a., 6 v. 3 a., in brackets with loose leads, 45/ -. Also 260/0/260
v. 75 m.a., 8.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a., 27/6. Special cd r ex Admiralty Prim. 230 v. Sec
500/0/500 V. 170 m.a. (250 m.a. can be safely drawn) 4.4 a. CT., á15/- (des. 2/0).
L.F. CHOKES :-5 henries with 200 m.a. paeeing, in cast brackets rrith terminal
board- 75 ohms, 32/6. 30 henries 100 m.a., 500 ohms, fully shrouded, 21/-.
R,ITHERMEL PIEZO-CRYSTAL PICKUPS. Repla. emunt Heads for Garrard and
Collare arme, giving much impros ed performance and minimum record wear, 46/U.
ROTHERMEL SAPPHIRE GRAMO-NEEDLES, the best permanent needle for any
pickup, 12/6 each.
HEAVY DUTY OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. The improved " W.W. "model handling
up to 25- watte. 11 ration from 12/1 to 76/1 with c.t. for P.P. Tapped prim. and sec.
Weight 91 Iba Undoubtedly the beet for high fidelity work. 59 /8 (deep. 1/6).
RECTIFIERS (LT. for charging, etc.). All for charging up to 12 v. All FW. 1.5 amp,
refer
12/6 (A), 4 amps, 22/6 (B), 6 amps, 39/8 (C). 10 amp., 49/6 (D). The letters
to appropriate Traneformere- below. Also 28 v. 5 amps, 62/6 (deep. 1 /11), and 30 v.
8 ampo, £4(17/6 (deep. 2/-). All of the above rectifiers are the latest products of
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd.
STEP-DOWN MAINS TRANSFORMERS. All primariee tapped 200/2201240 v.
Sec :-7, 11 and 15 v. at 2 amps (A), 22/ -. 6, 8 and 14 v. at 4 amps (B), 32/6. 5,
12 and 17 v. at 6 amps (C), 51/8 (do.. 1/6), 7 and 16 v. at 10 amps (D), 77/6 (dee.
2/ -1. HEATER TRANSFORMERS, Prim. 100 /240 v. (tapped), sec. 8.3 v. 5 a., CT

if required, but supply limited.

:-

Redifon G.3? Trans

mitter /reeeirer for
M.C.W., telephony and

telegraphy.

The new Redifon G32
transmitter receiver

and 5 o.

3

amps, 29/6.

ROTARY RHEOSTATS. Space saving, front of panel mtg. (3- holes). Large range.
Examples:
ohms 3 amps 22/-. 4 ohms 4.5 amps, 23/6. 1,500 ohms 0.25 amp,
2516. 115 ohms 1 amp, 25/6. Also double former type (same mtg.), 10 ohms S
amps. 28/6. 240 ohms 1 amp. 33/6. 920 ohm, 0.4 amp, 31 /6. These are exceptionally well constructed, with 21in. control knob, continuously rated.
Please include sufficient for pacidrg and despatch.

-5

Mil. SUPPLIES Ltd., 88, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.
Telephone. MUSeum29S8

Ideal General Purpose
Communications Unit
THE REDIFON G.32, a compact 50-watt mobile
transmitter /receiver, is already giving excellent service
to Colonial Governments in civil administration and police
duties, and it has now been redesigned to give even simpler
and better operation as well as an improved appearance.
The transmitter covers 4.0 to 15.0 me /s (75 to 20 metres)
and the receiver 150 kc /s to 20 mc/s (2,000 to 15 metres).
The complete unit, which is ideal for general communications use, whether installed in small airfields, oil -field or
harbour communications, or geographical research equipment, is 28 ins. high by 21 ins. wide by 12 ins. deep,
finished to tropical specification.
It fits easily into a truck and can be operated from 250v.
A.C. supply or 24v. accumulators for which a special
supply unit is provided.
The Redifon G.32 is available now for almost immediate
delivery, and further details can be supplied by our
Communications Sales Division.

REDIFFUSION LTD.
Designers and Manufacturers q¡ Radio Communication

PORTABLE
ELECTRIC

GRAMOPHONE
TYPE A.G.4

The amplifier of this instrument
provides an output of 10 watts
from built in gramophone unit or
separate microphone. It is ideal
for Hotels, Dancing Schools,
educational purposes and in the
home. The unit is compact, portable, has excellent reproduction
and -is robust in design. Full
particulars including details of
loudspeakers and microphones are
available on request.

and Industrial Electronic Equipment

BROOMHILL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.18

BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS LTD.

CLAREMONT WORKS, OLD HILL, STAFFS. TEL : CRADLEY HEATH 6212 -3
TEL : EUSTON 7515
LONDON OFFICE : 115 GOWER STREET, W.C.I
M -W.73
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The remarkable accuracy of the DUBILIER PRECISION WIRE WOUND RESISTOR is due to its
scientific construction. A slotted high insulation ceramic former is wound with enamelled resistance
wire of not less than 0.0014" diameter. During winding the wire is subjected to tests to eliminate
accidentally shorted turns and to ensure the essential high standard of insulation between turns.
Contact between resistance element and terminals is by the exclusive DUBILIER moulded metal
method which removes the possibility of weak, non positive or noisy connections. All units are
suitable for use up to 50 Kc¡s. Full technical details on request.

W.3
LONDON
N, ACTON
DUCON WORKS VICTORIA ROAD
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD
Telephones: ACOrn 2241 (5 lines) Telegrams: Hivoltcon, Phone, London. Cables: Hivoltcon, London. Marconi International Code.
n. to
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Pear of
Perfection!
Reception has
in Radio

been attained by the latest

REDRESSED
FOR PEACE

S.

G.

Type

BROWN,

K

MOVING COIL
HEADPHONES
Where High Fidelity Reproduction is required such
as for DX work, Monitoring
and Laboratory purposes,
etc., these precision -built
Moving Coil Headphones
will be highly appreciated.

-

Technical Details
D.C. RESISTANCE
94 ohms per pair

-

:

IMPEDANCE
104 ohms @ 1,000 c.o.s.

Descriptive Brochure

" W W K."

will

be

sent

free on request.

Telephone

SENSITIVITY
8Dbs. above I microwatt per
bar @ 1,000 c.p.s.
PRICE

£5

.

5

.

0

PER PAIR

:

ACOrn 3021

VICTORIA

ROAD,

NORTH

ACTON, LONDON,

W.3

have
emerged from the testing ground
of war as more reliable, more
efficient than ever before. You
will soon see them in the smart
new post -war pack shown above.
It denotes the finest battery
PERTRIX

BATTERIES

for radio use yet made.

HOLSUN BATTERIES LIMITED
137 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.

gelephone-

WOOLWICH 1422

CAMBRIDGE ROW

S

WOOLWICH

SE
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ONDON CENTRA a

RADIO STORES

SELF - ENERGISING TABLE
MICROPHONE & HEADSETS

0.00035 MIDGET
CONDENSERS

The microphone is mounted on
a full- adjustable stand with
on -of licit alt. Sn boiteries n
ont

required

to

10/6

3-sang, less trinamea

PLUGS AND

operate.

Per set. 2 9.

UNUSED IN CARTONS

JACKS

Poptag,

EXREFLECTOR
TYPE P.M.
LOUDSPEAKERS

ARMY
In

case,

w oo d

9x tix7in....

30,-

MOVING COIL
INSERTS
As

25

per set

illustrated

-

47it

Two sets

EX- R.A.F. AIRBORNE G.P.
TRANSMITTERS
Type IISA.
Complete with 4 valves. Frequency coverage;
500 kc/s, 200 kc /s, 10 me /s, 3 mcjs, 2.35 me /s.
8 me /s. 2.5 me /s. Power input 1,200 v., 205

H.T., 6 v. 4 amp. L.T. Chassis size.
15in. X 1311ín. x 8gin. In metal cabinet. Supplied in strong wood case, with metal bound

corners and carrying handles, easily adapted
Amateur use. Less Power
£7 0 0
Pack
WITHOUT VALVES & METERS 30i-

Special Purchase
or

3 -tomk,

5/_

In a world whose tempo is governed
by the radio wave, it is necessary to

.

cape as

shows ease, 3/6

think

EX-U.S. ARMY
ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
HEADSETS

TELEPHONE LINE or
UNISELECTOR SWITCHES
2-

be used as Headphones.
Midget speakers (with trans former).
Speech Mikes or
adapted for Pick-ups. All new
and perfect. Enclosed in m eld

Can

quickly

and

to

think ahead.

Marconi engineers have an advantage
in this

20

constants,
Have
various applicationincluding
automatic tuning, cis
cult selection etr.
Operates on 25/50
22'4

-

the advantage of a technical

background that takes

in the whole

-

2 -bank

history of wireless communications.

In the reconstitution of old services

25-

3 -bank

and the development of new ones, that

GARRARD A.C. 7A MOTOR &
PICK -UP. 200 -250 v., A.C. In steel

carrying cases with two handles. Size 16 x 16
x ?tin. Brand new, not fitted
£10.1 S.0
with auto-stop
Carriage and packing 7/6 extra.

experience will be vital.

Beat -aid type earpieces }in. tits.
with soft rolil,e, +
fittings.
ano ohms. Brand raw
and packed

On land, on

sea and in the air, in the future as

27/6

in the past, communications will be

MINIATURE COMMUNICATION RECEIVER and
POWER PACK. Type MRCI.

linked with Marconi

-

the greatest name

in wireless.

Marconi
5 -valve

Superhet, using Midget wales l4, I1'4e, 1, 1RG) for A.C. or D.C.
volts input.
These asts a-e complete with aerial and

the greatest name in wireless

nosing, 97 -250

earth equipment, lightweight headphones, mains lead, etc. Dimon ®na
Receiver, 711e 81 x 21in. Power Pack approx. flame size. Range 10^0 sea.20 n
nefs in four rangea. These sets are brand new, ex- Govt., an,
sealed in metal containers, complete with operating instruction. 10 RÌ75.

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LTD
ENE

Closed Thursdays 1 p.m.

23, LISLE ST.

(GER

Open ail day Saturday.

2969)

LONDON, W.C.2

MARCONI INTERNATIONAL

MARINE COMMUNICATION

MARCONI HOUSE, CIHELMSFORD, ESSER

COMPANY LTD
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S.E.M. MINIATURE
FOR special use in Indicating and Recording

Instruments, S.E.M. en-

MOTORS

gineers have designed and
manufactured very depend-

able miniature electric

motors.

The A.C. model can be
used on 5o or zoo-1,000
c.p.s. supply at 25 -3o volts,
and the D.C. model up to
24 volts. Both machines
have a torque of }-in. oz.
and are capable of up to
to,000 r.p.m.
In common with all

S.E.M. machines, these

The S.E.M. A.C. miniature electr c
motor. Dimensions of motor body
i t long by x diameter.

r

motors are manufactured
to the highest standards
of mechanical detail and
have passed rigid inspection and tests.

SMALL ELECTRIC MOTORS LTD.
for over 30 years in making
electrical machinery and switchgear up to IO kW
capacity. They are experts in the design and
manufacture of ventilating fans and blowers,
motors, generators, aircraft and motor generators, high-frequency alternators, switchgear,
starters and regulators.
have specialized

BECKENHAM

KENT

+10
C-

VIBRATOR PACKS
S

1f!;tble for
RADIO
RECEIVERS
AND

TRANSMITTERS

AMPLIFIERS
PUBLIC
ADDRESS
SYSTEMS

SCIENTIFIC
AFIPARATUS
EMERGENCY
THE S. S: WHitE COMPANY
B lTANNi1A WORKS
LDNDON N.W.I.
ST. PANCRAS WAY
CAMDEN -OWN
WHICODENTA, WTSOO, PHONE. LONDON
Cable Address :
Telephone:. EUSTON 7i8.4754
POei S^cn

d Y:.itneri

POWER
SYSTEMS

MASTERADIO LTD, VIBRANT WORKS, WATFORD, HERTS.
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Three Principal Materials

FREQUELEX
An insulating material of Low Di- electric
Loss, for Coil Formers, Aerial Insulators,
Valve Holders, etc.
PERMALEX
A High Permittivity Material. For the
construction of Condensers of the s nallest possible dimensions.

TEMPLEX
A Condenser material of medium permittivity. For the construction of Condensers having a constant capacity at all
tern peratu res.

LTD.,

BULLERS

Telephone: Mansion House

BULLERS

LAURENCE

6,

Buflers
LOW

POUNTNEY

HILL,

lines)

9971 (3

shock

alud
from vibration

The

Mountings

several varieties
made

the SERIES.
Examples from

here is

that its displacement
toement

.010" of
of from
carry loads
bt changed
signed to
signed
these may
the

or
per mounting and 990° to position,
fete axis
be inverted.
or
with
mounting
lied
supplied
complete
complete
can

holder

that
without
so

can be arranged
and they same bolt.

the
that two utilize

Ile opportunity

roblems.
should appreciate
your vibretioap
helping with
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F1.Ehj0t
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NaTA.l. 003
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rER

Ltd.
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ATLI[NG
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:
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Mounting
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CERAMICS
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Telegrams
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hallAIOAk
UU.6

Filament Voltage
Filament Current
Maximum Anode Voltage
(R.M.S.) per Anode
Maximum Output Current

U.403

Filament Voltage
Filament Current
Maximum Anode Voltage
(R.M.S.) per Anode
Maximum Output Current

4.0V

I.4A
350V
120mA

_ kil
40.0V
0.2A

250V
120mA

affilkakidIV

The U U.6 is an indirectly heated full wave rectifier for use in A. C. Mains
Receivers, whilst the U.403 is a half wave rectifier for use in A.C. /D.C. Receivers.

Both valves are metallised and are of small dimensions.

Hence they are

eminently suitable for use in mains portable receivers or any receivers where
rectifier hum trouble is likely to be experienced due to cramped layout.

MAZDA
RADIO VALVES AND CATHODE RAY TUBES
THE EDISON

SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,

155,

CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
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As many of the circuits and
apparatus described in these
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"P" COILS

AVAILABLE NOW!
Backed by the well -known ' Wearite ' reputation, these Type " P " Coils
are made to provide coverage for all ranges and in a series which includes
Aerial Coda, H.F. Transformers and Oscillator Coils
. all impregnated
for Tropical conditions.
They're readily available -your dealer has lull details
.
ask hire
TODAY. If any difficulty is encountered, please write direct to us.
Wright & Weaire Ltd., High Road, Tottenham, London, N.17
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VALVES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
By M.

G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

u=

No.

3: Mullard

SINGLE -ENDED SHORT WAVE TRIODE

-bik--16L
THE EC52 is the companion triode to the

EF54 pentode discussed last month. You
will remember that the great point about the
EF54 is that it works at frequencies up to
300Mc/s or so, formerly the preserve of the costly
and fragile acorn. Nearly all receivers for such
frequencies are superhets or super -regeneratives ;
and both require an oscillator.
As with the EF54, one has to realise that near
the limiting frequency a large part of the tuned

circuits is inside the bulb.
For example, in seeing how
high in frequency I could
RF
make the EC52 go, my
CHOKE
oscillator circuit ended up
(close on 400Mc /s) as Fig. 1.
Until re-drawn as Fig. 2, to
10p
show the inductance *of the
leads and the inter -electrode
capacitances, it is not easy to
25 wo
recognise it as a Colpitts
circuit. The 10pF was a
condenser
ceramic disc
bridged straight across the
anode and grid tags, and
the choke a dozen or so
turns of fine wire }" dia. For frequencies in the
region of 300Mc /s a small tuning coil can be

/

inserted on the anode side of the condenser, and
the choke preferably tapped to its centre. At
say for the oscillator in
still lower frequencies

-

-

almost any conventional

With very, slight modification (Fig. 3) an oscillator can be converted into an extremely simple
super- regenerative receiver. The aerial may be
a half-wave piece of wire with one end near an
end of the coil. As the anode rating of the
EC52 is 7.5 watts at 400 volts, it makes quite
an effective VHF sender. And, of course, a
triode with a
slope of over
6.5 mA /V is
quite useful
501.o
for other. than
CHOKE
VHF applications.

i

Non :

R F

aol,,,r

The

EC52 should
not be used as

2uD

an earthed grid amplifier.
For that purpose there is a
FIG
special valve
having exceptionally low anode -cathode capacitance the EC54.

-

This is the third of a series of articles written
by M. G. Scroggie, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., the
well-known Consulting Radio Engineer. Reprints
for schools and technical colleges may be obtained
free of charge from:

FIG 2

.

a television superhet
circuit can be used.

E(52

THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD.,
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT,
CENTURY H OUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., W.C.2

Advertisement of The Mullard Wireless Service Co. Ltd.
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Monthly Commentary
Wire

versus
Wireless
THOUGH some of us may sigh for the " good
old days " of intense and embittered rivalry
between wire and wireless, it is all to the
good that co- operation has largely replaced competition. The more sane and realistic modem attitude towards this old controversy was well brought
out at a recent discussion meeting of the Institution
of Electrical Engineers, where the conclusion was
reached that the two systems of communication
are largely complementary and that both have
wide fields of usefulness. And, in any case, there
is no longer a clear-cut line of demarcation between
the two ; most line systems use electronic techniques
to some extent, and the most highly developed
with R.F. cables -may fairly though rather inelegantly be described as non- radiating radio.
In the I.E.E. discussion no time was wasted in
profitless reiteration of the old arguments for and
against radio in simple point -to -point communications. For such purposes, and indeed in most
borderline cases, the deciding factor is now generally recognized as an economic one ; the principle
is more or less that, where the alternatives are
available the use of radio is unjustified where the
wire would serve at reasonable cost. Most of the
discussion was concerned with the relative merits
of V.H.F. radio relay systems and R.F. cables for
large-scale internal communications. It would
seem that precise data on the general functioning
and, above all, on the reliability- of radio links
of this kind is not yet available, but a good case
was made for their use, particularly on economic
grounds. The main objections, apart from the
unknown factor of reliability, were on the score
of lack of secrecy and susceptibility to interference.
If data on the functioning of radio relays is in
fact so scarce as would appear, we suggest that
experimental stations, operating at or about maximum ranges, should be set up without delay in
order that propagation and other problems may be
studied intensively under all meteorological
conditions. Data obtained from a few experimental links should give the industry a chance to

-

-

cater for the communication needs of those overseas countries in which the attractions of radio
relay systems are perhaps greater than in Britain.
In the national interest, co-operation between the
Post Office and industry would seem to be indicated.

In the Air
WIRELESS made its first great contribution to
humanity by saving life at sea. In the early
days, even before direction -finding came as
an additional safeguard to the mariner, impressive
totals were given each year of those owing their
lives directly to radio. We should like to think that
it is making equally notable contributions to the
safety of flying. No doubt, civil aviation as it is
to -day could not possibly be conducted without
the help of radio, but it is also certain that recent
developments that contribute to safety in the air_
are not yet being used to full advantage.
For this state of affairs there are many causes.
The general dislocation of post-war life has resulted
in unexpected delays in beating our swords into
ploughshares in most spheres of activity. Failure
to secure international agreement and standardization of radio aids is another important factor. A
civil aircraft that may fly over aerodromes controlled by half a dozen national authorities in
almost the same number of hours cannot possibly
carry the gear that may be needed to take advantage of all the different types of ground equipment
that may be encountered. The problem is technically not very difficult in regard to the broad
essentials ; most of the answers are already known.
But a good deal of detail work has to be done in
adapting war -time methods to civilian needs. Close
and sympathetic collaboration with those who fly
the aircraft is needed ; we must find what they
want, and give it to them in an attractive form.
As we see it, there is a tendency towards over-complication ; wireless men tend to regard an aircraft
as a flying platform for radio equipment, ignoring
the requirements of pay -load and crew psychology.
Radio can and must help to reduce the present
deplorable loss of life.
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"VANGUARD"

Radio Communication Arrangements for the Royal Cruise

T

HE radio communication
equipment of a modern

warship is normally limited
to that needed for morse transmission and reception at both
hand and automatic high speed
over any distance, and short range R.T. on V.H.F. H.M.S.
Vanguard, Britain's newest battleship, was so fitted when she
was completed early last year.
When, however, this great vessel
was selected to convey the King
and Queen and the two Princesses
to South Africa and back it was
decided to augment her normal
radio communication facilities.
The large amount of radio traffic
expected to be handled, including
both official messages and
" copy " from the two Press

By G. M BENNETT

grammes could be transmitted
from the ship for re- transmission
by the B.B.C. and the South
African Broadcasting Corporation.
It was also decided to provide
facilities for the transmission of
Press photographs from the ship.
And lastly, satisfactory reception
of broadcast programmes throughout the compartments occupied
by the Royal Party and their suite
was required.
The last item, being the simplest and independent of the other
three, is best dealt with first. Installation of separate broadcast
receivers in all the cabins concerned was ruled out owing to the

available instead of one. Three
standard Naval broadcast receivers were installed in the
special radio control room (described later). These are connected by feeders to receiving aerials
separated as far as possible from
the ship's transmitting aerials.
The output from these sets is fed
to Vitavox loudspeakers in every
required compartment, each having a volume control and programme selector switch. In addition individual Murphy radiogramophones have been installed
in the King's day cabin and the
equerries smoking-room, whilst a
Decola record reproducer is available for use wherever it may be
required.
All the other special facilities
automatic telegraphy, long -range
radio -telephony and facsimile'
have one thing in common for
satisfactory operation they need a
higher radiated power on the H.F.
bands than any existing transmitter in the ship could give.
Theoretical calculations demanded
4 kW for R.T. and r kW for A.T.
The rated power of the ship's
single high -power H.F. transmitter was approximately 3 kW
on telegraphy but only 50o watts
on telephony. But, to meet the
normal naval requirement of continuous tuning from 1.5 to 25
Mc / s, it was provided with a
simple single -wire aerial system,
so the radiated power was considerably less. The first decision
taken, therefore, was to install a
higher-powered transmitter ; the
second, to provide it with a. more
efficient aerial system.
The solution to the first problem was not as easy as would
seem at first sight. As there was
no time to develop a transmitter
for the purpose, one had to be
found amongst the products of
commercial firms.
But the demand for transmitters of such
power is in general limited' to

-

;

Standard Telephones & Cables DSio transmitter as installed in the Vanguard for long-range duplex radio -telephony. The units are, left to right
two power units, modulator and two R.F. units.

correspondents, called for duplex
automatic telegraphy (A.T.), i.e.,
two-way radio teleprinter. The
second requirement was for long range duplex R.T., comparable
with that provided in Atlantic
passenger liners, permitting telephonic communication between
the ship and telephone exchanges
in Britain or South Africa. This
was also needed so that pro-

difficulty of providing satisfactory
aerials. It was also doubtful
whether such sets could be operated successfully in the face of the
interference to be expected from
the ship's high -power transmitters. A rediffusion system was,
therefore, decided on, similar to
that already feeding the whole
ship, but with the difference that
three programmes were to be

The term facsimile is used by the Navy for
all systems employed for the transmission of
still pictures.

,
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shore stations where the limitation
of space is not a governing factor
as in a warship. Only one suitable
transmitter was found the DSro
;

H.M.S. Vanguard consists of two
R.F. units, a modulator and a
twin power unit bolted together to
form a remarkably compact set.
The overall dimensions are only
6ft 64in high, 9ft Sin long, and
aft 2in deep. Individual units
can be withdrawn for. maintenance. The R.F. circuits consist of
a crystal or master oscillator,
selected at will, followed by two
amplifier- doubler stages and a
driver stage. The output circuit
employs a pi- network and is calibrated directly in frequency. The
exciter tuning stages are ganged
together and also calibrated
directly in frequency. By this
means tuning is simplified. Beam
tetrodes are employed as exciter
valves, and pentodes for the
driver and output valves the
latter have a 5 kW rating and
are air -cooled. No neutralizing is
necessary. The final stage feeds
into a splitting circuit for balanced
feeders, with a line reactor tò provide exact matching, or simply
into the line reactor in the case of
an unbalanced feeder.
The modulator consists of two
pentode pre -amplifiers, a phase
two
splitter,
beam - tetrode
push-pull amplifiers,
and a
push-pull cath:

A programme selection switch and

volume control are incorporated in
the Vitavox loudspeakers installed
in the battleship. The speakers,
designed for bulkhead mounting, are
cellulose sprayed to match the decorations in the Royal suite. The
fret covering is perforated white
P.V.C. sheeting.

which had just been designed by
Standard Telephone and Cables
The
especially for use afloat.
prototype was lent to the Admiralty for installation in the
Vanguard.
This transmitter employs a unit
system of construction, whereby
up to six radio -frequency units
may be added to a multiple power
unit. This enables up to three
of six spot frequencies to be selected for simultaneous operation. A
modulator unit may also be added
for M.C.W. and R.T. operation.
The transmitter is capable of pro viding :
(a) 2 C.W. channels at 5 kW
each, or 3 C.W. channels at 3 kW
each, with independent keying ;
or (b) 2 C.W. channels at 3 kW
each, with common keying
or (c) r C.W. channel at 3 kW
plus r R.T. channel at 3 kW.
Both (b) and (c) permit simultaneous transmission on two difThe freferent frequencies.
quency coverage is from 2.5 to 22
Mc / s. An electronic keying unit
is incorporated in the set permitting operation at keying. speeds
up to 600 w.p.m.
The transmitter as fitted in

-

;

follower
driver for the
Class " B " final
ode

-

into two units and includes the
main 6,000 -volt rectifier, the intermediate 1,5oo -volt rectifier and
two Soo -volt rectifiers for low power circuits and bias. Mercury
vapour rectifiers are used for the
6,000 and r, coo -volt supplies and
selenium rectifiers for lower voltages. The transmitter operates
from a three -phase 50 /6o c / s supply on a three -wire circuit, with
40o volts between phases, which.
is the normal system used for
radio equipment in the larger warships. It is designed for operation
in tropical conditions, three air
blowers being provided for air blast cooling of the valves while a
fourth blower is employed for ventilation.
The aerial problem in H.M.S.
Vanguard was simplified, in comparison with that normally met
in a warship, because the special
transmitter was only required for
communication with the U.K.
and South Africa during given
periods. The optimum frequencies
could, therefore, be predicted
and as a result one was chosen in'
each of the six following bands :
3, 5, 7, 14, 19 and 22 Mc /s. For
3 Mc

-

/s a two-

wire

vertical

and

7Mc /s

À/4 aerial was
rigged. For 5

there are two

sloping
two wire aerials
30k / 4 each folded
at the lower
ends to suppress radiation
from the bottom A./ 4. Two
X/ 2
two -wire
omni - directional dipoles
are provided
for the 14 and

modulator. The
final stage uses
two airblast
triode
cooled
valves capable
of modulating
fully the final
stage.
R.F.
Automatic gain
control is obtained by recti19 Mc / s bands.
fying part of
The last are also
the output of
used on
22
the first push Mc /s. All five
amplifier
pull
special aerials
and feeding
are on the mainback the D.C.
mast and are
as bias to the
connected
by
first
pentode
stage. The final The quarter-deck of H.M.S. Vanguard
R.F. stage is looking aft showing two of the whip feeders to the
DSro transmodulated on
receiving aerials.
mitter which is
screen as well as
installed in a compartment on the
anode, thus giving substantially
port side of the superstructure.
complete modulation.
Another compartment, simiThe power equipment is split
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"-

larly situated on the other side of
the ship was selected as a control
room for all the
special radio facilities. For automatic telegraphy,
standard G.P.O.
teleprinters
type
(one for trans-

mission, one for reception and one
spare) are installed
here, together with
the necessary tape
perforators ' a n d
Creed relays, providing for either
direct or re- perforated transmission
and reception, the
latter being a requirement for highspeed working.
The R.T. equipment fitted in
the radio control room includes
(a) A switchboard to connect
the transmitter and receiver to
the handsets in the Royal apartments and other selected positions in the ship. The latter include plug -in points forward and
aft for the high -grade moving -coil
microphones used for broadcast
commentaries.
:

-

(b) Speech privacy equipment
to prevent interception by casual
eavesdroppers.
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a constant " speech voltage " output for large variations in " speech

voltage " input.

B.B.C. disc recording equipment is fitted on the benches to the left and in
the background in this view of the ship's recording room. On the right hand bench is a naval type recorder carried as a stand -by and one of the

new Murphy naval receivers for monitoring purposes.

(e) Electronic Voice Operated
device for
Switching (EVOS)
suppressing the transmitter carrier during reception, to provide
interference-free duplex working.
(d) A Voice Operated Gain Adjusting Device (VOGAD) to give

-a

The above mentioned switchboard is fitted at the technical
operator's position/ and serves also
to connect the automatic telegraphy and facsimile apparatus to
the transmitter. The latter is a
high -quality type recently developed by Muirhead & Co. who,

at the Admiralty's request, lent
and installed the first available
model. It employs photo -electric
scanning at the transmitter, the
variations in light intensity modulating the frequency of an audio frequency tone of constant amplitude, which tone is used to modulhte the amplitude of the radio frequency carrier wave. The drum
on which the material to be transmitted is clipped rotates at a
speed of one revolution per second
and is traversed by the scanning
spot-light to give 135 lines per
inch. At the receiver the fre-

One of the two Muirhead picture transmitting units installed in the battleship. The system employs sub - carrier frequency modulation and the output from the equipment is fed into the ship's A.M. transmitter. To send
a picture 8in by in it takes approximately 12 minutes.

quency- modulated tone modulates
a beam of light projecting on to
a photographic film. H.M.S. Vanguard is provided with facsimile
transmitting equipment only. A
second transmitter is installed as
a stand -by, and it has been
adapted to serve also as a monitor.
All communication receivers are
of the new naval type manufactured by Murphy and described
in last December's issue of Wireless World. Apart from the moni-
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toring receivers in the transmitter
room and the control room, all
receivers are installed in the ship's
receiving room sited in the forward superstructure just below
the bridge. This separation from
the transmitters (the ship's other
transmitters are, like the DSro,
installed aft) is necessary to avoid
mutual interference. The aerials,
both single wire and vertical
whips, are rigged on and arcund
the foremast. But since this provides a separation of only too feet
(the masts are only this distance
apart although the ship is 800 ft
long) two whips have been fitted
right aft on the quarter -deck and
two right forward on the forecastle
(clearly seen in our cover illustration) with matched feeders leading
to the receiving room in order to
provide the maximum possible
freedom from interference from
the ship's transmitters.
The B.B.C. has provided disc
recording equipment which is installed in a recording room
the bridge structure which has the
necessary connections to the control room and thence to the
DS10 transmitter.
All the special equipment is

duplicated to ensure continuous
operation in case of breakdowns
and when the gear is taken out of
The
service for maintenance.
ship's normal naval high -power
set is used as a standby for the
DS1o, switching arrangements
being provided in the control
room for connecting the A.T.,
R.T. and facsimile equipment to
it if the need arises.
The automatic telegraphy service to and from the Vanguard is
operated with existing naval shore
stations in the U.K. and South
Africa. Other special facilities are,
however, being worked with
G.P.O. stations in the U.K. and
the Capetown terminal of Cable
and Wireless (Overseas), Ltd. And
in the U.K. the Vanguard circuit
is connected from the G.P.O.
Overseas Terminal in London as
requisite by line to private subscribers' telephones,' to the B.B.C.
or, in the case of facsimile, to
Electra House, the headquarters
of Cable and Wireless who are the
operators of this system in the
U.K. Daily schedules for working A.T., R.T. and facsimile in
turn with both the U.K. and
I This service is not open to

the public.
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South'African terminals are necessary since only one can be satisfactorily operated at a time from
the ship. The ship's shakedown
cruise in December provided an
opportunity for extensive trials.
Apart from meeting the operational requirements for automatic
telegraphy, long-range R.T. and
facsimile for this particular cruise,
invaluable experience will be
gained towards the solution of the
many problems involved in providing such facilities in other warships. It is believed to be the
first occasion on which both facsimile and automatic telegraphy
have been used in a British ship.
The installation of all this spe-

cial equipment has been arranged
by the Admiralty Signal Establishment who, in conjunction with
Admiralty departments, were
responsible for the overall scheme
and the solution of the many
novel problems involved. It is

only fair to add that the G.P.O.,
the B.B.C., Cable and Wireless
and the manufacturers of the
equipment used, gave unstinted
help throughout.
[Readers will have noted the
quality of the B.B.C. transmissions from the Vanguard and also
the high definition attained in the
transmission of pictures as exemplified by the illustrations in
the lay Press. -ED.]

BOOK REVIEW
An Introduction to Transmission
By C. J. Mitchell,
Lines.
A.M.I.E.E. Pp. 64, with 3o
diagrams. George G. Harrap
and Co., Ltd., 182, High

W.C.i.
London,
Holborn,
Price 3s 6d.
THIS book falls into two halves,
each of three chapters, the first
half elucidates the behaviour of
variously terminated lines by supposing them to be connected to
(continuous and
D.C.
sources
pulsed) ; the second is devoted to
A.C. performance, ending with impedance matching by means of
stubs and quarter-wave sections.
Being, as the author declares, a
simple approach to the subject, the
treatment excludes the complication of line losses, and makes the
minimum demands on the reader.
In the D.C. half, only an elementary knowledge of the fundamental
laws of inductance and capacitance,
and the simplest algebra, are
assumed. The formula for characteristic impedance is derived by
considering the energy stored in L
and C at various stages after connecting the source. By tracing the
process a step at a time, with
numerical examples, and not evading the matter of reflection, the
author builds up a very clear and
complete picture. Except for the
formula for inductance and capacitance of twin -wire and coaxial lines,
everything is derived from first
principles. Incidentally, this section would be a very helpful preliminary to study of the line
discharge pulse generator in radar.
Pleased with his steady and sure
progress under this painstaking
guidance, the reader may be a little
disconcerted on entering the A.C.
half to find the pace has quickened

considerably, over a road surface
that has not been quite so carefully
smoothed and graded as before.
The speed -up was perhaps inevitable in order to get everything into
the allotted space; but the book as
a whole is so good and so much
needed that the reviewer hopes that
for the second edition the author
will take as much care in the A.C.
half as in the D.C. to make the way
comfortable for the less sure -footed
students. For example, after following 17 diagrams all showing the
start of the line on the left, one is
apt to be caught by Fig. 20 where
for no obvious reason it is on the
right. And on the last two pages y
is suddenly substituted for what was
previously called 1.
None the less, even in the A.C.
half, using only elementary trigonometry, and leaving in and explaining every step, it is remarkable how
the author has succeeded in deriving
all the main results without ever
falling back on " it can be shown."
The book can be thoroughly
M. G. S.
recommended.

"RADIO VALVE VADE MECUM "
understand that the first
to the 1947 edition
of this Belgian valve data book is
now available and will be sent to
subscribers in return for the coupon
contained in the main book. The
British agents, Ritchie Vincent and
Telford, Ltd., 136a, Kenton Road,
Harrow, Middlesex, inform us that
they will be pleased to forward
coupons; alternatively, subscribers
applying to Antwerp direct are reminded that the postage to Belgium
is 3d per ounce.
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METAL LENSES FOR RADIO
Latest Aids to Narrower Beaming
By

"CATHODE RAY"

by day, radio gets more
more like it was in 1888.
That was when Hertz revealed
his experiments with centimetre
waves, showing how like light
they were in regard to mirrors,
lenses, prisms and so forth. For
decades all this was of historical
and theoretical interest only.
Now we are right back in this
optical kind of radio ; with improvements, of course. There
are magnetrons to provide far
more R.F. power than Hertz
could get out of his sparks, and
valves to amplify the received
waves, so they can be put to practical use. But basically it is the
same thing.
Most of the time between 1888
and to-day it appeared as if the
only radio waves that were really
useful were those that are enormously longer than light waves.
The sizes of reflectors, lenses,
etc., have to be in proportion to
the waves they handle. So the
fact that radio and light waves
are identical, except for wavelength, was less obvious than it
might have been ; optical devices
large enough for the radio waves

DAY
and

guide. The horn is itself directional, like a megaphone, and
confers the advantage of directing
practically all the radio energy
into the parabolic mirror. The
dipole is usually made somewhat
directional by means of a parallel rod reflector (as in the usual form
of television aerial) but is not
nearly so effective in this respect

casting, it is extraordinarily
wasteful to radiate and receive
waves to and from all directions.
For purposes such as radar and
D.F. it is worse than wasteful ; it
is useless. Concentrating the
radiation into a narrow beam
is a much more effective and
economical way of providing
a strong signal than increasing the power of the
transmitter.
One
practical example of FEEDER
t h e beam-forming
device I am going to describe
is equivalent to multiplying
the power of an omni- direc- WIZ
tional transmitter by 12,000.

And how much more

cheaply! And think of how
much less interference The same
step -up can be obtained again by
using a similar device at the receiver, strengthening the incoming signal more than any U.H.F.
amplifier could, and cutting out
all but a negligible risk of interference.
For point -to-point communication, navigational aids, radar and
D.F., then, beaming is indubitably the thing. The most popu!

v

BEAM
DIPOLE
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flector beam-former works is, of
course, that celebrated one : "the
angle of reflection is equal to the
angle of incidence." The only
shape of reflector surface that can
redirect all the rays diverging
from a point source into a parallel
beam is the paraboloid-the surface generated by a parabola revolving on its axis. An obvious
defect of this system is that the
radiator is in the way of the beam
(Fig. z). An advantage is the
enormous range of wavelengths
covered by a single size of reflector. So much so, in fact, that the
same reflector will do for both
radio and light.
As long as the
wavelength is less than about a
quarter of the diameter of the
mirror and greater than several
times the diameter of the graininess of the surface, there is no
need to worry. That is why a
light mirror should be highly
polished, whereas a radio mirror
need not even have a continuous
metal surface.

slightly to the right to
keep its front rank level.
Emerging on the farther
bank of the canal,
assumed parallel to the
first, the column would
have to swing back to its
original direction to allow
for the left-hand man remaining later in the water.
But if the canal were
wedge -shaped, so that the
right-hand man would
emerge last, the column
would have to swing rightwards a second time. It
would be permanently
bent.
Rays of light or radio
Courtesy Proc. I.R.E. and Bell Telephone Labs.
approaching a lens along
the axis strike it at right
Plano- concave metal lens with an aperture
of 14 wavelengths.
angles, and emerge likewise, so are not refracted
It depends on
at all. Other rays are bent back theoretically.
towards the axis ; and if the lens speeding the waves up instead of
slowing them down, so the middle
is suitably shaped they emerge
of the lens is the thinnest. Comparallel (Fig. 3), or, with a differently shaped lens, meet at a pare Fig. 4 with Fig. 3.
\
As you probably know, the
point of focus. Another way of
\--ki
basic
fact of the universe nowais
it
looking
at
%. :.rI
that the axial ray days is that nothing can travel
has the shortest faster than light (or radio) in
journey to the space, so how the Einstein can
one speed up radio waves that are
focus, so is retarded by the maxi- already doing maximum knots?
mum thickness of This is the question that is asked
by sceptical students of wavesolid matter the
longest rays have guide theory when they encounter
least to traverse. the formula for phase velocity :
By this equalizaVP =V. [z- (X /za)2] -1/4
tion policy it is in which V. is the velocity in
Fig. 3. Diverging rays of light reaching a suitably
space, a is the wavelength, and a
possible to bring
shaped lens are refracted into a parallel beam. Dotted
is the distance between the walls
them
all
into
step
lines indicate typical wave-fronts ; the slower speed
along a straight of the guide. Whatever the sizes
of the waves in the lens material is shown by the
of A. and a, the phase velocity V,
front.
closer spacing.
Radio waves is either imaginary or greater than
The other main optical device are retarded by having to pass
V. (" which is impossible,"
is the lens.
The working of a
through dielectrics. Hertz used mutters the zealous but raw follens depends on refraction
more than half a ton of pitch to lower of Einstein).
caused by the fact that light (and
demonstrate refraction.
Dielecradio) waves travel more slowly
tric lenses f o r
in the material of which the Lens
radio are rather
is composed. If a column of
clumsy ; but in
troops on the march, having got 1941 the Admirbeyond earshot of the sergeant,
alty Signal Estabwere to find themselves entering
lishment and
".r
a canal. at an oblique angle, as
Marconi's' experimented with a
in Fig. z, the right -hand man at
"SOURCE
i_q
the head would enter the water new type of lens
first, and his pace would be retar- which seems a
more practical
ded thereby. If the column conjob, besides being
tinued in the same straight line,
the right -hand side of it would very interesting
drop behind, which would never
N. M. Rust, Journal
do so, preserving perfect disciFig. 4. Section of a metal lens. The increased speed in
I.E.E., Part III A, No. r
pline, the column would swing
the lens shows as an increased spacing of wave-fronts.
(1946). P. 50.
I

;

-
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Metal Lenses for Radio
Neither is it possible for sea
waves to travel at zoo miles an
hour ; yet if a wave-front strikes

a sea wall almost but not quite
parallel to it (Fig. 5), the splash

due to the next wave (only perhaps ro yards behind the first),
so the length of width of a wave guide can be adjusted so that
radio waves at two widely different points are in phase.
SEA

SPLASH

WALL

SPLASH

OFD
WALL

COMPONENT

WAVE MOTION
ALONG

WAVES

DIRECTION OF
WAVE MOTION

are so rapidly attenuated that
quite a short length of guide acts
as a screen. (We all know that
a piece of chicken netting, even,
screens waves that are much
longer than the mesh diameter.)
When the sides are very slightly
more than half a wavelength
apart, the energy flow is very
slow and the phase velocity is
much greater than the speed of
light. So quite a short length of
guide gives a considerable phase
advance. But the advance is very
critical with wavelength, and
there is also excessive reflection
at the guide mouth. As the guide
is widened, the effect becomes less
and less, until when infinitely
has no
obviously
wide it
effect at all. The greater the
width the greater the length required ; and it is inconvenient to
go too far in that direction. A
suitable compromise between
length of guide needed and sensitivity. to wavelength is a velocity
step -up of. about 65 per cent,

-

The more nearly parallel a sea wall is to approaching waves, the
faster the splash along the wall, and the slower the waves themselves move
in that direction. These two speeds correspond respectively to phase and
group velocities in radio wave guides. When the sea wall is exactly parallel
(or the wave guide is exactly ,\/z wide) the splash (and phase) velocity is
infinite and the wave (and group) velocity along the wall is zero.
Fig. 5.

travels along the wall far faster
than the waves themselves. There
is, in fact, no limit to the speed
of the splash, because it is not a
material thing like a bullet, or
energy like an air or radio wave ;
it is just a phase
relative
arrangement of events in time.
In a similar way, radio waves
passing between two conducting
walls set up a wavelike pattern
along their path. The waves
themselves are actually slowed by
the walls on each side, but the
pattern moves faster, just like the
splash on the sea wall. And just
as the splash of one wave at a
point on the wall can be made (by
adjusting the angle of the wall) to

-a

\

RECTANGULAR
WAVEGUIDE

LENS

Courtesy Proc. I.R.E.

Fig.

6.

Combination of
lens and horn feed.

metal

synchronize at any distance- -say
300 yards away -with the splash

So, referring to Fig. 4, the wave
fronts emerging from the lens are
in phase as shown, but the wave
energy coming out at the extremities of the lens
did not start from the
source at the same
time as that coming
out of the centre ; it
was actually radiated a few wavelengths ahead, to allow it time
(according to Einstein) to go
" the long way." If only a single
wave were imagined to be
radiated, it would come out of the
middle of the lens first, and progressively later towards the circumference, so the focusing idea
would break down completely.
But in practice it is all right, because one generates a continuous
stream of waves, all alike, or
changing only very slowly due to
modulation ; and the waves are
not called on to show their birth
certificates, correct to the nearest
microsecond, so one is as good as
another.
To pass from these philosophical musings to the constructional
details of metal lenses, the wave guide formula given above shows
that if the sides are closer together
iha n half a wavelength the phase
velocity is imaginary. In practical
terms that means that the waves
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Courtesy Proc. I.R.E.

Fig. 7. Sectoral horn with wave
guide lens for radiating fan- shaped
beam.

given by a guide width of about
0.61.

This width, by the way, is at
right angles to the electric field.
The other dimension, parallel to
the electric field, is not very important, but ought to be large
compared with the width. The
length, which is the thickness of
the lens, controls the phase advance and hence the beaming
effect. So the lens consists of a
number of parallel slats, vertical
for vertically polarized waves,
cut out into shapes like Fig. 4. A
very clean design results when the
lens is fed by a wave guide horn
having a mouth large enough to
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slat construction is convenient
enough for centimetre waves, but
would offer rather extensive wind
resistance and weight if made in

beam claimed to
be the sharpest
ever produced
only one -tenth of
a degree wide.

-

There is no

point in having
more than one
whole wavelength
phase-advance in
rethe lens

METAL NOT
NECESSARY

-it

quires more

material and is
liable to reduce

accuracy

of

EACH STEP IS EQUIVALENT
TO A PHASE DIFFERENCE
OF ONE WHOLE WAVE

beaming. So the
superfluous thick-

AT LENS PHASE VELOCITY

Courtesy Proc.
and Bell Telephone
Labs.

Lens aerial system
for a 4,000 -Mc/s
repeater station.

enclose the lens, shown in Fig. 6.
For some purposes, notably

marine radar, a fan -shaped beam
is wanted, and can be obtained by
a horn and lens shaped as in Fig.
7. It looks as if in the near future
one will have difficulty in distinguishing beam radio sets from
vacuum cleaners ; both will have
a range of similarly shaped interchangeable nozzles.
As with other aerial systems,
the beam is made narrower by
making the " aperture " larger.
A lens aerial designed at the Bell
Telephone Laboratories (where
this type of aerial has been extensively developed'), 48 by 480
wavelengths in area, gives a radio
' W. E. Kock, Proc. I.R.E., 34 (Nov. 19g6),
pp. 828-836,

nesses are cut away, giving a
stepped construction (Fig. 8). In
a complete lens, these steps are
concentric, and the whole thing
reminds one of the prismatic glass
lenses used in lighthouses.
Since a given phase advance
can be obtained either by controlling the distance over which a
given speed -up is effective ; or

alternatively by controlling the
rate of speed -up over a given distance, an alternative to the
variable- thickness lens in a
variable- spacing lens of constant
thickness. Or both can be varied,
with the object of matching the
impedance of the source.
Still another alternative is to
replace the solid metal slats by
an array of parallel wires. The

Fig. 8. Lens outline
obtained by reducing
thickness wherever
possible in steps of
36o°
phase
difference

metre -wave sizes. A wire curtain
would be more practicable, adapting methods of construction that
have been used for short -wave
aerial arrays for years.
To sum up the advantages of
the metal lens type of aerial: It
is a sound mechanical job, and
has been proved to be not too

LEAKAGE FEEDBACK
- - -.4 -MIRRORS

LENS HORNS

1

RECEIVER

TRANSMITTER

MODULATOR

L
'.

(a)
Fig. g.

RECEIVER

F,

^J
MODULATOR

TRANSMITTER

(b)
Using reflector systems at a microwave repeater station, there is a likelihood that some of the transmitter
output will feed back to the receiver on the same wavelength (a). This risk is far less with lenses (h).
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Metal Lenses for

Radio-

sensitive to tolerances in manufacture and deformations due to
wind, etc.; it can be made for
any wavelengths from 5 metres
downwards ; it can easily be designed to produce almost any
desired shape of beam ; it fits in
well with feed systems, which do
not get in the way of the beam ;
and when used for repeater stations-likely to be very important
in the future for extending the
limited range of micro-wavesthey not only give the desired
narrow point -to-point beam, but,
as shown in Fig. 9, avoid the feedback difficulty that occurs with
reflectors.
Against this there is one possible drawback as compared with
reflectors. We have already noted
that a reflector treats all wavelengths so much alike that the
same one could be used for, say,
to-cm radio and o.00004-cm light.
Metal lenses, on the other hand,

have to be tailored to suit the
working wavelength, and a comparatively slight variation either
way causes the waves to be refracted too much or too little,
causing the beam to be diffused.
It is easy to see that this effect is
worse the thicker the lens-another advantage of the stepped
construction, which cuts out unnecessary thickness. Incidentally,
the same is true of solid lenses ;
with the simple types, .light of different wavelength (i.e., colour)
focuses at slightly different distances, so a multi- coloured image
is never properly in focus. This
is called chromatic aberration, and
lenses corrected for it are acromatic. But to get back to our
radio in practice it is not difficult to preserve even a fairly sharp
beam over a bandwith of ± io
per cent, which is generally more
than enough for television. So
the disadvantage does not amount
to much.

Expectations for March
By T. W. BENNINGTON
(Engineering Division, B.B.C.)

DURING
January maximum
usable frequencies for this latitude decreased a little by daytime
and increased by a small amount
during the night, as compared with
those of the previous month. The
small daytime decrease occurred
mainly during the first two weeks
of the month-during the last two
weeks the daytime M.U.F. was beginning to increase again from the
mid -winter low value.
On most
days, however, conditions were such
that communication to most parts
of the world was possible on the
higher frequencies for good periods,
whilst at night 7 Mc/ s was the
lowest frequency usually really
necessary.
Short -wave conditions were not
unduly disturbed during the month,
though one ionosphere storm of
severe intensity did take place
during the period 25th -27th. Disminor
intensity
turbances of
occurred on 3rd -4th, 5th -7th, 9th,
16th -17th and 3rst..
Forecast.
is expected that
during March there will be an appreeiable increase in the daytime
.M.U.F.s and a considerable increase

-

-It

In addition a figure
given for the use of
primary interest is th
of certain frequency
this indicates the big
likely to be usable for
cent of the time dur
for communication t
regular layers:Montreal

:

0000

0400
0800
1000
1100
1300
1900
2100
2200
Buenos Aires: 0000

Cape Town :

for considerable periods on undisturbed days, and frequencies as
high as 15 Mc / s should remain regularly usable on certain circuits until
well after midnight. Frequencies
lower than II Mc / s should not be

really necessary at any time during
the night over many circuits, though
on those that traverse high latitudes
frequencies of the order of 9 Mc / s
will be required for limited periods.
March is a month during which a
considerable amount of ionosphere
storminess usually occurs, so we
must anticipate that short-wave
communication will sometimes be
interrupted. At the time of writing
it would appear that ionosphere
storms are more likely to occur
during the periods Ist -3rd, rrth12th, 2oth-22nd and 26th -3oth, than
on the other days of the month.
Below are given, in terms of the
broadcast bands, the working frequencies which should be regularly
usable during March for four long distance circuits running in different directions from this country.

exploitation
bands, and
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bout 25 per
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15 Mc, s

0000 15 Mc /s
0200 11
0500 15
0600 21
0700 26
1900 21
2000 17
2200 15

in the night -time M.U.F.s, as compared with those for February, the
seasonal and sunspot cycle effects

taken together tending to produce
this result. Due to the lengthening
hours of daylight in the Northern
Hemisphere daytime frequencies will
remain operative for considerably
longer periods than during February. Communication on very high
frequencies should therefore be good
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12A7

10a0107

doso

Any of the valve types listed below together with a metal rectifier
makes a good substitution for the 12A7.
TYPE 18 One of the U.X. types which can often be obtained. Its
characteristics at low voltages are identical with those of the 12A7 pentode
section. The rectifier section is conveniently replaced by a small SenTerCel
selenium rectifier which is easily fixed to chassis or cabinet.
TYPE 43 Another U.X. type which is still being made and whose
characteristics, if self bias is employed, are similar to those of the 18. It
is advisable to make a small adjustment to the line cord when using type 43.
TYPE 25A6G The International Octal version of the 93, but more
readily available at the moment.
c
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GI

H.
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TYPE 12A7
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Top Cap
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U X
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1
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Other Work

T. & C. Ltd.

Rectifier
Division,
Oakleigh Rd.,
New Southgate,
N. II.
PRICE 7/IO

Top Cap
List.
5
NOTE -When fixed Bias Is used in the receiver it is necessary to insert a 33,000 ohm } watt resistor In series
with the lead to the screen grid (Pin 3 of type 43 or Pin 4 of typa 25A6G) together with a 2 mfd ISO V.W.
condenser from screen grid to chassis.
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CRYSTAL VALVES
FOR the detection of signals
on centimetre wavelengths
the crystal rectifier is still
unrivalled. It was introduced in
the earlier stages of development
of centimetric radar as an expedient, pending the possible substitution at a later date of special
diode valves, but so far no rival
has appeared.
The transit time of electrons
from cathode to anode in a diode
limits its efficiency at high frequencies.
To be effective on a
wavelength o f
ro cm the
anode - cathode

path

would

Modern Crystal Detectors of High
Mechanical and Electrical Stability
ence on performance and it was
necessary first to prepare pure
silicon powder by chemical treatment. The melting of this powder in vacuo to form ingots presented difficulties owing to the
affinity of silicon for oxygen in

the usual refractory materials.
Best results were obtained with
cru bery)lia
cibles as it was
found that a
s
trace of beryl6
lium, and also
about 0.25 per
4
cent aluminium
IO

have to be of
the order of o.r
mm, at which
spacing the
2
c a p a c
greater
tance would -2
tance to electri+1
-r
o
+2
offer an impecal burn -out. It
VOLTS
dance of only a
is thought that
Comparison of crystal valve and
few ohms and it
these elements,
diode characteristics.
would be imposwhich have a
sible to develop a sufficient voltgreater free energy of oxide formation, tend to form preferred
age from a resonant circuit The
crystal detector, on the other
oxide layers when the silicon surhand, has an electron path face temperature is raised in an
through the barrier layer of the oxidizing atmosphere.
order of o.000r mm and a capaciThe silicon ingot, with contance of only o. r µµF.
trolled additions of aluminium
Compared with a diode, the
and beryllium is cut into slices
ratio of slopes for positive and which are ground and polished.
negative voltages is greater for a The heterogeneous surface layer is
crystal, and when used as a
dissolved with hydrofluoric acid
mixer with a superimposed local
and a new layer produced by
oscillator voltage adjusted to
oxidation at r,000° C for half an
operate on the linear portions of hour. This is too thick and
the rectifier characteristic the
would have a high resistance, so
loss of signal power in frequency
it is again etched with hydrofluoric acid until the required
conversion is less than ro db.
The principal disadvantage of
characteristics are obtained.
a crystal rectifier has, hitherto,
In the early stages of developbeen its instability under mechanment the crystal was adjusted
ical o'r electrical shock. This has after assembly by a " tapping "
been overcome in the crystal
process. A complete theory to
valve capsules used in radar re- account for the improvement receivers' and some interesting desulting from controlled mechanitails of the method of manufaccal shock has not so far been
ture are given in a recent paper.'
evolved, but it is thought that
Tests of a wide variety of conrelative movement at the very
tacts soon established the superi- small contact area generates high
ority of silicon -tungsten for use in
local temperatures which remove
radar receivers. Impurities pre- surface irregularities and build up
sent in commercial silicon were
progressively a new oxide barrier
Evidence in support of
found to have a profound influlayer.
this view is provided by experiWireless World, May, 1946, p.150.
' "Crystal Valves," by B. Bleeney, J. W. ments made by the G.E.C. with
Ryde and
Kinman, J. /.E.E. Vol. 93,
etched crystals and hardened
Part I
T. H.

conferred

i-

resis-

O

,.

whiskers with very sharp tungRelatively
sten carbide tips.
light contact pressures destroyed
the rectifying properties of the
contact, suggesting that the
point was driven through the barrier layer into the silicon. " Tapping " gradually reformed a barrier layer and restored the nonlinear characteristic.
Later experience showed that
silicon reduced from silicon aluminium alloy to form a coarse
grain instead of powder resulted
in less oxidation of silicon in
melting ; also that an unpolished
surface, lightly etched gave a
uniformly sensitive contact area.
The use of molybdenum -tungsten alloy for the whisker gave a
higher back /front resistance ratio
than tungsten. The addition of
boron of the order of o.002 per
cent reduces the resistivity of the
crystal from 5 to o.o5 ohm /cm'
but destroys its resistance to
bum-out.
Although designed primarily as
a mixer for use with a local
oscillator in a superheterodyne
circuit, the crystal has applications as a straight detector in
wide -band receivers on centimetre
waves, and also as an indicator in
wavemeters, standing-wave detectors, monitoring and other auxiliary apparatus.

"TELEVISION RECEIVING

EQUIPMENT"

COVERING the theory and prac-

tice of all stages of the television receiver in detail, the second
edition of this book has been
brought up to date and includes details of some of the wartime radar
developments which have application in television. In revising the
book many chapters have been completely re- written and several appendices have been added ; the new
material added totals 48 pages.
Published for Wireless World by
Iliffe & Sons, Ltd., Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London, S.E.r, the
book has 354 pages and 2r9 illustrations and costs r2s 6d.
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SYNCHRONIZING

TELEVISION

A Survey of Some of
FOR the attainment of a high
standard of reproduction in
television it is not sufficient
merely to ensure a satisfactory
response from the receiver proper
and to obtain adequate linearity
of output from the saw -tooth
oscillators. It is also necessary
very accurately to synchronize

By W.

March, 1947

T.

the Problems

COCKING,

M.I.E.E.

chronizing are not unduly difficult to meet but even then they
demand much more care and attention than they are often given.
When the field strength of the
signal is low the problem is much
more difficult, chiefly because
noise voltages on
the edges of the
sync pulses affect
the timing of the
oscillators.
Very
careful design of the
sync circuits is then
needed for the best
(a)
results and perfection, by the nature
of the problem, is
hardly to be attained.
To clarify ideas on

the subject, it will
be
examined in
(b)
some detail and the
particular case of
Fig. r. The signal waveform as applied
the V.F. signal beto the cathode of the C.R. tube is shown at
ing fed directly to
(a) with the " slicing " levels indicated by
the cathode of the
broken horizontal lines. The separated
waveform appears at (b).
C.R. tube will be
considered. This is
those oscillators with the signal a method which is becoming inwaveform.
creasingly adopted because of its
Quite a high degree of precision convenience.
of timing is needed in the starting
The signal voltage existing at
of successive scanning lines if the
the cathode of the tube has the
full picture definition is to be
form sketched in Fig. r (a); the
secured.
Imperfect synchroni- signals of three typical lines are
zation is not often cited as a shown but no frame pulses. The
cause of poor definition and one is picture signal is negative -going
inclined to think of its results in
with an amplitude range of 8o per
terms only of its more obvious
cent of the total and the sync
manifestations, such as, tearing pulses are positive -going with an
and pulling on whites. However, amplitude range of zo per cent.
when one thinks about the matter
In the transmission the figures are
it is clear that quite small hori- 7o per cent and 3o per cent, but
zontal variations of line position
they become altered in the rewill cause a raggedness of outline
ceiver because of non -linearity in
which will reduce the definition
the detector and V.F. stage. The
appreciably. It is even more obfigures given are of the right order
vious that if successive pictures
of magnitude for a typical practiare not almost exactly superimcal case. The actual total signal
posed, in either the horizontal or
amplitude is about 3o volts peak vertical directions, there is likely to -peak, so that the sync pulse
to be a noticeable blurring of the
amplitude is some 6 volts p -p.
image.
The first essential is to remove
In an area of high field strength
as completely as possible all trace
the requirements for good syn- of the picture signal. This can

be done in the ideal case by a
limiter which cuts off all signals
applied to it which are more negative than a certain figure, say,
-4 volts. The effect of this is to
remove everything below the
dotted line in Fig. r (a) and to
make its output waveform like

(b).

Here any phase reversal in the
limiter has been ignored and the
output pulses are shown as occurring regularly. All pulses are
also identical in shape and have
vertical sides. This is the ideal
case not found in practice.
There are two factors which
make it desirable to adopt a
double limiter, one like the one
just described, and another set
to be irresponsive to signals more
positive than, say, -2 volt. This
has the effect of cutting off everything more positive than the dash
line in Fig. r (a). It so prevents
any irregularities in the heights
of the pulses from appearing in
the output, which is still of the
form (b) but reduced in amplitude. Bécause such a double
limiter virtually selects a horizontal slice through the waveform of
Fig. I (a) it is frequently, and

(u)

(b)

(

Fig. z. The signal waveform
with a moderate amount of
noise superimposed is shown at
(a) together with the slicing
levels. A clean output pulse
(b) is obtained, but when the
noise is severe there is some
break through (c).
.

c)
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Fig. 3 with sloping sides, and for
clarity the slope is greatly exaggerated. The same pulse with a
The first need of a slicer arises
small amount of noise added
because it is rarely possible to use
appears in (b) and at (c) the outdirect coupling between the sync
put of the slicer operating beseparator and the V.F. circuits.
tween the lines shown in (b).
The coupling nearly always reWhen the pulse sides are slopmoves the D.C. component of the
ing, a variation of the input pulse
signal and D.C. restoration is
amplitude affects the timing of
needed. This is never quite perthe output pulses if the slicing
fect and as a result the tops of
the pulses in Fig. r (a) are not all levels are fixed. Fig. 4 (a) shows
exactly at the same level, but pulses of small (r) and large (2)
amplitude and in (b) is given the
slicer output. A large amplitude
(a) pulse (z) clearly cuts through
the slicing levels earlier at the
start, and later at the end, and
so provides an output pulse of
longer duration. In television
(b) this is not in itself important in
most cases, for the time -bases are
usually fired by the leading edges
of the pulses. The fact that a
large amplitude pulse sweeps
the slicing range earlier
/
(c) through
than one of small amplitude, however, does mean that there will
Fig. 3. A pulse with sloping
be a variation of relative timing
sides is indicated at (a) and with
of scanning lines when the sync
superimposed noise at (b). The
pulse amplitude changes.
noise on the sloping edges passes
In practice, this effect is not
the slicer and appears as at (c).
of major importance in the main
sync separator of a television revary a little according to the pic- ceiver, for it is not usual for the
ture content. The slicer re- sync pulse amplitude to change to
moves this variation and provides
output pulses all of the same amp(2)
litude.
The second need is much more
important. When noise is present
(a).
(I)
it is superimposed on the signal
waveform, much as shown in
Fig. 2 (a). Provided that the
noise amplitude is not too great
(z)
it does not break into the slicer
levels and its output is consed
quently free from noise and as
(b)
clean as if the signal itself were
(I)
perfect. This is indicated at (b).
However, if the noise level is too
Fig. 4.
With pulses having
sloping edges, the effective output
great, it may break into the slicpulse duration and timing is
ing levels and the output is then
dependent on its input ampliimperfect and of the form shown
tude.
The input pulses are
at (c).
shown exaggerated at (a) and a
Even under less severe conlarge amplitude can be seen to
ditions than this the slicer does
cross the slicing levels earlier
not completely remove the effects
and later than a small one. The
of noise because the sides of the
output pulses are thus of the
form (b).
pulses are not quite vertical. The
voltage changes corresponding to
the sides take a finite time to pass
through the slicing range and any great extent. Slow changes
which might occur on a fading
noise occurring during these times
signal are unimportant.
is passed.
From all this two facts emerge.
A single sync pulse is shown in

very

conveniently,

termed

a

slicer.

1

{

t

The sync separator should be of
the " slicing " type rather than
a simple limiter and the leading
edges of the sync pulses should be
SYNC PULSE

(a)

BLACK

WHITE

(b)

BLACK

WHITE

Fig. 5. The waveform (a) depicts
the end of a line having a white
object on the extreme right of
the picture. An excessive time
constant prior to the sync
separator distorts the waveform
to (b) and causes a displacement
of the separated pulse.

kept as sharp as possible, at least!
until after the slicer. They have
the sharpest edges at the input
to the C.R. tube, for here the
waveform is preserved as far as
possible in the interests of picture
quality. Practically speaking one
cannot do better than to feed the
slicer from this point also.
Of course, the waveform would
be still better at an earlier point,.
such as the detector, but its
amplitude would be lower and it:
is necessary to have sufficient:
amplitude for operating the slicer..
What this is depends on the
characteristics of the slicer, but
in general the larger its input the'
better.
Pulling on Whites

It may be as well at this stage'
to point out that the preservation

of the sharp edges of the pulses
is also very important for another
reason. It is necessary to avoid
the very obvious defect of pulling
on whites. This is a displacement
of the scanning lines following a

white object on the extreme righthand side of the picture.
The waveform of one scanning
line having a white object immediately prior to the end of the
line is shown in Fig. 5 (a). Following this there is a small interval-o.5 µsec
black level
before the sync pulse. This is a
guard interval in the transmission
and is always present between the

-at
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side, as in one of the B.B.C. test
patterns, the effect shows up as
a displacement of the lines to the
right opposite the white squares.
Because the lines are so displaced
any vertical line in any part of
the picture has a similarly stepped
edge.
It is, however, to be noted that
even when the amount of pulling
on whites seems intolerable on the
test pattern, it is often unnoticeable on an ordinary picture. The
reason is that the average picture
does not contain black and white
objects on the extreme right.
Where it does, of course, the pulling occurs.
If the grid of the valve used
for sync separation is fed from the
V.F. stage with the same signal
as the cathode-ray tube, its input
waveform will be as good as that
supplied to the tube, and there is
no fear of pulling on whites. This
connection is usually the most
satisfactory, and the basic circuit
of a limiter is shown in Fig. 6.
The signal waveform of Fig. r (a)
is applied to the grid of the valve
through C,. For the moment, assume that R, is zero. D.C. restoration is effected in the grid
circuit, since the tips of the sync
pulses drive the valve into grid
current. This charges Cl, and the
charge leaks away through R, in

Television Synchronizing

picture content and the sync
pulse.
Now if the response of the circuits before the sync separator
is inadequate the change from
the white to black levels cannot
be completed in the o.5 -µsec
guard interval and the waveform on a white line is of the
nature indicated by the solid line
in Fig. 5 (b). When the sync
pulse occurs, the signal has not
reached black level. However,
this does not happen on a black
line, for the signal is at black
level at the start of the pulse.
The slicing range is indicated
in Fig. 5 (b) by the two horizontal dash lines, and it will be
clear that the effect of the inadequate response is to introduce a
delay in the leading edge of the
separated sync pulse which depends on the picture content immediately prior to the guard interval. Relative to the pulse time
for black, the delay increases as
the signal becomes whiter.
The effect of this is to cause the
line time -base to trip later after
a white line than after a black.
That scanning line is consequently
longer. As a result of this, there
is often, but not always, depending on the characteristics of the
scanning oscillator, a shift of the
following line
to the right.
If the scanning oscillator
is such that it
can discharge
a
f i x e d
amount only
in the flyback
period, then
the
delayed
pulse results
in the next
line starting a
bit to the
right. However, if the
oscillator al-

intervals
between pul-

the

ses.

The

equilibrium

condition
is
such that the
loss of charge
during the interval is very
small, and the
valve is only
just driven into grid current
on the sync
pulses.
As the grid
current cutoff is around
ways dis-1.3 volt for
Fig. 6. The ba sic circuit of a
charges to the
most modem
sync separator w hich can funcsame level this
valves, we can
tion as a slicer but is often
effect is abbetter as a simple limiter.
say that the
sent.
" zero " level
In practice, the performance of the signal (that is, the grid lies between these extremes in cathode voltage corresponding to
most cases, and there is some shift the tops of the sync pulses) is
of the following line. When the about
volt. The signal thus
picture contains a series of black always drives the grid negaand white squares arranged ver- tively from this point.
tically en the extreme right-hand
Now the signal level is of the
C

,

,

-r
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order of 3o volts p -p of which the
first 6 volts is sync pulse.
It
is clear that if a short grid -base
valve is used it will soon be
driven beyond anode current cutoff, and this is how the main
limiting action, represented by
the dotted line of Fig. r (a), is
obtained. To separate the sync
pulses completely from the vision
signal it is necessary for cut -off
to be reached for a grid potential
less negative than black level in
the signal. This occurs for a signal of 6 volts negative from the
zero level. A factor of safety of
at least I volt should be allowed,
which makes the cut -off point -5
volts from the zero level.
However, the full signal level
may not always be wanted on the
C.R. tube, and to allow for this
and for some fading in the signal,
the limiter should be designed for
operation with a minimum signal
of certainly not more than onehalf the normal. This means only
3 volts amplitude of sync pulse
on the limiter, and, with the ivolt factor of safety, cut-off must
occur at -2 volts from zero level.
volt grid Since zero level is
cathode potential, cut -off must be
at -3 volts.
This is achieved by choosing a
suitable screen voltage for the
valve. In practice, this means
selecting the values of R4 and R,
so that cut -off occurs at the right
place. As valves vary considerably in their characteristics in the
region of the cut -off point, as resistance values usually have only
a 20 -per cent tolerance, and as
the H.T. supply voltage will vary
somewhat from one set to
another, it will often be necessary to make R, or R, adjustable
in order to be sure of obtaining
the right limiting level.
This is because the conditions are
rather tight. With fixed values the
cut -off point might easily vary by
± r volt or even more, and we have
only allowed r volt safety factor.
Matters would be very different
if the input signal were larger
thus if the minimum signal, of
sync pulse were 20 volts instead
of 3 volts we could set the cutoff point at -ro volts, and no
likely variation of limiter characteristics would affect the operation. All that would happen
would be that the output amplitude would change somewhat.
So far nothing has been said

-r

;
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about obtaining the double-limiting or slicing action. This can be
done by including R2, and the
higher the value given to this resistance the better, so far as Smiting is concerned. What happens is
that this resistance and the gridcathode resistance of the valve,
when it is driven into grid current,

93

One way of connecting a diode
is shown in Fig. 7. The circuit
of the main sync separator is
identical with that of Fig. 6, but
the diode V2, its output load resistance R6, and its bias circuit
R,, R,, have been added. The
whole forms a slicer. Except
during sync pulses V, is cut -off.
Its anode is thus at
+N.T.

at the potential

of

the H.T. line, as is

also

the diode

is necessary to consider the effect
of stray capacitance on the pulse
shape. We are fortunate here in
two things ; we are not greatly
concerned with the shape of the
trailing edge of the pulse so far
as line synchronizing is concerned,

only the leading edge, and the
leading edge occurs for the " turning on " of current in V,. We are
fortunate because the effective
time constant of the circuit can be
lower when V, turns on current
than when it turns it off.
Assuming R, to be large compared with R,, the time constant
effective when V, is cut-off at the
end of a sync pulse is simply R,C,
where C is the total shunt capacitance to earth from the anode of
V,. This might be 20 -3o pF. The
anode of V, is E volts negative
with respect to +H.T. and the
voltage e below + II.T. at any
instant after the end of a sync
pulse is e =Et t /Cx,.
When t /CR3 =4.5, e is about r
per cent only of E and is thus
substantially zero. The decay of
the pulse thus takes t= 4.5CR3 /
i,000 with t in microseconds, C in
pF, and R3 in kit. Thus if R3 =
20 kfZ and C = 3o pF, t = 2.7 µsec.
At the `start of a pulse, however, the voltage can rise much
more rapidly if V, takes a large
current. Whether or not it does
depends on the operating conditions of V,. The matter is of some
importance and deserves consideration.
In Fig. 8 is sketched the general
form of the anode volts- anodecurrent characteristics of a pen-

anode. The diode
cathode is biased
negatively with
respect to positive
C,
H.T., since it is returned to the voltR,
age- divider
across the H.T.
supply. The diode
is thus conductive
and there is some
current
through
R,, R, and the
diode. In fact,
therefore, the
Fig. 7. The addition of a diode to the circuit
anode of V, is
of Fig. 6 turns it into a slicer or double limiter
slightly below +
of great effectiveness.
H.T. by the voltform a voltage divider across R,,
age chop across R3 ; this is usually
and only the fraction of the full very small, however.
voltage developed across the grid When V, conducts on a sync
cathode resistance is actually pulse the current through R3
effective in operating the valve.
drops its anode potential considerably and the anode of V2 is carHowever, a high value for R2
cannot be used for two reasons. ried with it. The change of voltIn the first place, it reduces the age across R3 is made greater than
the voltage drop across
efficiency of the D.C. restoration,
conand in the second, in conjunction sequently the anode of V2 becomes
with the grid- cathode capaci- more negative than its cathode
tance of the valve, it reduces the and this valve becomes non -consteepness of the edges of the ductive. The cathode potential of
V. is then equal to
pulses. From the second point
the potential of the
of view, a value of mkt) is probably the maximum desirable, but junction of R, and R3.
With the 2 volts of
this would give but a poor limiting action. For good limiting- R. sync pulse amplitude
should be 0.5 MQ or more, but which we have previously allowed to run
this distorts the pulse far too
V, to cut -off, we
A compromise value
much.,
around 50 lit-2 is often used and might well obtain 20
volts change across
is reasonably satisfactory. One
advantage of using R2 is that it R,. If R3 is large compared with R3 and the
does tend to relieve the V.F.
B
junction of R, and R3
stage df the input capacitance of
ANODE VOLTS
volts
is
made
matabout
ro
so
improves
and
the limiter
Fig. 8. The general form of the characterless than + H.T., the
ters at this point.
istics of a pentode is shown here. With a
cathode of V2 will
When double limiting is neceslow load-resistance load AB, the time constant
vary in potential from
sary, however, it is often better
is the same for voltage changes in either
very nearly that of
achieved by adding a diode in the
direction. With a high load FB the time
+ H.T., when V, is
constant for a falling anode voltage (rising
anode circuit. When this is done
cut off, to nearly io
current) is shorter than for a rising voltage.
R2 may be omitted entirely or
volts below + H.T. on
can be retained to help the diode
tode together with a load -line
a sync pulse when V2 i s cut off.
by giving some further limiting
Before values can be s elected it AB. This represents R, of Figs. 6
action.

R

R
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and 7. The slope shown is for a
fairly low resistance, say 20 kû,
and a fairly high anode voltage of
the order of zoo volts or more.

We take the output pulse amplitude to be 20V, so that the anode
current corresponding to a grid
potential of I volt is z mA. Just
prior to a sync pulse the anode
current is zero and the anode voltage corresponds to point B. On
the pulse the anode current jumps
to r mA and the anode voltage
falls to D, but
not immediately. The cir-

is so only for a small rise in volt-

age, and as long as the current

supplied by the valve is constant
the voltage rise is actually following an exponential law and is
i,R,
ticR.). For values up
to about Io per cent of i1R this Is
nearly linear and nearly i1 t / C.
In our example this nearly
linear rise of voltage covers the
first 2 volts of output for R, = 20
kû, but the first 8 volts for R, =

(I s

zoo k11.
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In some applications the long
discharge time constant may be
disadvantageous, but usually one
can tolerate a discharge time of
several microseconds.
If i, =I mA and io volts output
is required with C=20 pF it is not
difficult to calculate how long it
takes for the output voltage to
fall by this amount for different
values of R,. Assuming i1 to be
constant over the range of volt age concerned, t = 2,3oo CR, log13
[r
a /i,R,)]
with time in
microseconds, capacitance in pF,
R, in k1Z, and i in mA.
With the above values, t =o.28
sec for R, = zo k1) and t = 0.2
µsec for R, = zoo 12. This seems
surprising for the higher time constant gives a sharper leading edge
to the pulse than the lower. The
reason is that the output amplitude is limited to the same value
in both cases by the diode and with
the higher resistance the effective
voltage (i1R,) acting in the circuit
is greater.
The improvement, which is
small, is paid for by the much
longer decay of the pulse. Whether
or not this is important depends
on the type of time -base oscillator and upon the method of
separating the frame sync pulses.
In general, with a blocking oscillator and an integrator for frame
pulse separation the lengthening
of the pulse is of no importance.
However, when the rear edge of
the first frame pulse is used in
one method of pulse separation,
then any considerable lengthening
cannot be tolerated.

/(r

The exponential voltage change
continues as
long as the
valve supplies
cuit capacitconstant curance draws
rent. When R.
current a n d
is low it does
therefore robs
this until the
R, ; the full
final state is
current c a n
reached, b u t
only flow
when R, is
through R,
high
the valve
Fig.
9.
Pulse A indicates the use
and bring the
current
starts
of
a
low
load resistance for the
operating
to fall when
limiter without a diode and B
point to D
the output
the effect of a high load. When
when the capavoltage rises
a diode is added to form a slicer
citance is
the output is limited to the level
beyond a cercharged. The
D on both so that it follows the
tain point.
actual operatsolid curve until it reaches the level
This reduces
ing path is
of the dotted line and stays there
the rate of rise
until the decay again reaches
thus not the
of voltage and
this
level.
load line but a
the net result
curve s o m eis to give a
thing like that shown dotted in
waveform like B of Fig. g. There
Fig -8.
A shows the output pulse when
Assuming that the A.C. resistR, is small-both leading and
ance of the valve is very large
trailing edges show the same discompared with R, the time contortion. With B, the
stant is CR, and is the same on time constant is much lesseffective
on the
charge as on discharge.
The leading than on the trailing edge.
voltage acting is iaR, which is zo
If the diode of Fig. 6
volts in this case -the same on to catch the anode voltageis atused
charge and discharge. In this volts, say, then the waveform ro
of
case the distortion of leading and
B is altered to something like D.
trailing edges is the same.
The leading edge is virtually inNEW CAR RADIO
Suppose now that we make R,
dependent of
not quite but
THE
post -war Philco car radio
of very high resistance-say, o.z
nearly, but the trailing edge is
receiver (Model K526) is a
Mn. The load line will be FB,
greatly dependent on it.
four-valve superheterodyne, with
crossing the
grid volt curve at
The advantage of this scheme is
built -in loudspeaker and a separate
G, for a current of perhaps 0.4
that one can make V1 of Fig. 6 control head operating
through
mA. The final output pulse ampitself act as a slicer independently
flexible-shaft drives. The weight
litude will be o.4 x 200 =8o volts, of V2, for if R, is made large and
of the receiver is under 12 lb and
but the change of output on the the H.T. voltage is fairly low the the price is £21, plus ¿4 18s ,3d purpulse will still start off by charg- point G in Fig. 8 can be brought
chase tax. Models are available
for 6- and r2 -volt supplies.
ing the same capacitance and the
down to the point where the valve
initial rate of rise will be the same curves coalesce. In general, this
as with the lower resistance.
action is not perfect enough to
" MAINS TRANSFORMER PROIf the current on the flat top enable the diode to be dispensed
TECTION": A Correction
of the
z volt curve is 1 the
with, but the action considerably
In
the formula in this article on
voltage starts to rise at the rate assists the diode. The two to52 of the February, 1947, issue, Ro
i,t /C and it rises Iinearly at this gether lead to almost perfect slic- P.
was omitted from the denominator.
rate as long as the current taken ing and a constant amplitude of
RT'Ro
The formula should read,
by R, is negligibly small. This output pulse.
aRa

R

1

T
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IT

B.B.C. AND F.M.
is learned from the B.B.C.

that

it has invited tenders for a
frequency-modulation
transmitter
which it is stated will be used in the

first instance for experimental
transmissions. It is understood no
contract has yet been placed neither
has the site for the station been
acquired.
It is stated that although plans
are under consideration no decision
has yet been made regarding the
hiuilding of F.M. stations in other
parts of the country.
F.M. transmissions are at present
being radiated experimentally each
evening from 6 -Iz on go.3 Mc /s
from the Alexandra Palace station.

LEE. CONVENTION

A RADIOCOMMUNICATION
convention,

with particular reference to wartime activities and
their possible influence on peacetime
development, has been
arranged by the Institution of Electrical Engineers for March 25th 28th at Savoy Place.
The convention will be opened
by Sir Stafford Cripps, P.C., K.C.,
M.P., President of the Board of
Trade, on March 25th at 5.3o, when
an address on
Telecommunications in War " will be delivered by
Col. Sir Stanley Angwin.
On each of the three following
days there will be three sessions:
9.45 -12.45, 2.3o -5 and 6 -8, and the
subjects to be covered at these
sessions are, respectively,

of Wireless

craft Establishment.

Wartime experiences were also recounted by
W. S. Barrell (E.M.I. Studios) and
C. E. Watts (M.S.S. Recording).
In the evening
t h e Association
held its first annual dinner and
the speeches were
recorded on discs
to commemorate
the first important landmark in
the history of the
Association.

CONSOL.

WHITHER TELEVISION ?

CRITICISM of the Government's
attitude towards the B.B.C.
television service, the development

One of

the two transmitters
at the Bushmills,
Ulster,
Consol
station, which, as

mentioned last

month, has been
handed over to the
Ministry of Civil
Aviation by the Air
Ministry and now
operates under the
civil call sign MWN

-

The centre unit is
the transmitter
a Rediffusion G12
(R.A.F. Type T
14x2)

March 26th: Long -distance point-to -point
and naval communication.
and
aeronautical communication. Military
Pulse communication.
March 27th: Short- distance communication.
Direction finding. Broadcasting.
March 28th: Propagation. Components. A
review of the convention and future trends
by Sir Clifford Paterson.

There will also be an additional
meeting on April 2nd at 5.3o covering C.W. navigational aids.
RECORDING CONFERENCE

ACONFERENCE organized by
the British Sound Recording
Association on Jan. 25th was
opened by M. J. L. Pulling, Superintendent
Engineer
(Recording),
B.B.C., who gave a comprehensive
survey of the use of disc recording
for war reporting and the preservation of typical war noises for posterity. An interesting paper on the
recording of aircraft noise for simulating flying conditions as part of
the training of air crews was read Ly
R. W. Lowden, of the Royal Air-

-with

(left)

the control unit and
(right) the power
rack. The lower
photograph shows
the insulated base
of one of the three
300-ft vertical
radiators which are
arranged in line
about two miles
apart.
SALE BY AUCTION

ASERIES of sales by auction of
radio and radar equipment is
being held by Goddard and Smith
on behalf of the Ministry of Supply.
The next two sales will be on
March Igth and April gth, at the
Ministry's stores at Aldenham on
the Watford By-pass Road just past
the junction with the Edgware and
Elstree Roads. Catalogues are not
issued but the equipment will be on
view each sale day from 9 -II when
the auction will commence.
It is stated that if these experimental sales prove a satisfactory
means of disposal they may be continued at fortnightly intervals.

it is " doing very little to
encourage," was recently voiced in
the House of Commons. Points
stressed by J. Lewis, M.P. for Bolton, were:
" There is little hope of the television service developing on
nation -wide scale unless the Govern-a
ment is prepared to put millions
into
.
The service must not be regarded as a branch office of the
of which

-

it...

B.B.C..

.

Much closer co- operation with
the film industry must be secured...
" Film industry should be encouraged to develop television programmes for cinemas. .
Another
stressed the im-

M.
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portance from the export point of
view of the British technique being
ahead of every other nation so that
when a country is installing a television system British apparatus will
be used.
In his reply the Assistant Postmaster- General, W. A. Burke,
stated that " arrangements have
been made to run a two -way link
between London and Birmingham
so that programmes can be sent in
either direction by cable or radio.
That does away with the necessity
of having to look too far ahead and
discover which of the two methods
will be found the better."
Referring to the definition of the
proposed service from Birmingham
he said " we have provided for both
eventualities [405 and r,000 lines]
in a way which justifies the B.B.C.
being entitled to a good deal of
credit instead of criticism."
RADIO TRANSLATION

the simultaneous
translation of speeches in a
number of languages at the Nuremberg trials of German war criminals
was by a wired distribution system,
that being used at Lake Success,
New York, for the addresses at theis
United Nations General Assembly
WHEREAS

by radio.

Six low -power transmitters are
used on frequencies of the order of
120 Mc/ s, which radiate the original
five
speech and translations in the viz.,
major working languages,
English, French, Russian, Spanish
and Chinese.
The delegates are provided with
small battery- operated receivers
(about the size of a cigar-box)
slung from the neck, feeding earphones, and by a simple dialling

arrangement any of the translations
can be obtained. Thus the delegates
are no longer restricted to their
seats and have mobility in or outside the building up to 200 yards.
MANUFACTURING CONTROL

THE powers of control over the

manufacture and supply of
radio - gramophones and wireless
receivers (including television sets)
have been transferred from the
Board of Trade to the Ministry of
Supply. The Order (Wireless Reand Radio -Gramophones
ceivers
(No. r) -S.R. & O., 1947, No. 226)
gives power to the Minister of
Supply to prevent the diversion by
dealers into the home market of
goods, the manufacture of which
was licensed on condition that they
would be exported.
Under a second Order (Musical
Instruments and Wireless Receivers
(No. 2) -S.R.

&

0.,

1947, No. 225)

gramophones, gramophone motors
and needles are deleted from the list
of goods controlled under a previous
Order (S.R. & 0., 1944, No. 658)
and may now be manufactured and
A
supplied without a licence.
licence is still required for the
manufacture and supply of gramophone records.
INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

was agreed at the Five Power
Conference
in Moscow last September to recommend to the United Nations
Organization that it convened a
meeting of the Administrative
Radiocommunications Conference in
May to revise the radio regulations.
redistribute frequencies and set up
a central frequency registration

IT Telecommunications

board.

It

is understood invitations have

been sent out to some sixty nations
to attend the conference at Atlantic
City on May 15th.
Preparatory to this conference a
meeting was held in Paris early in
February for an exchange of views
between the U.K., U.S.S.R., and
France on the allocation of some
radio -frequency bands which might
be susceptible to regional agreement.
A plenipotentiary conference for
the purpose of revising the International Telecommunications Convention and the reorganization of
the International Telecommunications Union is planned for July ist.
The first world conference for the
allocation of high frequencies to
broadcasting stations is planned to
follow the Atlantic City conference.
RADAR TECHNOLOGY

ACOMPLETE 3cm radar installation, Type 268, has been
acquired by the University College,
Southampton, for the radar technology (marine) course in the
School of Radio. The course is designed primarily to meet the demand for men to operate and maintain Merchant Navy radar installations.
Applicants for the 12 -week course
must not be under 16 years of age,
must have attained a standard of
education not lower than School
Certificate, or have not less than
four years' practical experience in
an approved branch of radio or
electrical engineering or telecommunications, and hold the P.M.G.'s
First -Class Certificate or other approved certificate or diploma in
radio or electrical engineering.
Priority is at present being given
to approved members of the Merchant Navy.
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EMPIRE RADIO LIAISON

THE converted Halifax bomber
Mercury, which, as reported in
our November, 1946, issue, had been
fitted out by the Empire Radio
School at Debden, Essex, with all
the latest airborne radio and radar
equipment used in the Royal Air
Force for a liaison flight to the
Antipodes, recently took off again
on another liaison trip, this time to
the Union of South Africa.
The purpose of the mission is the
same as on the first occasion: to
discuss the current practices and
policy of radio training in the
R.A.F.; explain and demonstrate
the latest equipment carried in the
aircraft, as some of it is not yet in,
general use, and to collect material
of interest in the formulation of unified systems of radio instruction
throughout the British Commonwealth air forces.
Mercury also has on board a
cinema projector and a selection of
radio training films.

PERSONALITIES
Dr. R. C. G. Williams, Ph.D., B.Sc.,
formerly of Murphy Radio, who went
to the United States in May last year
to gain experience of technical and industrial aspects of radio and electrical
engineering in that country, has joined
the North American Philips Company,
Inc., as an executive engineer.

A. McVie, B.Sc.(Eng.), relinquishes
his position as general manager of
Kolster- Brandes on his appointment as
commercial director of Standard Telephones and Cables in succession to
C. W. Eve, who is retiring. Mr. McVie,
who is also chairman of the council of
the British Radio Equipment Manufacturers' Association, remains a director
of Kolster- Brandes.

IN BRIEF
Broadcast Licences. -An increase of
last
year is recorded in the figures just
issued by the G.P.O. At the end of
December a record total of approximately 10,778,000 were in force, including 7,450 television licences. This latter
figure does not represent the total number of television sets in use as holders
of unexpired Jos broadcast ,receiving
licences are permitted to operate
television sets.
Radio engineering comes within the
purview of the Engineering Advisory
Council which has been set pp by the
Minister of Supply to provide " a means
of consultation with employers and
workers in the industry on matters of
general concern in the engineering
field." G. Darnley- Smith, managing
director of Bush Radio and director of
Cinema Television, is representing the
radio industry on the Council.
F.M. in the States. -According to
figures issued by the Federal Communications Commission in the middle
of January a total of 142 F.M. stations

791,000 receiving licences during
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at that date operating in 33 States.
This is an increase of 53 in two months.
According to the figures published by
Broadcasting some 2o-25 per cent of
this year's receiver output in the
U.S.A. will be F.M. sets, which means
the total may reach 18,000,000.
5XX.-After nearly twenty -two years'
service the B.B.C.'s long-wave broadcasting station 5XX at Daventry has
finally closed down. It was originally
taken out of service in 1934 when the
high -power Droitwich transmitter came
into operation. During the early part
of the war, however, it was converted
for operation on medium waves (39: m)
but reverted to its old wavelength in
1941 when it was used for the European
service.
Civil Aviation. -The Radio Industry
Council is represented on the recently
formed National Civil Aviation Consultative Council by C. O. Stanley, of
Pye, Ltd. The Council's terms of
reference are "to be a forum for the
review of developments in civil aviation
generally and to assist the Minister of
Civil Aviation in the examination of
questions relating thereto."
" They're Called Electrons." -This is
the title of an instructional film just
produced by The Edison Swan Electric
Company, with collaboration from G.
Parr, Editor, of Electronic Engineering. It succeeds in explaining valve
action in the simplest possible terms.
The film, which runs for about 3o mins,
will be available for schools and training centres, etc.
A Correction. -In the article on
" Hum in High-Gain Amplifiers " in the
February issue the last sentence of the
middle column on p. 57 should read
. the right layout of the external
Also on p. 6o, middle
circuit
column, six lines from the bottom, the
of course, be " 3o c/s
should,
response

were

-

on which the display can be concentrated on any one of four sectors
ahead, astern, port or starboard.
I.M.R.C. was showing a number of
transmitters and receivers and a combined R.T. /C.W. outfit with a loudhailer.
" Wireless Servicing Manual." -New
stocks of the seventh edition of thi
useful bock by W. T. Cocking, editor
of our sister journal Wireless Engineer,
are now available from our Publisher,
price ros 6d, postage 4d.

INDUSTRIAL NEWS
Halicrafters Great Britain, Ltd.,
has been formed to produce Halicrafter
communication equipment in this
56,
country. The registered office is at the
Kingsway, London, W.C.2, and
factory will probably be at Dagenham,
Essex.
Television Retailers' Development
Co., Ltd , has been formed to undertake the installation of multiple tele-

DELAY

PUBLICATION

IN

We apologise to readers for delay,
brought about by the fuel crisis, in
the appearance of this issue of

"Wireless World"

vision aerials in blocks of fiats and
other communal buildings which cannot

readily be done by individual retailers.is
The present address of the company
18, Woburn Square, London, W.C.r.
Marconi's announce that its associated
company Marconi Espanola has o
tained a contract worth approximately
L270,000 to supply four roo-kW shortwave broadcasting stations to the
Spanish State Broadcasting Service.
They are Type TBS8o2, which is used
by the B.B.C.
Stentorian cabinet extension speakers
are
are again in production. There with
two models, Senior and Junior,
in
permanent- magnet units housedwith
walnut veneer cabinets and fitted

FAXIMILE

BROAD
IMP 40104

:

to 20,000 c /s."

Shipwrights' Exhibition. -The only
two marine radio manufacturers ex-

hibiting at the recent Shipwrights'
Exhibition were Marconi International
Marine Communication Co. and the
International Marine Radio Co. In
addition to the company's latest communication equipment Marconi's were
showing new depth- sounding equipment
-combining visual and recorded readings, and harbour approach radar gear
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FACSIMILE NEWSPAPERS are to be
produced regularly by a group of
American broadcasting stations and
newspapers. Pieces from Fax News
are reproduced above (actual size)
without any retouching. Pages measuring gin by 1zin are reproduced at the
rate of four in fifteen minutes. 400foot rolls of paper -about a month's
present cost
domestic supply
about £1. The system, which has
been developed by John V. Hogan,
shown standing in the photograph,
employs a wire helix which presses on
the damp chemically impregnated
paper as it passes over the cylinder.
The scanning is ,5o lines to an inch.
Duplicate transmitting equipment is
shown in the photograph.

-at
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constant-impedance volume controls incorporating a push -button switch for
use with the " Long Arm " remote control.
Made by Whitely Electrical
Radio, Mansfield, Notts, the Senior
model costs £5 r5s 6d witn universal
transformer and the Junior model £5.
Without transformer (3 ohms impedance) the prices are £5 zs 6d and
The 9 -inch
£4 ms 6d, respectively.
Senior model has a power-handling

capacity of 7 watts and the Junior
model, with an 8-inch diaphragm,
handles up to 6 watts.
E. K. Cole, Ltd., is to erect a new
branch factory at Rutherglen, Scotland.
The sod -cutting ceremony was performed by Mr. Tom Fraser, the UnderSecretary of State for Scotland.
Southern Instruments, Ltd., has now
restarted production at Fernhill, Hawley, Camberley, Surrey ('Phone Camberley 1741). They will be producing
C. R. oscilloscopes and associated equipment designed on the miniature rack
system, with a comprehensive range of
recording cameras and amplifiers for
special purposes.
B.M.A.-At the recent annual general
meeting of the Electronic Manufacturers' Association, Major W. H. Berrie dale -Johnson (R.A.P. Manufacturing)
was appointed its first president. The
council member - firms are:
British
Tungsram, Dulci Co., Felgate Radio,
Magneta Time Co., New Era Industries

-

(Tottenham), R.F. Equipment, and
J. and H. Walter. It was announced
that the association had been granted
full recognition by the Ministries.
B.R.E.M.A.-At the first meeting of
the new council of the British Radio
Equipment Manufacturers' Association,
A. McVie, of Kolster- Brandes, was reelected chairman and F. W. Perks, of
the Gramophone Co., elected vice-chair-

man.
R.G.D. -A showroom and dealers'
service depot has been opened by the
Radio Gramophone Development Co. at
187, Corporation Street, Birmingham, 4.
Tel.: Birmingham Central 2403.
Extension
Loudspeaker.-A new
6-inch permanent-magnet extension
speaker housed in a plastic cabinet with
moulded grille back and front has been
produced by British Rola, Georgian
House, Bury Street, London, S.W.r.
The unit is omni -directional and holes
are provided for screwing to roof beams,
etc. At present the standard impedance
is 3 ohms; models with matching transformers and volume control will be
available later. The price is £2 14s.
Grampian Microphone. -The price of
the Grampian MCR microphone is L5,
and not £4 4s as given in an advertisement in our February issue.

CLUBS
Aberdeen. -Meetings of the Aberdeen
Amateur Radio Society. are now held
in the Forsyth Hotel, soz, Union Street,
Aberdeen, on Fridays at 7.30. Sec.:
A. D. J. Westland, 17, Beaconsfield
Place, Aberdeen.
Ashton- under -Lyne Amateur Radio
Society meets on Thursdays at 7.30 at

it, Leadquarters, Astral House, Stalybridge
Sec. : N. H. Brown, B.Sc:,

Corporation Street, Audenshaw, nr.
Manchester, Cheshire.
Birmingham. -Slade Radio now meets
fortnightly at its headquarters, Broomfield Road, Slade Road, Erdington.
The subject for the meeting on March
21st is Police Radio." Sec. : L. A.
Griffiths, 34, Florence Road, Sutton
63,

Coldfield.

Cheadle. -The official opening of the
headquarters of the recently formed
Cheadle (Staffs) and District Amateur
Radio Society at Wolver House, Rake way, Cheadle, was performed by the
Chairman of the Rural strict Council
on January 4th. Details of membership are obtainable from V. Hughes,
G3AVG, Abbots -Haye, Cheadle, Stoke on- Trent, Staffs.
City of London Phonograph and
Radio Society has recently resumed its
meetings, which are held on the first
Thursday in the month at 6.3o at " The
Flying Horse," 52, Wilson Street,
E.C.2. Sec.: R. H. Clarke, 12, Grove
Road, North Finchley, N.12.
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West Bromwich. -A U.H.F. section
and a technical library have been
formed by the West Bromwich and
District Radio Society which meets
fortnightly at the Gough Arms Hotel,
Jowetts Lane, West Bromwich. The
new secretary is R. G. Cousens, 38,
Collins Road, Wednesbury.

MEETINGS

Institution of Electrical Engineers
Radiocommunication
Cony e ntion, March 25th- 28th -see separate
note.
Radio Section.
Velocity Modulation Valves," by L. F. Broadway,
B.Sc., Ph.D., C. J. Milner, M.A.,
Ph.D., D. R. Petrie, W. J. Scott and
G. P. Wright, on March 19th.
Measurements Section.
The Design and Construction of a new Electron Microscope " by M. E. Haine,
B.Sc., on March 21st.
All the above meetings will be held
at 5.30 at the I.E.E., Savoy Place,
London, W.C.2.
Cambridge Radio Section." U.H.F.
Exeter.-The inaugural meeting of the
Triodes and
Velocity Modulation
Exeter and District Amateur ShortTubes" by G. W. Warren, B.Sc., on
wave Radio Society was held on
March nth at 6.o at the CambridgeFebruary 6th. Details of the meetings,
shire Technical College.
which are held on Thursdays at 7.0, are
North -Eastern Centre. " Industrial
obtainable from the secretary, E. G.
Applications of Electronic Techniques "
Wheatcroft, 7, Mount Pleasant Road,
by H. A. Thomas, D.Sc., on March
Exeter, Devon.
24th at 6.15 at the Neville Hall, Westgate Road, Newcastle-on -Tyne.
Holloway.
The Grafton Radio
North -Western Centre.
Society, which meets at the Grafton
" Colonial
Telecommunication Systems " by C.
L.C.C. School, Eburne Road, Holloway,
Lawton and V. H. Winson, B.Sc.(Eng.),
London, N.7, is now publishing a
on March 18th at 6.o at the Engineers'
monthly magazine called QTH Grafton.
Club, Albert Square, Manchester. Joint
A library has been started and a new
meeting with the Institution of Post
section for V.H.F. enthusiasts formed.
Office Electrical Engineers.
Secretary, W. H. C. Jennings, GzAHB,
82, Craven Park Road, London, N.15.
Scottish Centre.
Industrial Applications of Electronic Techniques " by
Kingston.- Meetings of the Kingston
H. A. Thomas, D.Sc., on March lzth
& District Amateur Radio Society are
at 6.o at the Heriot-Watt College, Edinheld on the second and fourth Thursburgh, 1; and on March 14th at 7.30
day in the month at 8.o at the " Three
at the Caledonian Hotel, Aberdeen.
Fishes," near Kingston Southern RailTelecommunication
way Station. Secretary, J. J. Hughes,
Systems," by C.' Lawton and V. H.
1z....Fillingdon Avenue, Ashford, MiddleWinson, B.Sc.(Eng.), on March 25th at
sex.
6.15 at The Royal Technical College,
George Street, Glasgow. Joint meeting
London.-At the meeting of the
with the Institution of Post Office ElecLondon Chapter of the International
trical
Engineers.
Short-Wave Club on March 14th our
South Midland Group.-" The Elecontributor T. W. Bennington will
ments of Wave Propagation using the
speak on the propagation of short
Impedance Concept " by H. G. Booker,
waves. Meetings are held every Friday
M.A.
Ph.D., on March 24th at 4.0 at
at 8.o at the Buckingham Gate School,
the James Watt Memorial Institute,
Castle Lane, Palace Street, London,
Great Charles Street, Birmingham.
S.W.,. Sec.: A. E. Bear, roo, Adams
Gardens Estate, London, S.E.z6.
Radio Society of Great Britain
"Ex-enemy Radio Equipment," by
Southport Amateur Transmitters'
A. A. Jones, G3RU, on March 14th
Association is now producing its own
at 6.3o at the I.E.E., Savoy Place,
bulletin, " QSO." Meetings are held
London, W.C.z.
on the first and third Thursdays in the
British Sound Recording Association
month at 8.o at Thorp's Restaurant,
" Developments in Magnetic Wire
Nevill Street, Southport. Sec.: J. R.
Recording," by P. T. Hobson, on
Fennessy, G5ZI, 65, Balmoral Drive,
March 27th at 7.o at the Royal Society
Southport, Lancs.
of Arts, John Adam Street, London,
Stroud and District Amateur Radio
W.C.2,
Club meets every Tuesday at 7.3o in
British Institution of Radio Engineers
the Labour Club, Cainscross Road,
Scottish Section.
The Boundary
Stroud. It is stressed that the club
between Sinusoidal and Relaxation Osis non -political.
Sec.: K. D. Ayers,
cillation," by Emrys Williams, Ph.D.,
G2FRG, Victoria Villas, Whiteshill,
B.Eng., on March rgth at 6.3o at the
Stroud, Glos.
Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh, 1.

-"

-"

-

-

-

-"

"Colonial

-"
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BELLING -LEE QUIZ (No. 9)
Answers to questions we 'are often asked by letter and telephone
Q. 35.

Why is it that in the* 'Belling-

Lee television aerial, the reflector elements
are the same length as those of the dipole ?
Should they not be longer, as is customary in such V.H.F. aerials?

Some manufacturers
have paid us the complif
ment of following us
o
we were the first. Others
go their own way.
Many people in all ó
e
walks of life have asked
us why we dimension
our aerials in this way.
20
Now they know. It has Ñz
taken a letter from a WORT 10
200
person at Southampton MEDIUM 1000
to bring this question on LONG
to our quiz page, and
we would like to hear of his success.
Incidentally we have many successful
installations still further afield.
Any other questions, please ? We
like to hear from our readers.
:

Q. 36. Can an " Eliminoise" receiver
transformer be "burnt out " ?

A. 36. It is surprising how many
people in the trade -and out of
do not realise that this can happen
until the possibility is pointed out to
them -then the reason seems obvious.
It invariably happens with AC-DC
sets, in which the design allows the
chassis to be alive at mains voltage,
with respect to earth. If an earth
terminal is fitted, it should be connected to chassis via a capacitor,
thereby isolating the chassis. Unfortunately, some manufacturers omit
the earth connection altogether ; in
other cases the earth capacitor
breaks down.
When an *2 " Eliminoise " aerial is
used in these circumstances, the
receiver " Eliminoise " transformer
is earthed. If there is no capacitor
(or one that has broken down)
between earth and chassis, or between
aerial and chassis, current from the
chassis flows through the " Eliminoise " coil and may burn it out.
Unfortunately, there are AC-DC
sets where the aerial becomes alive
through the same cause, and should
the aerial fall down on a garden or
metal clothes line, the results might
be disastrous.

it-

The Illustration
shows a Belling Lee

"Viewrod"

Television
dipole and reflec-

tor.

L.502/L.

Type

It is generally forgotten
that a television aerial is called upon
A. 35.

to do a double job, to handle two
wavelengths at once, and also to
possess wide band characteristics for
the faithful retention of the video
component of the transmission. If
the aerial is designed to handle only
one component of the transmission,
then it is true to state that the
reflector will be longer than the
dipole. But this will cause the other
channel to be unfairly attenuated and
will considerably alter the azimuthal
(horizontal) polar diagram.
The proportioning of the reflector
and dipole lengths in the Belling Lee L.5o2 aerial has been arrived at
by extensive tests directed at providing the best average signal
strength from both the sound and
vision channels, having regard to
the preservation of adequate bandwidth and comparable polar diagrams
from both. It is only incidental that
all the elements are about the same
length. It is a pity that the mechanics of the job preclude their
being interchangeable.

Q. 37. What is the recognised method
of making a comparison between different types of anti -interference aerials?

A. 37. The mode of procedure is
laid down in B.S.S. 905.
The
original " Eliminoise " curves were

prepared by the National Physical
Laboratory and have been published
frequently and are shown in our
literature. We are satisfied that the

a 10a
20

290

200

4.0

ti
0

SO

60
600
2000

SO

440

360
1400

520 ,
1000"

1600

WAVELENGTH IN METRES
02 The above curves are reproductions of those
obtained by the National Physical Laboratories for the

" Eliminoise "

Aerial.

" Eliminoise " has not yet been
beaten on any generally useful
frequency.

ERRATUM.-In the January issue of

this publication we stated the capacitance of L.6o4 coaxial plug and socket
as being 2.3 mfd. This should read
3 pF.
TO BE CONTINUED ...
We hope you will come and visit us
at the Exhibition being organised by

the Radio Component Manufacturers
Federation. to be held at the new
Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square
on March 20 -23 inclusive, Stand No.

8z. We will be showing a comprehensive range of components and
aerials-many of them available for
the first time, and we will have
engineers on site to answer tricky
questions.

Viewrod (Regd. Trade Mark).
Dipole, reflector and cross arm with
chimney lashings, L.502 /L.
*

1

each

f5

12

6

Supplied also without reflector and/or
chimney lashing
from E2 7 6
*2 " Eliminoise" (Regd. Trade Mark).
Anti -Interference Aerials. (U.K.
Patents 477218, 479118.)
L.307 /T. Receiver Transformer
Price f2 0 0
*L.306 /T. Aerial Transformer
Price f2 10 0
*L/308/T. Pair of Transformers
Price f4 10 0
*L/308/K. Complete kit with 60' Aerial,
50' screened feeder. L.1221
Price f6 6 0
L.1221 screened feeder
per yard
I
9
* Complete

arrester.

with L350Llightning

BELLING & LEE LTD
ROAD,
CAMBRIDGE

ARTERIAL

ENFIELD, MIODx
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In phasc with everts musical ;itood
)101.1@
BY THE PIONEERS OF
WIDE RANGE REPRODUCTION

AGENTS

PCLYPHONIC CONS7LE

MAYFAIR : WALLACE HEATON
LTD., 127, Neer Bond Street,
London, W.1.
KENT
POTTER BROS.,
High Street, Testerden.
SURREY i WEST END RADIO,

G.
POLYPHONIC RADIOGRAM

SOUND
57,

ST.

Wett Street, Farnham.
WEYBRIDOE RADIO ELECTRIC

n

CO., Temple Market, Weybridge,
SOUTH WALES :
SOUND LTD.,
46 Charles Street, Cardia.

SALES LIMITED

MARTIN'S
'hone:

WORKS:

[67.1:7.

WEST

LONDON,

LANE,
TEMPLE RAR

STREET,

JERSEY, C.I.: SOUND SERVICES,
Charing Croee, St. Heller.
SONS LTD.,
DERBY: DALTON
Londor Roui, Derby.
READING: BARNES & AVIS,
"11411, Filar Street, Reading.

t

W.C.2

4254

FARNHAM,

SURREY

Study television at its, source! *
E.M.I. Research and Development

Laboratories were largely
responsible for the Marconi- E.M.I, system of television transmission
used by the B.B.C. Service -the first in the world.

E.M.I. Factories

produce the finest television receivers in the

world.

E.M.I. Service department

is

the largest and most expertly

equipped in the country.

* read about
this new
opportunity

NOW- E.M.I.

have set up

mediate courses on practical

a TRAINING ORGANISATION

TELEVISION

to provide Im-

(Postal and College Courses.)

SOON this new Training College will extend its syllabus to cover all
branches of Electronic Science.

This is your opportunity to secure a thorough training in Television
from the very pioneers of the Science.
Ask your local H.M.V. dealer for further details or send for our free
pamphlet which gives full details of this and other courses.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES, LTD.
Dept. W.W.4

43 GROVE PARK ROAD

CHISWICK

LONDON

W.4

Associated Company of:
THE GRAMOPHONE CO. LTD.
(" HIS MASTER'S VOICE")
TILE MARCONIPHONE CO. LTD.
MARCONI- E.M.I. TELEVISION CO. LTD.

RADIOMORILE LTD., ETC.

ETC.
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SHORTHAND CIRCUIT SYMBOLS
Rapid Method of Circuit Representation
By A. W. KEEN, M.I.R.E.
(Sobel! Industries Ltd.)

IN the

RESISTOR

sistors, capacitors, inductors, and
valves (in descending sequence);
other types are comparatively few.
Accordingly, rapid representation
requires simple symbols for the
common types of component ; it
is less essential (and more difficult)
to achieve simple representation
of the rarer types.
Detailed study of conventionally drawn circuits shows also
that of the .total line length employed, by far the greater part is
taken up by connections. If these
could be reduced in length without loss of information or clarity,

CAPACITOR

INDUCTOR

reduction necessitates
improved component layout.
Again, it is generally recognized that conventional valve
symbols are most unsatisfactory,
particularly from the present
point of view. The use of closely
parallel dashed lines for grids
easily leads to errors and confusion and results in overlapping
of the circuits associated with the
various electrodes. Drastic simplification and radical change of
form are in this case most neces-

Further

in considerable numbers, viz., re-

course of several years'
development and teaching experience of multi -valve television and radar circuit systems,
the writer continually felt the
need for a more speedy technique
of circuit representation than is

Fig. s. " Shorthand " symbols for
common basic components.

possible by conventional graphical methods. The simple solution evolved has proved satisfactory over a long period of
continuous use.
Preliminary Considerations
Analysis of typical circuit systems reveals that, while a wide
variety of component types exists,
only a very restricted class occurs

s

It is strong_y emphasized that

the symbols and arrangements to

<1)
RaC

-

L

&

R & L

C

TUNED CIRCUIT

R, L & C

2

R's

2

L's

PARALLEL COMBINATIONS

COUPLED

IRON -CORED

TUNED CIRCUIT

TRANSFORMER

COUPLED

DAMPED

I.F. TRANSFORM

R

COILS

Fig. 3. Commonly occurring combinations of basic symbols.
VARIABLE

TAPPED

POTENTIOMETER

the saving of drawing time would
be considerable. The American
practice of omitting leads common
to several stages
takes recognition

RESISTORS

d

CORED

PERMEABILITY
TUNED

of

this fact.

ZAPPED

CONTINUOUSLY
VARIABLE

INDUCTORS

i
SEMI- VARIABLE

TRIMMER

ELECTROLYTIC

EARTHED

DIFFERENTIAL

CAPACITORS

Fig. 2.

Special forms derived from basic symbols of Fig. I.

be described are derived from, and
are supplementary to, existing
conventional practice and are
preferred to the latter only when

the time factor so dictates.
Simplification of Normal Symbols.-In the case of resistors,
capacitors, and inductors, extreme simplicity of representation
and ease of drawing are achieved
without introduction of new types
of symbols by reducing the normal symbols to the extent shown
in Fig. r. Variants of the basic
component (e.g., tapped, continuously variable, etc.) are given at
Fig. 2. It will be noted that despite this drastic reduction the
symbols retain their characteristic form and appearance.
More complex components are

Wireless World

ioo
treated in the same manner but
to a lesser degree, the mains transformer of Fig. 6 being a good example.

2. The simplest way of representing an electrode is by a short
bar (-). The complete n- electrode
tube should, therefore, contain

March, 1947

ally at its mid -point, thus

_L

.

3. Next, it is necessary to
identify the various electrode bars.

1
DIODE

TRIODE

TETRODE

DUO- DIODE -TRIODE

PENTODE

HEXODE

DUO -DIODE- TEERODE

TRIODE- PENTODE

TRIODE- HEXODE

HEPTODE

OCT ODE

Y

(
DUO-DIODE

DUO

-DIODE- PENTODE

DIODE- TRIODE -PENTODE

Fig. 4.

A feature of these simplified
symbols is the facility with which
they combine to represent common component combinations ;
examples are given in Fig. 3.
An ambiguity arises in the case
of the resistor and inductor symbols in that they may be drawn
left -hand
or right -hand
The writer has at times made use
of this property in various ways
(for example, to distinguish signalcarrying components from those
employed purely for feed purposes) but normally chooses the
orientation giving the neatest appearance (usually away from the
associated components).
New Valve Symbols. -A great
deal of thought and experiment
has been expended on the develop-

DUO

-TRIODE

Proposed valve symbols.

only n bars. The connecting lead
is best rendered distinct by drawing it out to meet the bar normIN

If the latter are arranged in the
logical manner, that is, in the
same sequence as the corres-

OUT

»

R-C COUPLED TRIODE
A F.

AMPLIFIER
MULTIVIBRATOR

ment of improved valve symbols
the method finally adopted
evolved in the following man;

ner:-

r. Only electrodes having external connections need be represented ; thus the envelope symbol
is quite superfluous and it is unnecessary to indicate the fact that
a valve is enclosed within a
grounded shield, or that it is fitted
with certain types of secondaryemission suppressor, provided the
(essential) valve type number is

stated.

IN

OUT

+
TRANSFORMER -COUPLED PENTODE
I.F. AMPLIFIER

HARTLEY OSCILLATOR

Fig. 5. Circuit stages drawn by the method described.
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ponding electrodes occur
Shorthand Circuit Symbols

in the
electron stream, they need not all
be rendered distinctive. In fact,
provided the sequence in which
the remainder follow is indicated,
only one electrode need be distinguished. It was finally decided to make a special case of the
heater by representing it in the
same manner as a resistor and
superimposing it on the cathode

bar, thus Ir .
4. Two kinds of sequential arrangement of the n -bars are
possible : cyclical and linear. The
method finally chosen, having the
bars arranged end -to -end to form
a regular closed polygon was
found to have the most advantages (enumerated later). In the

IOI

common base without difficulty
or adverse results.
7. No distinction need be made
between directly heated and indirectly heated valves except that
in the case of the former no external connection is taken from
the cathode bar which then represents the emitting surface only.
The symbols thus derived are
illustrated by Fig. 4.
Advantages of Proposed Valve
Symbols. -As a result of their
irreducible simplicity and elementary geometrical form the
new valve symbols are readily
drawn and possess a pleasing,
finished, and easily recognizable
(e.g., pentagon for pentode) appearance.
Moreover, a number of advantages accrue from the adoption of

I.F.

F.C.

two separate junctions to avoid
.
confusion, thus 4. Input and output circuits of
successive stages are rendered adjacent.
5. For a given degree of clarity,
component spacing (and length
of'connecting leads) may be reduced.
Complete Circuits. -A selection
of single -stage circuits employing
the new symbols and arrangements is shown in Fig. 5. Fig.
6 shows a complete broadcast receiver drawn in the new manner.
No difficulty arises from the
interruption of long inter -stage
connections provided the broken
ends are systematically annotated,
as shown, but the saving of
time is considerable. It will be

DET-OUT

P.

S.

Fig. 6. Simple superhet broadcast receiver in " shorthand " symbols.

special case of the diode the resultant symbol closely resembles
that of the equivalent cold-metal
rectifier.
5. The grid and anode electrodes are taken in clockwise
order from the cathode (which is
usually made the base of the polygon) rather than in the reverse
direction, in order to correspond
to the conventional direction of
signal flow (i.e., left to right).
6. In the case of multiple
valves a section is taken between
those which have separate cathodes and are, therefore, electrically independent and those
which make use of a common
cathode. The former class are
best treated as separate valves
the latter may be drawn on a
;

-

the cyclical electrode arrange ment
r. The valve circuit as a whole
is "opened out " by the radially
disposed connecting leads, thus
reducing the " lumping " of associated components which inevitably occurs with normal symbols. A more even component
distribution throughout the entire circuit results.
2. The circuits associated with
the various electrodes are separated, thus eliminating overlaps,
and the signal circuits are thrown
clear of the auxiliary feed circuits.
3. Crossovers and right -angle
bends occur much less frequently.
The writer distinguishes between
crossed leads and four -wire junctions by separating the latter into
:

noted that chassis connections
are denoted by letter C superimposed on the lead to form letter
E (for earthy).

Conclusion. -The foregoing description and examples are sufficient to allow immediate adoption
of the method. It will be noted
that very few new symbols are
introduced ; of these, the valve
symbols are easily remembered.
As already stated, the new
method is presented as supplementary to existing practice for
use when time is short. In conclusion, however, it is suggested
that the simplified L, C, R symbols are most suitable for use in
equivalent circuits and would
render the latter distinct from
actual circuit representations.
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UNBIASED
By FREE GRID

Slaves of the Lamp
AQUARTER of a century ago,
when regular broadcasting first
started in this country, more emphasis was laid on the technical
achievement of distributing music
and speech than on the entertainment value of it. Its stars, whose
photographs appeared in all the
papers, were not the stars of the
entertainment world but those of the
technical world whose scientific
achievements made this new wonder
possible. In addition to their photographs we had biographical details
of Captain this and Captain that
for after the 1914-18 war we technical men imitated the lion tamer
and the seaside diver and were all
permanent Captains without portfolio. But alas how are the mighty
fallen, for no longer does the engineer or the scientist hold the centre
of the stage but is regarded as
merely a humble slave of the lamp
who is tiresomely necessary in order
to put over the Great Magic of the
Medicine Men of the Microphone.
No clearer proof of this attitude
toward the professional engineer
could be had than that provided by
the B.B.C. itself on the occasion of
a broadcast from the Bishop Rock
Lighthouse in January. Two B.B.C.
men, one a humble
engineer and the
other a great white
chief of the microphone, were des-

-

!

"Captains without
portfolio."
patched to
this
lonely fastness to
add to our Christmas entertainment.
They did their stuff,
but, it will be remembered, were
prevented from making their scheduled getaway with the result that a
further broadcast was arranged in
which the broadcasting member of
the team told us all about it.
From his remarks it was quite
clear that he at least was free of any
superiority complex and regarded
the engineer, whom he mentioned
by name, as in no way inferior to
himself. When, however, we were
switched back to Broadcasting
House, the cold official tones of a
very superior kind of Medicine Man
let it be clearly understood, by the
manner in which -after affection-

-

ately referring to the broadcaster
he added the words " and his engineer companion," that the individual
concerned and all his tribe were
altogether beneath the salt.
The incident reminded me, in
fact, of the contrast between the
manner in which Counsel and Judges
of the High Court refer to each
other and the manner in which they
refer to the man in the dock, forgetting as they do that he is, in
effect, their real employer, as without his efforts they would be deprived of comfortable jobs.
I am sorry to say that I do not
consider Wireless World itself is
altogether free from this worms -ofearth attitude to the engineer but
in this case it is not the Microphone
Medicine Men who are placed in the
seats of the mighty but the machine
which is exalted above its master.
Thus in the otherwise excellent
account of the Queen Elizabeth's
radio gear in the November issue we
were told nothing about the numbers and qualifications of the staff
needed to run it but from a reference to the engineer's control desk
it can be gathered that these low
fellows are still needed.
[Sorry we offended your strong
sense of justice, Free Grid. We did
state the number of radio officers
carried -originally ten, but now increased to thirteen -although we
did not state their actual duties.
They are all fully qualified operators, holding either the P.M.G.'s
first- or second -class certificate,
but some have, in addition, received
special training in maintenance,
and, in some cases, in the operation
of particular equipment, such as the
radar and P.A. gear. -En.]

Uxoricution

many of the less highbrow of
my readers will know, the
B.B.C. has been running a series
of horror broadcasts designed to
make our flesh creep, although,
speaking as one who has spent a
night in a South American
calaboose, they are a very poor
second to Pulex Irritans in this
respect. For the most part these
flesh- creeping broadcasts dabble in
technical matters of a psychic
nature on which I cannot claim the
same professional qualifications as
in things radio and electrical.
Recently, however, I chanced to
switch over in the middle of a hair raiser which not only touched on an
AS
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electrical matter but also touched
me on the raw as I have seldom
heard such nauseating nonsense.
The plot dealt with a man's successful effort to commit " uxoricide " by electrocuting his wife in
her bath. Now I have no wish to
be a spoilsport, but a man who sets
out to electrocute his wife, or even
his mother -in -law, without calling
in the expert services of an electrical
engineer deserves all he gets and
more. First of all, so the story
ran, he scraped some of the enamel
off the bottom of the bath in order
to get better electrical contact with
the water. Even a schoolboy would
have told him that he merely gave
1

" Some women are

tough."

himself needless labour as excellent
contact is already provided by the
metal surround of the waste pipe.
The idea was that the lady sitting
in the earthed bath would receive
the necessary shock when she
stretched out her hand to switch on
the electric fire, the switch of which
was faulty and, contrary to all the
best modern practice, was fixed
within reach of the bath. The thing
which stuck in my gullet was that
the killer decided to replace the
15 -amp fuses by thick copper strips
to ensure that they would not
" blow " before the current through
the lady's body reached a sufficiently high value to kill her.
Now some women are tough, as I
know full well from experience, but
I doubt if even Mrs. Free Grid with
her robust constitution could " take
it " when a 15 -amp fuse couldn't.
According to figures published by
the Warden of Sing -Sing Prison,
New York, and discussed by me in
these columns (August, 1943),
approximately ten amps is the value
of the current used in the electric
chair and it requires five thousand
volts to push it through, even with
the large wet surface contact area
provided at each end of the victim.
No doubt some expert calculator
like " Cathode Ray " or " Diallist "
could give a pretty shrewd guess at
the value of current resulting from
a mere zoo volts; a matter of milli amps I should imagine, but there is
little doubt that it would be fatal.
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AA /47 AMPLIFIER

This is a I0-valve amplifier for recording and play -back
purposes for which we claim an overall distortion of only
0.01 per cent., as measured on a distortion factor meter at
middle frequencies for a 10 -watt output.
The internal noise and amplitude distortion are thus
negligible and the response is flat plus or minus nothing
from 50 to 20,000 c/s and a maximum of .5 db down at
20 c/s.

A triple- screened input transformer for 74 to 15 ohm:. is
provided and the amplifier is push -pull throughout,
terminating in cathode -follower triodes with additional
feedback. The input needed for 15 watts output is only
0.7 millivolt on microphone and 7 millivolts on gramophone. The output transformer can be switched from
15 oinms to 2,000 ohms, for recording purposes, the
measured damping factor being 40 times in each case.

Built -in switched record compensation networks are
provided for each listening level on the front pale!,
together with overload indicator switch, scratch compensation control and fuse. All inputs and outputs are
at the rear of the chassis.
Send

for full details of Amplifier type AD /47.

257/261, THE BROADWAY,
WIMBLEDON, LONDON,
S.W.19.
LIBerty 2814 and 6242/3.
"VORTEXION, WIMBLE, LONDON."

Telephones
Telegrams

:

:
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BLUE PRINT FOR A RED HOT BREAKDOWN}
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This was one of the most brilliant
designs for a certain type of
equipment we had ever seen. It was
prepared by one of our clients for
part of his postwar production.
The designer knew his job from A to
Z and tackled it with enthusiasm
and imagination. It was fortunate
however that he took the precaution
of having a quiet word with our
Research Dept. before going into
production. We were able to suggest
a real improvement by a different
and special type of Input Transformer - saved him a lot of money and
trouble - could we do this for you

LUXE MODEL
Robust design.
Accidental
dropping on record will not damage Pick -up
Extremely
low moment of inertia (80 milligrams total weight of
movement)
Pure sine wave with no harmonic distortion
Automatic needle or sapphire changing opens new
fidelity field to the amateur Can be used with normal
record changer without fear of damage.
Price (without sapphire) f5 plus 25/- P.T.
DE

Sapphire Needle with specially tapered shank, price 15/3
extra (including P.T.)

JUNIOR MODEL.

Identical In design and workmanship to the
De Luxe, the only difference being that It Is not equipped with the
Automatic Sapphire needle inserter and Extractor device and metal
sole plate. Made to take standard steel and fibre needles this model
enables every music lover to enjoy the fine reproduction which only
a moving coil pick -up can give.
E3. 3. 0 plus 15/9 P.T

See November issue for Curve of Pick -ups

PLUG-IN

HEADS

too r ? ??
A small Input TransfJrmer is

illustrated, mumetal
screened and
astatically wound,
giving a hum
reduction of
70 -80 db compared
to an open type,
,X.

PARMEKO LTD.
OF LEICESTER.

These are available In both
Junior and De Luxe types
to flt Collaro and Garrard

arms, thus providing easy
change -over from Magnetic
types.
Input conversion
may be required. (See our
Technical Brochure.) Price
45/ -, plus 11/3 P.T.

Separate Ejector for De Luxe type, 28/ -, plus 7/- P.T

PRE - AMPLIFIERS
having an Inverse of the recording characteristic incorporated are
available for use with pick-ups.
These are necessary with some

amplifiers.

Illustrated Technical Brochure

upon request.

Export and Trade Enquiries Invited.

MAKERS OF
TRANSFORMERS.

NOTE

PLEASE

HANWAY WORKS

NEW

NEAREST STATION
TOTTENHAM COURT
ROAD UNDERGROUND

\\

DDMiNION

OXFORD STREET
STA.

NEW. cEFORD STREET
I CNAR iNGN
ROSS I
ROAD

ADDRESS:-

COOPE

MANUFACTURING
C
HANWAY WORKS,
HANWAYST., LONDON, W.
Telephoner MUSeum 9779
SALES OFFICES-Tap
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RECEIVER

3. -Frame Coil Winding and
Deflection Yoke Assembly
DETAILS of the line deflectorcoil construction appeared
last month and it will be
remembered that because of the
moderate number of turns it is
practicable to wind the coils
directly to their final shape. In
the case of the frame coils the
number of turns is much larger
and this form of construction is
far too laborious. They are consequently wound as plain slab

CONSTRUCTION

fore assembly, and when the construction is otherwise complete
the core is cut into four segments,
so that it can easily be removed
from the finished coil. Saw -cuts
are put in the brass cheeks and
carried down a little way into the
core piece so that the coil can
be bound by passing a needle and
thread under the winding.
Each segment on the cheeks is
given a very slight twist with a
I

The former is conveniently
mounted for winding on. a length
of 2B.A. rod held in the chuck of
a hand drill as shown in Fig. 2
(a), which is itself mounted horizontally in a vice. It is desirable,
but not essential to arrange a
second bearing for the rod and
time spent in seeing that the
former runs true is well spent.
It is important to avoid any
wobble, for this will cause the

mm. BRASS

2

SAW CUTS

OFF

la

la

Ilé

J
SAWN

AFTER

DRILLING

(a)

(b)

6B.A.x3/4"
R'HD SCREWS

n

x 3/é x

l/i6 STEEL
8 OFF

STRIP

(d)

(c)
bent to
This necessitates a bend-

coils and subsequently

shape.
ing jig as well as a winding
former. Details of the latter are
shown in Fig. r ; it consists of two
brass plates (b) separated by a
core piece (a) of }-in thickness.
After fitting, but, of course, be-

Fig. r. Details of the core of the winding former are shown at (a) and of
the end cheeks'at (b). The assembly is sketched at (c) and the way in which
the segments in the cheeks are twisted is indicated at (d).

pair of pliers so that they are
as shown greatly exaggerated in
Fig. r (d). This is necessary to
prevent the wire from catching
against the leading edges.

wire to pile up at diagonal ends
of the straight sides to the coil
and the finished coil will not have
the right dimensions.
The reel of wire must be mounted
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to run freely and a revolution
counter attached to the end of the
coil spindle is a great help.
The winding process itself is
simple and a total of 2,000 turns

Cover the clamping pieces with
waxed paper, put them in place
and tighten them up so that the
ends of the coil are now firmly
gripped as shown in Fig. 2 (f), and
held in the correct shape for subsequent operations.
These should be carried
out straight away before the shellac hardens.
Cut the binding at
the centre of each of
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posed part of the coil bend it at
right angles where it comes out
of the clamp. Then do the same
at the other end. The windings
between the clamps will bunch
horribly, as shown in Fig. z (g).
They will probably spread so
much that one may overlap the
other ; it is as well to slip a piece
Yi6 BRASS

Fig. 3. Details of
the bending jig are
given here. It consists of two coil
clamps and a central V- block.

of No. 40 enamelled wire* is run
on each coil ; some I }oz is needed

per coil. No attempt at layer
winding need be made, but care
should be taken to see that the
coil builds up evenly. Any irregularities should be smoothed out as
they occur. Every few hundred
turns insert a piece of }-in wood
and press down the winding, since
there is always a tendency for its
outer turns to become elliptical
instead of rectangular.
Having wound the coil, bind it
with needle and thread, passing
the needle through the slot in the
core beneath the former and looping the thread up the side slots.
The photo of Fig. 2 (b) will make
this clear. Now take out the
spindle and take the former to
pieces, Fig. 2 (c). The core will
drop out, and the coil will be left
quite free, Fig. 2 (d).
Line the clamps of the bending
jig, constructional details of which
are given in Fig. 3, with waxed
paper to protect the coil and to
prevent subsequent shellacing
from sticking the coil to them
[Fig. z (e)]. Place the ends of
the coil in the clamps and apply
shellac liberally over the parts of
the coil in them only.

'

The use of No. ex gauge wire as an alternative isjpermissible, but No. 4o is preferred.

the exposed sides and undo it
right back to the end clamps,
leaving the four ends for the subsequent attachment of a fresh binding thread.
Now take one clamp in one
hand, and with the palm of the
other hand held flat against the ex-

Fig. 4.

A

pair of
a

paper between them to prevent
the turns intermingling.
The next step is to attach the
clamps to the central V- block.
Fig. z (h). This brings the two ends
of the coils, which are held in the
clamps, to their correct relative
positions. Now take the flat spread
of one of the sides and
bend it upwards so that
the wire lies above the
lower turns instead of
at the side of them.
Attach a thread to one
of the old ends of the
binding and bind this
side firmly tying off the
thread on the other old
end for that side. Then
do the same with the
other side. The coil
then has the form
shown in Fig. 2 (i).
At this stage distinctively coloured leading out wires should be
fitted. The insulated
wires should be bound
firmly to the top or inside of one of the sides
of the coil, so that any
line coils assembled on
former.
external pull on the
of
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Fig. 2. (a) The former mounted for winding ; (b) binding the
coil ; (c) one cheek removed (d) the coil off the former ;
(e) a clamp lined with waxed paper; (f) the coil in the clamps;
(g) the coil with the ends bent at right- angles ; (h) the jig
completed by attaching the clamps to the V -block ; (i)
the end of the coil tied ; j) with leading -out wires fitted.;
(k) the coil tied_to a mandrel to dry.
;
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wire

comes on the binding.
The ends of the windings should
be soldered to the leading -out
wire and the junctions covered
with thin tape. The appearance
of the coil at this stage is shown
in Fig. 2 (j).
The coil is now in its finished
shape.
The sides should be
shellaced, and it should be put
aside until the shellac is nearly
dry but not hard. The clamps
should then be removed from the
core piece, the clamping covers
taken off, and the coil removed.
The coil should now be taped and
shellaced again for its protection.
The wax paper prevents the
shellac from sticking the coil into
the clamps, but as it is difficult to
be certain of getting a complete
covering of paper at the corners
there may be a slight tendency to
stick here. 'In view of this, it is
wise to remove the coil before the
shellac is hard, but after it has become surface dry. The coil will
,

6-WAY TAG BOARD

ON

OTHER SIDE

olin tube is suitable, but a former
can easily be made by winding
2 -in gummed brown -paper strip
on a Ij-in rod. When quite dry
it sets surprisingly hard and with
a couple of coats of shellac, makes
a very good former.
Take the pair of line coils and
two spacers. The latter can be
of Paxolin or wood, }in x din x

tween them at right angles to the
gaps between the line coils. An
imaginary line drawn across the
end of the former and bisecting

I rin.
It is convenient ' but
not essential to slip the former
over a length of II -in diameter

rod which is held in a vice.
Attach a length of thread to one
end of one of the line coils at a
point where it rests against the
former. Place the two coils
round the tube with the leading out wires at the same end, drop
the spacers between the straight
sides so that the sides are separated by fin and hold the assembly
temporarily in place with a
rubber band. Now carefully line
up the coils so that the sides lie
parallel with the axis of the
former and the ends
coincide, and then
bind them on to the
former tightly with
the thread already
attached to the coil,
finishing it off on
one of the coil ends.
A binding of about
six turns per inch is
adequate.
Remove the rubber band, cutting it
411x"
if necessary, check
that the coils are in

Fig. 5. Details of the
mounting board which
is bound to the coil
assembly and which
carries the tag -board
for the connections.
PAXOLIN

then be somewhat malleable, and
may be distorted a little during
the taping. As a last thing,
therefore, the coils can be tied to
a round rod, Fig. 2 (k), and
manipulated to final shape just
as in the case of the line coils
(see part 2). They are left on this
until the shellac is bone hard.
For the coil assembly a z -in
length of h -in wall, Il -in inside
diameter tubing is needed. Pax-
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their correct positions, for slight
adjustment is still possible, Then
give the surface of the former, the
thread and the sides of the coils
a coat of shellac. The pair of coils
thus assembled is shown in Fig. 4.
When the shellac is dry, the
frame coils are fitted in exactly
the same manner, using another
pair of identical. spacers to separate their sides. They are, of
course, mounted with the gaps be-

Fig. 6.
flection
spacers
of each

An end view of the deyoke.
The ends of the
between the side limbs
pair of coils can be seen.

the spacers is a diameter of the
former in the case of both pairs of
coils. It is necessary that these
imaginary lines for the line and
frame coils should be at right
angles otherwise the horizontal
and vertical sides of the picture
will not be at right angles. Slight
final adjustment can be made
after tying but before shellacing.
When the shellac is hard a turn
or two of tape should be placed
around the whole to protect the
winding from the outer iron ring.
This ring is by no means critical
and can be built up from strips
cut from old transformer laminations. The iron must extend for
the full distance permitted by the
frame coils otherwise the efficiency of the line scan will suffer.
If iron of this width is available
well and good, if not narrower
strips must be used and cut so
that a pair side by side will fill
the space.
If long strips are available,
again well and good, but if not
shorter overlapping strips must be
used. It will be rare for more
than eight strips to be needed to
form a single iron ring with half inch overlaps.
Two thicknesses
of iron are desirable, so that not
more than 16 pieces are needed.
They are assembled round the
middle and tied on with string.
In order to hold the assembly
a Paxolin board, shown in Fig. 5.
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is tied to the four corners of the

line coils.
This carries the tagboard for the connections and has
two slots. These pass over bolts
on the focus coil mounting and
the assembly is retained by two
knurled nuts. The purpose of the
slots is to permit the deflector assembly to be rotated slightly about

ing to the time base. No difficulty arises in the case of the line
coils for if the coils are both
wound in the same direction they
are necessarily alike.
In the
case of the frame coils, however,
it is necessary not only to wind
them in the same direction but
to bend them the same way also.
The matter is not very important, however, for if a
mistake is made and
little or no deflection is
obtained, it can be remedied merely by reversing the connections to
one coil of a pair. Simi-

larly it is not worth
while to try to get the
time - base connections
right from the start for
it is simpler to determine
them by trial. If the
picture is upside down or
reversed left to right, it
means merely that the
connections to the pair of
frame or line coils must
be reversed. Two views
of the complete coil
assembly are given in
Figs. 6 and 7. In the
former the ends of the
Fig. 7. Another view of the assembly. The
spacers between the sides
string holding on the iron ring is clearly
of each pair of coils can
visible
just be seen, and in the
latter the string binding
the tube neck, to bring the
the iron ring around the
picture vertical.
assembly is clearly visible.
There are six tags on the board,
The line coils have an inducthree for line and three for frame,
tance of 8.9 mH with a resistance
one of each being used for
of 1512, while the frame coils an
the junctions between the two inductance of i H and a resistance
coils of each pair. When the two
of 1.7 kIl (.2 kfll with No. 41 wire).
coils of a pair are identical, the
Details of the time-bases and
two outer ends (or the two inner
other associated equipment for
ends) of each are joined together,
use with the coils will appear in
the remaining two leads connectsubsequent articles in this series.
.
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MAGNET Steels and High-per"
formance Magnet Alloys," a
brochure giving technical specifications
and performance curves of JessopSaville magnet steels, from William
Jessop and Sons, Brightside Works,
Sheffield, r.

Illustrated leaflets describing Type

Boor radio-frequency bridge (15 kc /s to

5Mc /s), and Type Bror component
bridge (5o c / s) for resistance, inductance
and capacitance (including electrolytic
condensers), from Wayne Kerr Laboratories, Sycamore Grove, New Malden,
Surrey.
Leaflets giving technical details of
oscilloscopes designed on the unit
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IONOSPHERE
Sunspots and Short Waves
By T. W.

DURING 1946 the solar activity continued its rapid increase and the critical frequencies of the ionosphere layers
-and hence the Maximum Usable
Frequencies for short-wave communication-increased in sympathy with it. In fact, it is possible but not certain that we may
already be over halfway through
the " rising " period of the present cycle, and that the maximum
itself may be reached during the
present year.
It is both interesting and informative, at the end of a year, to
make a brief analysis of the sunspot and iofiospheric data which
is available for that year, with a
view to finding out what changes
have actually taken place, and
how they have affected shortwave communication. With this
knowledge at hand it is then
advantageous to glance- though
such a glance will necessarily be
clouded by some uncertaintytowards the future. This is a
practice which has been followed
by Wireless World for some years
past.
First, for the benefit of readers
new to this subject, a few words
about the nature of the data to be
examined. One convenient way
of obtaining evidence about the
sun's activity, upon which the
ionisation in the upper atmosphere depends, is to examine the
sunspots which appear upon it.
This is regularly done at many
astronomical observatories, and
the information published in the
form of " relative sunspot numbers." These are arrived at by
taking the sum of the total number of sunspots observed plus ten
times the number of spot groups,
this sum being multiplied by a
factor depending upon the telescope used and the seeing conditions. The observations from the
different observatories are correlated by that at Zurich and the
final " number " published from
there. Records of this index of
the solar activity go back for

:

BENNINGTON

REVIEW

Long "H.F." Spell Predicted
(Engineering Division, B.B.C.)

many years, though, so far as
1946 is concerned, since they are
not yet available, we have used
those obtained by the Royal Observatory at Greenwich alone, and
these are provisional numbers
only. Measurements of the atmospheric ionisation are also regularly made in many parts of the
world, and are usually published
in the fbrm of hourly values of
the critical frequency of the
various layers. This critical frequency is the highest frequency
on which an echo is returned from
a given layer when the exploring
wave is sent vertically upwards.
The Maximum Usable Frequency
for communication over any distance depends upon the ionisation
existing in the reflecting layer,
and is related to its critical frequency at vertical incidence. As
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Fig. r. Annual means of relative

sunspot numbers.

a rough guide we could assume
that the M.U.F. for the maximum
distance it is possible to cover in
one hop is about 3.5 times the

-

critical frequency.
Course of the Sunspot Cycle.
In Fig. 1 are plotted the annual
means of the relative sunspot
numbers for some years past, in
order to show the general course
of the last and present sunspot
cycles. So far as the present cycle
is concerned we see that the solar
activity has increased exceptionally quickly since the minimum
year of 1944, and that during

1946 the increase was so rapid that
the annual mean was somewhat
greater than that for 1936, the
year preceding that of the last
solar maximum. Which naturally
leads us to speculate about the
future. Will the activity continue
to increase during 1947? Will it
reach a maximum during that
year? If so, will this be higher
or lower than the last maximum?
All these are questions to which
we should like to know the answer,
but this is one, in point of fact,
which only time can supply. We
shall, however, later examine the
predictions made by an authority
on this subject. We may here
remark on two points of interest
about the present cycle. Firstly
the activity has increased much
more rapidly from the epoch of
minimum activity than has been
the case during most -though not
all- preceding cycles ; and secondly, if the coming maximum is to
be a high one it will break the
" high -low " sequence for maxima
which has persisted since the
maximum of 1848, and in which
the maximum of 1937 was a high

one.
Effects on the Ionosphere.
Fig. 2 are plotted (bottom curve)
the monthly means of the relative
sunspot numbers since the time of

-In

the last sunspot minimum, and
(top curve) the monthly means of
the noon critical frequencies of
the F2 layer over the same period,
as measured in England.
So far as the sunspot activity
is concerned it is seen that there
are very considerable fluctuations
from month to month, but also a
general increase in activity since
April, 1944. In 1946 February,
July and November were months
when solar activity underwent
considerable increases. In the top
curve we have the critical frequency variations due to seasonal
effects superimposed on those due
to the solar cycle. As will be seen,
these seasonal effects are such as
to produce low values of critical
frequency in the summer and high
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values towards the winter, with
the exception that there is, at
each mid winter period, a secondary decrease. This mid -winter
effect in the Northern Hemisphere
occurs almost every year and was
exceptionally pronounced during
the winter of 1945-46. What interests us now, however, is not
12

109

the very high frequencies which
could now be used, especially
when one remembers that to the
south of this country the M.U.F.
will be still higher, because there
the sun is more directly overhead.
These high theoretical values of
M.U.F., obtained from the measured critical frequencies, seem to
have been well
borne out by
practical results.
During November, for example,
signals from an

American

10

transamateur
mitter in the
5o -Mc /s
120

band

were
well
ceived in.

there is no occasion to doubt that
the received wave
travelled by way
of the regular F2
layer of the ionosphere. Again,

reception
40

20

the seasonal fluctuations, but the
general rise in the atmospheric
ionization in sympathy with the
variation in the activity of its
producing agent, the sun. This is
clearly evident and during 1946
was especially marked and of a
large order. Compare the monthly
mean for November, 1945 (3.3
Mc / s), with that for November,
1946 (lz.IMc /s), an increase in
critical frequency during the year
of 3.8 Mc / s and a corresponding
increase in M.U.F. for longest
distance working of Io.5 Mc / s.
The mean M.U.F. for working
over a distance of 2,50o miles
during November, 1946, in these
latitudes come out at 40.7 Mc/ s,
a remarkably high value. This
implies that on half the days of
the month the M.U.F. at noon
reached or exceeded this figure!
On individual days it was often
much higher, an example being
November 21st, when it was 47.5
Mc /s. This gives some idea of
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British transmitters on frequencies
above 4o Mc /s were several times
reported from the West Indies and
from South Africa. These results
lead one to speculate as to what
the high limit in frequency for
regular long -distance communication during the next few years
may be, and also to wonder
whether plans already made are
adequate for the exploitation of
the higher frequencies in order
that efficient communication may
be maintained. There is evidence,
in this connection, that frequencies as high as r7 Mc / s are
becoming subject to undue ionospheric absorption over certain
daylight routes, so that the use
of higher frequencies than this
seems necessary in the interests of
efficiency.
It is interesting also to note,
from these two curves, the effects
of the erratic fluctuations in solar
activity upon the critical frequency, though these are, in
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that the latter follows the former
according to a substantially linear

many cases, obscured by the seasonal effects in the latter. Often,
however, there is a retardation or
enhancement in the seasonal
variation in critical frequency
which is clearly due to the suddenly changing sunspot activity.
This shows that, apart from the
long -period influence of the sun
on the atmospheric ionization,
this also responds to the relatively
sudden outbursts and declines in
solar activity.
Detailed Correlation and Future
Prospects. -In Fig. 3 are given
(full line curves) the twelvemonth running average values of
noon critical frequency in England, and of relative sunspot
numbers. The object of taking
twelve -month running averages is
to smooth out the temporary fluctuations in the sunspot numbers
and the seasonal effects in the
critical frequency values, so that
the long-period effects in both
quantities may be more clearly
seen. It is done by taking for
I

/
/

/

relationship. However, there is
some indication that the increase
in critical frequency is now beginning to lag behind that in sunspot
numbers. Between the epochs
June /July, 1944, and June /July,
1945, for example, there was an
increase in the sunspot number of
23.5 and in the critical frequency
of 1.1 Mc /s, whilst the corresponding values for the period between the epochs June /July,
1945, and June /July, 1946, was
54.3 in sunspot numbers and
2.2 Mc /s in critical frequency. So
that, although the sunspot number change more than doubled itself during the latter period as
compared with the former the
critical frequency change was only
just twice as great. This slight
departure from a linear relationship may not be of significance
but it seems worth noting, having
regard to the future. The good
correlation between twelve -month
running averages of sunspot num1,
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Fig. 3. Twelve -month running average of noon FU critical frequencies and
of sunspot numbers, together with Waldmeier's predicted values of

smoothed sunspot numbers.

the mean for the epoch at the
centre of any month the average
of the twelve monthly means having that month as the centre. The
two curves show that there is exceptionally good correlation between the sunspot activity and the
noon critical frequency when considered on a long -term basis, and

most likely be decreasing. The
running average for the middle of
the present year may, therefore,
have increased to 139, or about
5o above what it was at the same
epoch in 1946, and, if the critical
frequency should continue to follow in a similar manner to that
which it has pursued in the past
year, then we might expect its
noon value to increase during the
period by about 2.0 Mc/ s to about

But, for practical purposes,
what we wish to arrive at is not
the highest running average of
critical frequency but the highest
monthly mean we are likely to
reach. It is not, of course, in the
middle of the year that we should
expect the highest daytime critical

SMOOTHED SUNSPOT CURVE
5

1944

We may now attempt to see
what effect the increasing sunspot
activity may have upon the critical frequencies during the coming
year. Though, as has been said
before, attempts to forecast the
variations in sunspot activity some
years ahead are not always successful, the predictions made by
M. Waldmeier, of Zurich Observatory have, up to the present,
been very accurate indeed. The
twelve -month running averages as
forecast by him for certain epochs
in the cycle are shown by the encircled points in Fig. 3 up to the
year 1951, and we may take the
dashed curve as representing the
coming trend in the twelve -month
running average of sunspot numbers. It is seen that the maximum may occur in 1947, that it
may be higher than that of 1937
and that, for the next five or six
years thereafter the activity will

10.7 Mc /s.

\\`
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bers and of critical frequencies
applies to all the ionosphere layers
and for other times of day than
noon, though the magnitude of
the critical frequency change
varies with the layer and time of
day, being less for the E layer
than the F and less at other times
of day than at noon.

frequencies,

but in

early

winter months. And it is not
possible to deduce, from the
twelve -month running average
what the monthly mean for any
one month will be, owing to the
erratic month -to -month variations in solar activity. But,
from a comparison of Figs. 2 and
3 we might hazard a guess that
the highest daytime critical frequencies of the present cycle will
occur about October or November of 1947, and that during the
latter month the noon mean is
likely to be of the order of
14.0 Mc /s. This implies that the
mean noon M.U.F. for longest
distance working in these latitudes next November should be
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Ionosphere Review
of the order of 49.5 Mc /s, whilst
on certain individual days it
should be very considerably
higher.
Working Frequencies during
1947. -There are, several reasons,
however, why frequencies as high
as this are unlikely to be put to
use during 1947 for regular shortwave communication.
To mention only one -the working fre-

quency for a particular transmission path depends, not upon
conditions at one point in the
ionosphere only, but upon conditions over a very large sgction of
it. And since ionosphere conditions vary greatly with time of
day, season of the year, and
geographical and geomagnetic
latitude and longitude it is unlikely that all these factors will
combine at once so as to permit
the propagation of such high frequencies on a regular day -to -day
basis. But occasions when such
results can be achieved should, of
course, be much more frequent
than at present.
But what of the frequencies
likely to be of use for regular
long -distance communication this
year? Well, the detailed speci -cation of such frequencies for all
distances and directions over the
world's surface is an extremely
complex business, so all that can
be given here are a few indications for a few long -distance circuits from this country, it being
understood that these refer to frequencies regularly workable and
not to freak results occurring on
exceptional days.
For daytime transmission towards Africa frequencies as high
as 29 Mc /s should be regularly
workable during the daytime in
the early part of 1947.
These
will probably decrease but
slightly during the summer, and
should increase to about 34 Mc /s
next Autumn. The lowest frequency necessary for night -time
working should be about 10 Mc. /s
during the early part of the year
and by Summer 15 Mc /s should
be usable the night through,
whilst by next winter frequencies
below about 14 Mc /s should seldom be really necessary.
For communication with South
America very similar frequencies
to those mentioned above should
be usable, and the seasonal

variations should also be similar.
Frequencies up to 26 Mc / s
should be usable during the daytime for communication with the
U.S.A. in the early part of the
year, falling to about 22 MC Is
during the Summer and increasing to over 3o Mc /s next winter.
For night -time use 9 Mc /s should
be the lowest frequency required
at first, whilst in the summer 15
Mc /s should last the night
through, and 12 Mc /s be the lowest frequency really necessary
next winter.
Communication with the Far
East and India should be possible
on frequencies up to 25 Mc /s during the early part of the year,
on those up to 22 MC /s during the
summer and those up to 3o Mc /s
next winter. During the night 8
Mc /s should be the lowest frequency required at first, rising to
about 14 Mc /s during the summer, whilst next winter frequencies lower than about
Mc /s
should not often be necessary.
As has been indicated, frequencies considerably in excess of
those given should become usable
on certain days, and we may expect that there will be considerable activity and some achievement by the amateur fraternity
upon certain of these, such for
example as 5o or 56 Mc /s.
As to the coming years the
" falling " part of the sunspot
cycle is practically always of
longer duration than the " ri -ing " part, so we may expect the
higher frequencies to hold their
own for some time to come. M.
Waldmeier's prediction does not
place the sunspot activity back
to the level which now prevails
till about the middle of 1949, so,
all things considered, we may
confidently expect " high frequency " conditions to prevail
at least during periods when the
ionosphere is undisturbed-until
at least the summer of 195o.
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WODEN AMPLIFIERS
THE " Junior " and " Classic "

amplifiers made by the Woden
Transformer Co., Moxley Road,
Bilston, Staffs, have been redesigned and the undistorted power
outputs available are now 20 watts
and 6o watts respectively. The
price of the " Junior " amplifier is
¡27 nos and of the " Senior,"
X47 los.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Choosing Frequencies for Television
"Functionalism" in Design + B.B.C.
Transmission Quality
Frequencies for Television
early statement should be
made as to what band of frequencies in the radio spectrum
broadcasting authorities propose
ultimately to adopt for television
an early international agreement
should be reached in this respect.
Whilst the present single London
station on 45 Mc / s is giving satisfactory performance, disadvantages
in the general use of frequencies as
low as this are (a) interference
from widely separated stations in
other countries by ionospheric reflection (this occurs quite frequently at
sunspot maximum years), and (b)
lack of sufficient channels (on an
international basis) within the convenient tuning range of a receiver,
especially bearing in mind that
future television will require greater
bandwidth.
To avoid (a) frequencies used
There is
should exceed 6o Mc /s.
then no possibility of interference
taking place on an international
scale (except by tropospheric bending up to a limit of, say, 30o miles
under best (or worst!) conditions).
Even considering the use of the
present 40 -50 Mc / s range so far as
the establishment of a national ser'vice is concerned, immediate problems are apparent. Stations even
roo miles apart can interfere (by
tropospheric propagation) with one
another.
The French vision on 46 Mc/s,
over 200 miles from here, is frequently a good signal, and it is
understood that the Netherlands
will shortly have ro -kW vision on
45 Mcs, which will probably cause
trouble with the London station at
times.
Recently the American F.M.
stations around 44Mc /s (particularly WGTR Boston 44.3 Mc /s)
have provided signals here, at times,
greater in strength than those of the
London television signal, and the
interference has been such as to
completely spoil vision reception.
It is understood that these F.M.
stations have been directed to move
to higher frequencies, but they
represent only one example of what
may be expected with the more
general use of these frequencies. In
the summer months the sporadic E
AN

;

:

layer will cause strong signals, up to
6o Mc / s, to be received from
Europe, even in the evenings.
There would be some advantages
in the use of frequencies over roo
Mc / s, particularly from the aspects
of aerial size and wide channels.
There is an increased tendency to
use pre -tuned straight receivers (admittedly an admirable arrangement
in most respects) for the reception
of the Alexandra Palace transmissions.
One visualizes, however,
difficulties with this arrangement
when further stations come into
operation in other parts of the
country-a set for the London
station would be of no use in Birmingham.
Presumably one possible way of
overcoming this difficulty would be
to put a mixer in front of a 45 Mc /s
straight receiver and turn it into a
variably tuned set for higher freD. W. HEIGHTMAN.
quencies.
Clacton -on -Sea, Essex.

" Symmetry or Circuitry? "
T DISAGREE with your February
Editorial ; of course we should
buy our broadcast receivers on their
external appearance. So long as no
performance figures are published
we must assume that the manufacturer who hires the best designer
hires the best engineers. And, anyway, the plumbing should be out of
sight in the bathroom, not exposed
in the drawing-room.
Even for
more serious radio engineering a
dignified and balanced appearance
may be regarded as a sign of a
planned and unified design while a
collection of miscellaneous panels on
a rack is more than a suggestion of
an equally haphazard design.
J. H.

B.B.C. Transmissions
your January issue H. A.
Hartley writes with considerable
emphasis on the subject of quality
of B.B.C. transmissions. It would
be almost as gross an exaggeration
on my part to say that the quality of
B.B.C. transmission is always impeccable and distortionless as it is
for Mr. Hartley to make some of the
statements in his letter. It is always
TN
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difficult and frequently impossible to
reply to or to refute charges of such
a general nature, and I would ask
Mr. Hartley, and for that matter any
other of your readers who may wish
to criticise B.B.C. quality, to 'get
directly into touch with us and to
refer to specific items.
I would agree with Mr. Hartley
that the quality of B.B.C. transmission nowadays is not always of
the uniform high standard which we
were able to secure before the war
and to which we are gradually trying
to return. On the other hand, it is,
I suggest, quite untrue to say that
" there is no audible improvement
whatever since the war." The replacement.of temporary studios and
improvements in studio acoustics
need materials either in short supply
or not obtainable at all, and the
work is costly in skilled labour.
Some delay is inevitable in our programme of acoustical work to catch
up the years lost in the war.
Mr. Hartley dismisses recorded
programmes with a sweep of the
pen. The fact is that much of the
B.B.C.'s output which finds enthusiastic approval from millions of
listeners could not be achieved without the aid of recording. It is therefore our job to transmit these programmes at the highest possible
quality, a task which is being considerably helped by our taking into
service during the past year the first
model of the B.B.C.'s own design of
disc recording equipment, which is
agreed by all who have seen it to be
a considerable advance on any other
disc recording equipment.
While it is our desire always to
put out quality which will satisfy
even the most " quality- conscious"
of our listeners, it is, in my view,
even more important to secure a
generally higher standard of reception by the majority of listeners
throughout the country. Unfortunately, the two are not always compatible, at any rate at present, when
transmission is confined to the
medium- and long -wave bands which
are so congested that they do not
provide sufficient space for our
needs.
H. BISHOP,
Chief Engineer, B.B.C.

Universal Transformer
WHILST reading A. S. E. Acker -

mann's " Scientific Paradoxes
and Problems " recently, it occurred
to me that the solution to the
grocer's problem of weighing integral weights of material up to 4olb
with the minimum number of
weights is also a solution to the perennial problem of designing a really
universal transformer for heater
voltages, etc., for experimental
work. The solution to the problem
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is seen from the fact that by suitable additions and subtractions the
required integral numbers may be
obtained from I, 3, 9 and 27. The
solution is general and may be extended for higher values. Thus, if a
transformer is designed with the
usual primary tappings and a number of secondary windings giving 1,
3, 9 and 27 volts respectively, by
suitably combining the windings
(with the aid of a chart) a very useful range of voltages up to 4o volts
The addibion of an
is available.
81 -V winding extends the range to
0 -121 -V in steps of i-V, and so on.
The transformer should be suitably
marked so that the windings may be
connected to give " phase assistance " or " phase opposition."
I do not know whether this principle is commonly known or used.
but I do not recall having seen it
applied or recommended anywhere
in these days, when testing apparatus must be extremely

THE

versatile, it might profitably be
given publicity. A. E. BROWN.
London, W.3.

Technical Assistants
CAZALY (your February
issue) is wrong; the technical
assistant is usually recruited from
the local grammar school and does
not realize until too late that he is
He could
in a dead -end job.
acquire professional status, but no
one tells him that until he is too old
to start to do so.
As an academic specialist (or
Head Wizard) I can assure Mr.
Cazaly that I always come out of
the clouds to say where the valve
holders are to go ; after all, the engineer is responsible for the. job and
its appearance. If he can't look
after the practical side too he should
retire to the sheltered cloisters of a
WH.

Government Department.

THOMAS RODDAM.
London, S.W.

CUSTOMER IS ALWAYS RIGHT

T DID not then have that high
1 regard for the ability of our
scientists that I subsequently
acquired as the war progressed and
as I saw their inventions pull us
time and again out of a mess."
This statement by Marshal of the
Royal Air Force Sir Arthur Harris'
is a satisfying tribute from one of
radio's best customers. At the beginning of the war " we had nc
conceivable means of identifying
. . . an average -sized town " ; towards the end of 1944 " we could
hope to hit so small a target as the
banks of a canal whenever we
wanted to, in any weather. . .
This advance was entirely due to
radar. Every stage in the offensive
war followed a new advance on the
radar front: it is clear that without
the aid of Gee, Oboe, H S, G -H and
Window the war would certainly
have been lost. Without the attitude of mind which assumed that
the scientist was worth listening to,
either on navigational aids or on
operational research problems, the
war would have limped on as inconclusively as the peace.
" Bomber Offensive " is the first
clear account of just how the many
scientific aids to warfare were used.
The multiplicity of radio devices
fall into a natural perspective in
terms of the techniques and strategy
of their period. We see the wood
at last, with each tree making its
contribution. Gee, first used seriously on the night of March 8th -9th,
1942, for a raid on Essen, begins
Bomber Offensive by Sir

Collins; ers.
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Arthur Harris.

the history rather unsuccessfully,
for eleven major attacks during
three months did no serious damage.
Oboe was first used in December,
1942, and H,S on January 3oth31st, 1943: on March 5th -6th, 1943,
Oboe was used for its first major
attack, on Essen, and now at last
both Berlin and the Ruhr became
vulnerable. With the dropping of
Window on July 24th -25th, 2943,
the radar war settled into its stride.
Of our bombing policy, the
author writes: "there was nothing
to be ashamed of, except in the
sense that everybody might be
ashamed of the sort of thing that
has to be done in every war, as of
war itself." Radio technicians who
condemn " Bomber Command "
must condemn themselves, for it
was their work which helped to pro duce the fire -storms which wrecked
Hamburg. Application of the same
techniques to peacetime prosperity
and stability might help to ease our
consciences.

T. R.

"TESTGEAR" MAINS RESISTOR

ANEAT wire-wound mains resistor measuring Sin x 1 }in overall has been produced by Morton &
Dismore, 52c, Old Church Road,
Chingford, London, E.4. The resistor which is available in two
types, 1,000f/ at o.2A and 60011 at
o.3A, is space -wound with nickel chrome wire on a cylindrical ceramic former and is provided with a
tapping contact and 4BA one -hole
fixing. The price is 4s 9d.

THE

NEW

MULTITONE

radio set
THE

FOR

deaf

In 1933, we produced the first combined Wireless Set and Hearing Aid.
Many of these are still in use. Our
latest model is a powerful all -wav
It is built in
super-heterodyne.

accordance with the latest developments in radio receiver design,
coupled with our long experience in
the manufacture of Hearing Aids.
The Radio Set for the Deaf is a
unique instrument. It can be used by
a deaf person either to listen in
comfort to broadcast programmes
from all parts of the world, or as a
powerful hearing aid enabling the deaf
person to join in the general conversation. In this latter capacity, it is
certainly the most powerful instrument available anywhere.
The

instrument incorporates an " output
limiter," the function of which is to
protect the deaf person from sudden
loud noises, thoughtless manipulation
of the controls, or atmospherics.
There is also a tone control, enabling
the deaf person to vary the quality of
reproduction to his or her individual
requirements, and an independent
volume control.
The deaf person has the choice of
listening with a single earphone,
double earphones, miniature ear -piece
or bone- conductor. We recommend
the use of double earphones, incorporating our patented Unmasked
Hearing system, which gives a degree
or intelligibility quite unobtainable
with any other form of receiver.
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RANDOM RADIATIONS
By "DIALLIST "
An Ingenious Scheme
THE masthead photograph on
the cover of the December
Wireless World, showing the new
Brookmans Park " anti- near-fading " radiator, probably made some
of you feel a bit dizzy. Those of
you who could study it without
nausea probably wondered how the
véitical radiator was adjusted to do
its stuff. What was required was
a circular horizontal polar diagram
with the greatest possible nonfading radius. That means maximum ground-wave and minimum
sky -wave. No doubt you grasped
that the purpose of the adjustable
booms at the top and of the variable inductor on the 400ft platform was to enable the current distribution in the radiator to be so
regulated that this desirable state
of affairs would be achieved. The
coil is connected across the two
sections of the mast and it was used
for the final adjustments. Here's
the way in which these were carried
out. The transmitter was arranged
to radiate square pulses. These were
fed alternately to the mast and to
a short aerial. The ground -wave
range of the latter was short and
observers were posted at places beyond its skip distance. Their receivers thus picked up one pulse
from the sky -wave of the short aerial
and the next from the mast ground wave. The output of each receiver
was fed to a double -beam cathode ray tube, one display pulse -form being locked to the radiation from each

radiator.

There was thus no confusion owing to changing conditions
in the ionosphere and the results of
adjusting the loading coil could be
observed immediately.

Some Coil
The loading coil itself, by the
the way, consists of turns of 4 -core
cable with a mineral insulation. But
the cores don't form the coil, One
pair carries the circuits for aircraft
warning lights and the other that
of a telephone to the masthead.
The cable is sheathed in copper and
it is that sheathing which constitutes the actual coil. The results
achieved have qome up to all expectations. To the south the soil
conductivity is bad and here fading
has been severe in the fringe region.
The non -fading range was distinctly
poor. With the new vertical radiator this has been increased by 35
per cent. To the north, where soil
conditions are good, the range of
the genuine service area has been
lengthened by almost 75 per cent.
There can't be much doubt that the
new Brookmans Park vertical radiator is the most efficient anti -fading
aerial in the world to-day.
!

O

O

The " Tron " Problem
MY colleague " Free Grid " asks

" How did the suffix ' tron '
originate? " Some "scolard," he
suggests, may be able to provide
the answer. Well, I don't never
claim to be no scolard, but I think
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I can help. It all goes back to our
old friend electron, the Greek word
for amber (little did the first coiner
of that word realize that amber was
indeed to be forever!), which
actually means " the shiny stuff."
In the early days of wireless certain
Americans, realizing that valve
operation depended on a stream of
ejected electrons (meaning electrons
this time and not amber) thought it
would be a good idea to make the
termination -tron denote any piece
of apparatus which functioned on
these lines. Lee de Forest is not
guilty, for he called the first three electrode valve an audion. I rather
suspect that Hull was the culprit
with the dynatron. The man who
first used electron as an English
word was, I believe, Johnston Stoney ; he, therefore, is the founder and " onelie begetter " of the
whole " tron " tribe.

How Many

?

Toute la Radio produced some
time ago a glossary containing the
best part of a hundred trons. Last
month it had to Add a supplement,
containing a further thirty. Some
of these are mere trade names, but
the majority have some kind of textbook authority behind them.
O

Aircraft and Ghosts
AVE you noticed when watching a television screen the
curious effect that may be caused
by a passing aircraft? You see it
best of all if a test pattern happens
to be on the screen. " Ghosts "
of the lines appear, sometimes
considerably displaced from the
originals. This effect is due to the
arrival of the signals by two
different paths, one direct and the
other by reflection from the aircraft.
I am told that it is something more
than a nuisance when reception
takes place near busy airdromes.
Before the days of radar G.P.O. engineers had remarked on the interference which aircraft could cause
with the reception of telephony via
a U.S.W. radio link. An eminent
television man with whom I was
talking the other day told me that
he thought that interference from
aircraft would make the use of radio
relays for television impracticable.
I haven't enough experience of the
effects of this type of interference
to be able to express an opinion.
Perhaps some readers who suffer
from it will tell us whether or not
they regard it as really serious.

Tuning Drives
beats me to understand why

IT many

so

manufacturers of wireless
sets still stick to detestable and un-
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reliable tuning drives depending on
loops of string and systems of pulleys. I am assured that there are
good and dependable drives of this
kind and I don't deny the possibility of the existence of such. My
fate, though, is to encounter not
such as these, but drives for which
it is difficult to find printable descriptive adjectives. The pulleys
become loose on their spindles in
those that I try ; the strings stretch
or break. To set matters right you
may have almost to disembowel the
set and when you've done the job
there's no. guarantee that it won't
have to be done all over again in
the not -so- distant future. Servicemen, I find, share fully my hatred of
these Heath Robinson contraptions,
declaring roundly that they give
them more unnecessary and uncongenial work than anything else in
the make -up of wireless receivers.

BROADCAST RECEIVERS
PARTICULARS have been received of the first post-war
radiogramophone to be produced by
E. K. Cole, Southend -on-Sea. It is
a four-valve (plus rectifier) superhet
with a power output of z watts and,
in addition to the usual short,
medium and long wavebands, has
provision for the reception of
Five stations
television sound.
(three on medium and two on long
waves) can be selected by push
buttons. A spring- suspended Garrard turntable and pick -up is used
and the four-position tone control
is effective on both radio and gramophone. The price is L52 los, plus
£tt 5s 9d purchase tax.
Ekco also announce that it is
hoped to deliver substantial quantities of their Model CR32 car radio
F iv e
receiver before Easter.
medium -wave and one long -wave
station are now available for pushbutton control and a moulded pip
is incorporated on the station selector control to permit tuning by
touch, thus avoiding distraction
while driving. A Model CR6o with
larger output has been designed for
large saloons, coaches, etc. Telescopic and under -car aerials will be
available.
A new " Cameo " universal receiver, Type EL8o, has been introduced by Rees Mace Manufacturing
Co., 4o, Welbeck Street, London.
This supersedes the Model
W. i
U54A and consists of a four -valve
(plus rectifier) superhet for too -25o
volts, with three wavebands and
provision for pick-up and external
loudspeaker. The dimensions of the
plastic -fronted wood cabinet are
t5in x.9in x 74in and the price is
415 15s, plus £3 8s 6d purchase. tax.
.
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CAPTAIN of Britain's newest

air liner

or pilot of an air taxi, the man at the
controls relies on his instruments. On
their performance rests the safety of his
ship. They are good instruments, precision -built by British technicians-men
who have developed the latest radio, radar
and electronic devices. Such men in the
Bulgin Research Laboratory produce
reliable components for every branch of
radio and television. You will know a
Bulgin component by its sterling performance.
.
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RECENT INVENTIONS
A Selection

of the More Interesting
Radio Developments

AN

VELOCITY MODULATION
electron stream is velocity-

modulated by passing it through
a hollow resonator in the ordinary way.
The " bunched " stream is then projected against a secondary- emission
electrode,
where
each
' bunch "
liberates corresponding
pulses of
secondary electrons, though the effect
is much more intense. The new electrons are released instantaneously, so
that the frequency, or relative spacing
of the amplified bunches, is not affected,
whilst the output from the tube,
whether used as an amplifier or oscillator, is greatly increased.
In a tube of the klystron type, the
secondary- emission electrode is situated
at the entrance to the second resonator,
facing the collecting anode.
A high
potential of the order of 8,000 volts is
required on the anode, though the other
operating potentials need not exceed
400 -600 volts.
Standard Telephones and Cables,
Ltd.; J. H. Fremlin; and R. N. Hall.
Application date May 24th, r94o. No.

ploring signals A) are applied to the
opposite end of the same line. Tapped
off at equal distances along the line are
a number of valves, each biased to
respond only to voltages greater than
those applied by the Al impulses alone.
Each valve is coupled to a condenser,
which thus serves to integrate the combined effect of the echo signal B and
the interference R, when these coincide
with the passage of the timed impulses

the signals with frequency, across the
resistance -capacity load circuit of the
C.R. tube, there is included in the
cathode circuit of the amplifier a
degenerative resistance -capacity coupling having a time-constant equal to
that of the load circuit, and a resistance which is determined by the impedance ratio between zero and the
cut -off frequency of the signals to be
amplified.
In a typical case, where the load
circuit of the television tube was one
megohm shunted by a capacitance of
25 µµF, a back -coupling resistance of
250,000 ohms, shunted by loo µµF, was
found to give linear amplification over
a signal -band of 12 Mc /s. In practice,
to avoid the necessity of applying
large biasing voltages to the amplifier,
the large ohmic resistance in the
A

B

B

A
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BEAM SIGNALLING
ONE or more gas -discharge tubes are
placed close in front of a short-

wave beam transmitter, the longitudinal
axis of each tube being set at right
angles to the plane of polarization of
the radiated waves. A glow- discharge
is maintained through each tube by a
steady D.C. voltage, on which a signalling voltage is superposed through a
transformer in series with the supply.
A narrow central zone of signals is
thus created along the axis of the existing beam, and may be used either for
the blind landing of aircraft, or for the
remote control of mobile craft, or for
point-to -point signalling, with a high
degree of secrecy, and with little risk
of unauthorized interception or of deliberate jamming. If the main beam
is radiated from a horn-shaped aerial,
the length of the cylindrical discharge
tube should be about one -third the
diameter of the horn.
H. Hughes and Son, Ltd.; A. H. W.
Beck; and A. J. Hughes. Application
date January loth, 1941. No. 577458.
effect

of

interference

(c)

Reduction of interference with radar signals.
A,.

RADAR

THE

(b)

on

the

reception of pulsed signals, such
as are used in radar, is minimized
by utilizing the fact that whilst the
signal recurs at constant intervals, the
disturbance is random. In diagram
(a), the echo signals B from exploring
pulses A are shown under ideal conditions, whilst (b) illustrates the obscuring effect of interference.
According to the invention, the mixed
output from the receiver is rectified
and fed to one end of a time -delay line,
whilst impulses Al in diagram (c)
(having the same frequency as the ex-

The resulting indications, shown

in diagram (c), can be identified with
the position of the correspond'
valve

along the delay line, thus allowing the
time interval between the original exploring pulse and its echo signal to be
ascertained.
W. S. Percival.
Application date
November 3oth, 1939. No. 577275.

TELEVISION AMPLIFIERS
AN amplifier is designed to give substantially linear results over the
wide band of frequencies delivered by
a television pick-up tube. In order
to offset the increasing attenuation of

cathode circuit is replaced by the high
anode impedance of a pentode valve.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd. (assignees of O. H. Schade). Convention date (U.S.A.), January loth,
1943.

1

No. 576277.

rThe British abstracts published
here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of
H.M. Stationery Office, from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price
11-

each.
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BERRYS
RA
For Precision Conapon(nh(ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
"W.W." 6d. Post F,ee
TUE HQ-MAX" CHASSIS CUTTER
Does away with tireso,..e drilling and
scraping. Holes cut easily and cleanh.
Punch cute through chassie, die prevents
distortion, spanner turne bolt to cut holes
(octal)
10(6
Size of holes

it sod
11"

l

i' extra)

.

12/13

(Postage 9d.

"Q -MAX"

THE

SLOW

ABSORPTION

(PA TENT

APPLIED
FOR)

MOTION

DIALS

WAVE-METER &
PHONE MONITOR
For Checking (te-

"Q -MAX" FULL
VISION SLOW
MOTION DIALS

que y harmonies
and s part sit ies in

Oscillators,
Doubler, etc.

FOR INDIVIDUAL CALI-

All amateur (ands
covered by plug -in

BRATION. Comwith dial
plete
engraved 5 blank
scales and 1 calibrated 0160", glass
and escutcheon.
SMDA.
9 -1 Slow

inductances. WXt(

-a

u t oWestector
matically connected
across the timed
circuit by Ineertirg

phone plug for
monitoring phone

transmissions.

Motion Drive with
large fluted knot,
(dial fir x al "), 15/6
(Mal only, il-6
(Postage 2d.. estta)
inductances,ea. / 9 )
Obtainable from your local "Q -Max" Dealer or direct from

PRICE 36, -.
(Price includes one
inductance. Fjttra
1

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, LTD.

BERRY'S (Short Wave) LTD.

CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX.
'Phone :Enfield 2071 /2.
'Grams : "Capacity, Enfield."

--

25 High Holborn, London, W.C.1
Tels 8olborw

SEN

6231.

VALVE!

É

Witnzill)Z
PRINCIPAL
FEATU RES
VOLTAGE RANGE
I mV to
100 volts.
FREQUENCY
RANGE

to 250 kc /s.

50 c/s

ACCURACY

±5% of the actual
reading.

Type 378

INPUT
IMPEDANCE
2 megohms.

NEW TYPES FOR
MIDGET RECEIVERS
HEARING AIDS
METEOROLOGICAL
INSTRUMENTS

THE
BRITISH

ZERO SETTING
Stable and remains
set on all ranges.

SCIENTIFIC
VALVE
MADE

T

Greenhill Crescent. Phone

HARROW

Harrow on the HiII.Middx.

0895

for full particulars

an
PRICE E7

specification.

FURZEIIILL LABORATORIES LT

ETC.

HIVAC LIMITED

This instrument is no
available from stock. Writ
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accepted for errors

NATIONAL H.R.O.9 coils 50koe to 30mcs,
band spread hambande mains unit spkr.,
absolutely as new; nearest £80.-Box 6098.
o.LF. 175kc to 30 meg., complete and
F. skinner,
working, price
Callers6byy
17, Nelson Rd., Ashford, Middx.

partríage 'Hews

AR8

appointment.
IIALLICRAFTER Skyrider 622R 110 -250v
A.0.-D.G. 8v 4 bands 110ko -18mo, perbest offer
fect order, thoroughly overhauled;
[

WARNING
are warned that

Readers
components which may

Government surplus

P30 N, Loudan Archway 2544.-Box 6364.
HALLÌCRAFTER Model S -27 communicaLions receiver, 15 valves AM /FM., £32
complete; callers only.-2, Crescent Court,
Golders Green Crescent, London, N.W.11. [6871
(Continental) 6 -valve (F.0
PHILLIPS
and
I.F., DDT., Pen. output, rectifier batbaretter) all-wave set, A.C. -D.O. or dry
Shirley,
Ave.,
Cheston
to
155,
tery-Offers
Surrey.
TEST EQUIPMENT
MILL4AMMETERS 0-1, tin scale, unused,
to A.I.D. spec.. 4011,
ex- A.
Paynter 30, Capri Rd., Addisoombe, Sy.
selective
MODAL
model 664 Weston capacity meter lyand
case, £35.- Phone: Burgh Heath 2062. [6868
AVO valve tester Avominor Universal with
Avodaptor, E20; exchange typewriter.
Service, Grimston Rd., Fulham. Hen. 1913.
WESTON E665 analyser, complete with
case, reconditioned by makers; offers.
Lewin, 4, Ashley Close, Walton-on-Thames.
ESTON analyser, new, 20,000 o.p.v.,
£20: R.C.A. Junior Voltohmyst, elec5629.
tronic voltohmmeter, new. £20. -Box repairs,
ALL types test 'nets. and meters
rebuilds, or constructed to order, prompt
attention. -Fielding, Leahuret, Westminster
Rd., Ellesmere Pk., Eccles, nr. Manchester.
flush
METERS, 0-5 ma, moving coil 2in new;
mounting, bakelite cases, brand 292,
Forrest
W.
paid.
-J.
poet
22/6 each,
Accrington Rd., Intack, Blackburn, Lanes.
SPEED up service by reading correct voltages; use the Holmer valve voltmeter,
£18; list.- Makers : Holiday & Hemmer3.clinger, Ltd., 74, Hardman St., Manchester, port
rpHANKS for waiting.-The Roberts
1 able combined valve and circuit analyser
ready for distribution (in rotation) in February.- Particulars and price from Sole
Messrs. Kerry's (Great
Ltd., Warton Rd. Stratford, London, E.15.1
vnAVEMETERS, ex-Govt., class D No. 1
Mark II, ranges 1,900-4,000 kc /s, 4.000of
8,000 kc /s, check frequencies at intervals
check.
1 me up to 25 mole, oscillator crystal
vibrator,
battery operated, supplied with spare
new;
spare valve, and instruction book, brand
for fully descrip£6/15, carriage paid; send less
spares at 85/tive leaflet; also a few only
(carriage 3/.).- U.E.I. Corpn., 32, St. Gabrfels
[5910
Rd., London, N.W.2.
VALVES
6C4
FOR disposal in bulk; 6AG5 (5), 956 (2),
(4),
9002 (10), 6AK5 (5), 9001 (7),
955 (1) ; £22.-27, Lime Grove, Ruislip, Middx.
AMERICAN Acorns, new and unused. 955e
25/ -, 956s 27/6 Philips M/c microphone
with input tir. and heavy chromium telescopic
[6928
floor stand, £8.-Box 6210.
VALVE SERVICE. We definitely
valves on South
SCOTTS
cam largest stock BVA
Coast. Send p. c. stating valves Gardner St.,
turn 14,
per
[6969
Brighton.
new valves.-43, 4.5, 75, 78,
DISPOSAL
MX40 MKT4' (5p), EF6, EF8, EL50, also
other standard types, at list plus p.t., c.w.o;
450v.w., 7/6; s.a.e for spares list.
32 AF
Eureka," Seagrove Av., S. Hayling, Hants.

be offered for sale
through our columns carry no manufacturer's
these
components will have
guarantee. Many of
been designed for special purposes making them
or may have deuse,
unsuitable for civilian
teriorated as a result of the conditions under
We cannot
stored.
which they have been
undertake to deal with any complaints regarding

over

any such components purchased.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
" Dale
receivers.
COMMUNICATION
will have them as soon as trading conditions allow.-Remember- Dale Electronics,
Ltd., 105, Bolsover St., W.1. Mils. 1023.
amplifiers, chassis or portable; also
record players, Collaro, Garrard,
etc., speakers, components, at lowest prices;
example Goodman 12in 119/ -, stamp list.
Radio Unlimited, 16, Carnarvon Rd., Leyton.
DE luxe ac /dc 200-250v 5 -valve all -wave
superhet chassis (16inx7inX2in) complete with valves and speaker, large illuminated tuning dial, sockets for gramophone pickup, etc., ideal to build into your own radiogram, tested ready fr use 15gns.
PETER Pan de luxe midget kit, with modern
plastic cabinet and valves, complete inonevery
redetail £11/9/7 (illustrated brochure
ceipt of 21/2d. stamp).
and
moving
headphones
coil
DOUBLE moving
coil microphones; 10 /6 the set, post 9d (eiGovernment, guaranteed perfect).
NEW unused hand grip microphones with
pressure switch, 7/3, post 8d; B.I.
500v electrolytic condensers, 3/1; B.I. 8m /d
500v electrolytic condensers, 411; 0.0005
standard twin gang condensers, brand new,
post
quality product,
ra12/yt, 8d; catypes,'
pressors, 1/6 ea; 12 /-,
H.P. RADIO SERVICES, Ltd., 55, Coun *ov
Estab.
1955.
1445.
Aintree
4.
Liverpool,
Rd.,
new radios.-Brand new Universal
waves,
med.-long
mains,
1046-7
a.c.
-d.c.
Midgets,
4v, perfect goods, in makers' sealed cartons
with guarantees; £12/17/6; cash with order;
executed rotation; send s.a.e. for list leading
makes sets. -Radio Bargains, 261 -3 -5, Lich[6545
field Rd., Aston, Birmingham, 6.
radiogram
Replacement
TELERADIO.
chassis, model 50A, ready for immediate
delivery, 7 -stage all -wave superhet, with negative feed back, size 131/2 x52x r factory assembled and tested, £12/12, pine P.T. £2/14;
amplifier for mike or records, a.c. /d.c., 4.5
watts output, assembled and tested, £5/15; all dry midget superhet for car radio. etc., complete in aluminium case, size 10x6x6, £10 /10,
plus P.T. 45/ -; all above and many others
available for home construction with considerable cash saving; stamp will bring full lists
Teleradio (Dept. W.W. 167, Fore St., N.I8.
[6827
Tottenham 3386.
CHARLES AMPLIFIERS.-Apnouncing a
new version of their famous HFA1 s tifier-the HFA3 incorporating a peeamplifer
to enable the use of moving coil pick -ups
direct; this amplifier in conjunction with the
Lexington moving coil pick -up and the
B.A.E.C. twin cone speaker Provides the
highest obtainable fidelity of reproduction;
amplifier
the complete range now comprisesoutput
or
IIFA1 7watt cathode follower
for
crystal pick -ups; HFA2 single -ended coil
crystal pick-up; the HFA3 for movingsuperpick -ups; tuner unit TU2 combination bluehet t.r.f. feeder unit; full constructional
separate comprints 2/6 each; full kits orready
assembled;
ponents available or supplied
-Charles
stamp for comprehensive catalogue.
Amplifiers, le, Palace Gate, Kensington, W.8.
RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS- SECOND -HAND
receive for sale, first -class working
condition; state offerBox 6117.

I947

9

-

-

AR77E

receiver with speaker;

--

E

£12 or offers. Frost, 12, Raiford Rd..
[6878
Ickenloam.
AMBASSADOR 20 watt radio amplifier, long
and medium waves, as new, £25. -Ben[6855
bow, 7, Widgeon Rd., Darlington.
VALVE comm. receiver with speaker to
match; would suit amateur; E45 pew,
would accept nearest offer £35. -Box 6215.
ALLICRAFTER Sky Champion, 9 valves,

10

condition; £29.Scott. 66. Brasted Park, Streatham, 8.W.16.
7 -550

metres,

good

INDIVIDUAL DESIGN

W

PARTRIDGE Precision Built TRANSFORMERS wound to suit individual
requirements now incorporate
Silver plated turret terminals giving
a low potential drop and carrying up
to 15 amps. Adequate room on each
for easy soldering of several external
circuit wires.
Firm clamping of the laminations by
means of scientifically designed pressure die-castings.
Interlocked fixing feet providing

:-

alternative mounting.
Illustrated above is mounting style
" DN " which can be employed if
desired on all components wound to
special requirements.

AVAILABLE STOCK
A comprehensive range of mains and

audio components is now available
from stock, and we can despatch
small quantities of these per return.

We would stress that before ordering
you send for our list detailing these
components. Our stock range now
covers almost all normal requirements, and by availing yourself of this
service you will save the inevitable
delay in the production of a special
component.

CATALOGUE
A new catalogue illustrating various
mounting styles is now available.
This incorporates full data on our
components, including fixing dimensions, weight, method of termination, etc. You are invited to send
for a copY, issued free of charge.

R.C.M.F.

-

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS

EXHIBITION

We are exhibiting at the R.C.M.F.
Exhibition held at the Horticultural

Hall, S.W.I (March 10th-13th). We
extend a cordial welcome to our
friends in the trade to visit us at
Stand No. 63.

£45.-

RC.A.
254, Grove Green Rd., E.U. Let. 4986.
(lea D F, stages),
%- R.A.F. R1155 receiver (le

AA

-

-

;

ARC
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re/tune.

Abbey 2244

IIHDGE
TRANSF4RiJERS LTD
76-8. OETTY FRANCO, LONDON, S.W.

I

quality, precision-built speakers,
diadetachable
HIGH
magnets,
Ttconal
phragms, die-cast chassis, twin cone.- BroadLtd., Broadcast & Acoustic Equipment Co., 26970.
[6435
cast House. Tombland, Norwich
P.M. speakers,
SUPPLIES of 5M to 16in
and
crystal, moving -coil microphones -coil
and moving
stands; armature crystal ncluding
all components including matched
fidelity
resistors and valves available for high circuits;
amplifiers and receivers and W.W.
we stock only the highest grade components.Co., 15, Llanover
Write Rogers 7)eve opments phone
Woo. 4147..
Rd., Plumstead, ó.E.18, or
LOUDSPEAKERS. SECOND -HAND
over £8.offer
first
-Turner:
'STEW Hartley
[6993
Avondale Rd., N.13.
1\ Foale. 4, P.M.,
perfect cond., in original
ROLA G12,
box; delivery London, £5. -Box 6475.

MAGNAVOR

66, 1250

I

15

field, £5/1Ó
transformer, £6; ditto,
Rola Gigs, Magnavox 55s, fields from 350 to
2000, 15 ohm speech coils, all reconditioned,
also 5in P.M. Celestione less transformers
Richmond
151-.-Sound Service Radio, 8
Rd , Kingston -on-Thames. Kin. .
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RADIO SPARES
TRANSFORMERS, Primaries
Secondaries 360-0-350 volte.
TYPE O.
100 ma. 4v. 5e., 4v. 8a
TYPE D. 100 ma. 6.8v. 5e., 8v. 3e

RAMS

volti

200/260

34/6
34/6
37/8
37/6

TYPE E.
TYPE F.
TYPE H.

120 ma. L.T.s as Type O
120 ma. LT.. as Type D
200 ma. Three L.T.e of 4v. Oa.+
4v. 8e. Rectifier
200 ma. Three L.T.e of 6.8v. 6a.+
TYPE I.
5v. Se. Rectifier

TYPE J.

Secondaries 500.0 -500
Three L.T.s of 63v. ea.+

TYPE L.

260 ma.

5v. 3e. Rectifier
TYPE M. 250 ma.
4r. 3a. Rectifier

Three

LT.,

of 4v.

58/-

6a.+

Three L.T.e of 6.3v. 6a.+

59'-

Three L.T.s of 4v. 6a.+

Secondaries 400 -0-400
120 ma. 4v. la., 4v. 8e
120 me. 6.3v. 5e., 5v. 3a.
SPECIAL UNITS
MAN-UFACTURED

TYPE R.
TYPE 8.

FRIENDS' REQUIREMENTS

.

GÌ2, 'energized, excellent, £3 /IS;
Lexington Jar. P.I7., as new, E3; qty.
6SK7, 6K8, 6U6, unused, 10/- ea. -Box 6395.
ROLA

;ìme/o
the point

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
100mÁ c okee,
shrouded,
Vortexfon rent'
Mnfg., 15/- each,
in quantities 12/6 each.
10Oohms
1 ÁHex-M,A.05

VORTEXION mains transformer, output transformers, and chokes; imitated but unequalled.
47/8 VORTEXION, Ltd., 257 -261, The Broadway,
Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel. 2814 -6242-3. Grams :
[6958
47/6 Vortexion Wimble London.

200 ma.

5v. 3a. Rectifier
200 ma.
4v. 3a. Rectiner

TYPE K.

42/8
42/6
TO

Please note Types H to M have 2 of the L.T.s centre-tapped.
Owing to dimensions and weights of them types, kindly

add 2/6 for carriage and packing.
HEAVY DUTY MULTI-RATIO OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
120 ma. 15 watts, tapping for 61,6s In puais-pull, PX4s in
push -pull, low impedance triode, low impedance pentode,
high impedance triode, 27/6 ; complete instructions with
each unit.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Special offer. Molti Ratio
20:1, 45 :1, 60:1, 90:1, 7/6.
SMOOTHING CHOKES, 20 henrys, 100 or 120 ma., 14/6 ;
20 henrys, 150 ma., 16/6 ; 90, 35 or 40 henrys, 200 ma.
or 250 ma., 27/6. Orders accepted by post only. Please
help us to eliminate clerical work by sending ash with
order. Please include postage with order.
WOULD FRIENDS PLEASE NOTE THAT OWING
TO DEMAND FOR OUR TRANSFORMERS AND
CHOKES WE HAVE CEASED TO STOOK OTHER
RADIO COMPONENTS.

March, 1947

A-TURNER
-T
NER $15, new, perfect; £8.
HUTLEY
Bramley Way, W. Wfckha

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
ALL types of rotary converters, electric
motors, battery chargers, petrol -electric
generator sets, etc., in stock, new and secondhand.-WARD, 37, White Poet Lane, Hackney
Wick, E.9. Tel. Amherst 1393.
[4677
BATTERY chargers for home and export,
4 models, 2.6-12v, 1, 2, or 4amp dc, any
mains voltage; generous trade terms. Write
for catalogue.
Tel. Hoddesdon 2659.-The
Banner Electric Co., Ltd., Hoddesdon, Herts.
OTARY converters, E.D.C., 200 watts, 24v
dc to 230v ac, £14/10; E.C.C., 1,500
watts 110v dc to 230v ac, £25; Crompton
Parkinson, 250v do to 110v ac, 1,500 watts,
£25; several others; also an motors to 15hp,
dc motors to 101p, dynamos to 5kw, switchboard meters, detailed lists available;
please-H. Harris, Strands Bradfield `Berke.
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
INFINITE Baffle corner deflectors, scientifically designed acoustic chambers ae reviewed , Wireless World," June; Bend for
catalogue. -Broadcast & Acoustic Equipment
Co. Ltd., Broadcast House, Tomblaad, Nor
wick 26970.
[6434
EXPERT non -metallic needier. -We have
over twenty -five years' experience in the
selection, rading end special treating of
Thorn needles; for use in pick -ups, type A thick,
type B thin. 3/- per 10, including purchase
tax; sharpener, 7/4; guaranteed harmless to

II'. hot-ail the

Uwe:

That's because the heating element Is housed inside the bit in the Solon
Electric Soldering Iron. Soldering is easier ; you get a neater,
cleaner lob in leas time. All internal connections are housed at end
A robust
of handle sway from heat
cord grip prevents sharp bending of the
with
of
Renter
6a.
flexible lead. Complete
3-core flexible. Solon irons are made for
200220.
the following standard voltages

:-

230/250.
Made in England.

the record.
Illustration
EXPERT GRAMOPHONE & RADIO, Ltd.
Ingerthorpe, Great North Rd., London. N.2.
shows o 125BTISRIH Sound Recording Association wan standard
covers all interests of the professional
Cable Works
and amateur recording engineer and quality nwdel.
INDUSTRIA[ USE
S'1DIFINC 'PON
STATION ROAD
reproduction enthusiast.- Details of informa
tion bureau, meetings, publications and W.T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.
HAROLD WOOD, ESSEX
membership application form from Hon. Engineering Dept., 51.53, Hatton Garden, London, E.0.1.
Secretary, BCM /BSRA, London, W.C.1.
TELEVOX playing desks, incorporating high
quality interference-free totally enclosed
induction motor, 12in turntable, auto-stop.
(I roprietor, T. R. WILLIAMS)
superior magnetic pick-up, speed regulator, MORE VALLANCE VALUES
on strong metal chassis 81/ gns in
JDe Luse Ttandormergra¢d chokes by Wedea.
138 GRAY'S INN RD., LONDON, W.C.1 mounted
eluding tax; cash with order.-Available in rut new Waden de Lase Maine Trsnelormen ace choke.
limited quantities from Televox Sound Ser- are protected with die -cast shrouds finished in grey stove
Terminus 7937
vice, 37, Albert Rd., Sonthsea, Hants. Tel enamel. Laminations are of high quality silicon iron, colla
MAIL ORDER. Delivery by return. THE Portsmouth
layer -wound and interleaved. Each transformer le
73348.
[6793 are
fitted with terminal panel on polished black behest,. All
BANNER CHARGER. Type I /I, amp, ideal for
primaries wound to salt 60/100 C.P.S. A.C. mains from
Motorists, a really first -class job. Input 240 v A.C.
VOIGT ññit, h.c. Horn, base chamber, field 310/250 v. by means of suitable tappings. Here is a
Output 2, 6 or 12 v D.C., at t3. Designed for
supply offers. -Box 6523.
[7019 selection from our Mock :the motorist who likes to keep his batteries in tip- IMPROVED disc recording head,
R.M.S.11, 360 -0.350 v. 80 ma., 4 v. 4 amp. C.T., 4 v. 2i amps.,
design and or
top condition.
6.3 v. S amp. C.T., 6 v, 2 amp. lead out wire., fully

H. W. FIELD

RADIO

.sóLÓN=

& SON,

CORNER
1

;

RADIO VALVE MANUAL, giving American

and British Valve Equivalents and Data. Price 3/6,
Radio Constructors Manual. Price 3/-.
Radio Tuner Unit Manual. Price 2/6.
Engineers and Electricans Handbook. Price 1/Cathode Ray Oscillicsope Manual. Price 2/-.
Radio Reference Book. Price 12/6.
American Radio Valves.
Types as under at
controlled
prices.
45Z5GT, 5Y3G, IA5GT.
ICSGT, IQ5GT, IT5GT, 80G, 35Z5, at I I/- each,
6J5GT, 12 j5GT, I H5GT, 12SF5GT, at 9/2 each.
6Q7GT, I2Q7GT, 12SQ7GT, 75G, at 11/7 each.
125K7GT, 6K7GT, 6K6GT, 6V6GT, 42G, 43G,
at 12/10 each. 6A7G, 6A8GT, 6K8GT, at 14/each. Postage paid. Other types as they become.
available for distribution.

AMERICAN

RADIO

SERVICE

MANUALS

II. Crosley Belmont. Part I.
III. Crosley Belmont. Part II.
V. Emerson. Part If.
VI. Stewart Warren FADA.
At 12/6 per Volume, or complete set of six
manuals 53 12s. 6d.
These Manuals cover the

complete range of American Radio Receivers as
given and are invaluable and contain all the
technical data necessary.
Terms. Cash with Order only. We regret that
we are unable to send goods C.O.D.

tools for disposal. -Box 6219.
[8870
M.Y. walnut radiogram, automatic change,
good condition, bought 1937, just been
overhauled; £60 or near offer. -Box 6218.
lape B.R. Ampligram combined record player/
11 amplifier for A.C. mains, in portable
crackle finish metal case, 10 watts output,
superb Job, new- £38/6/1, c.w.o.- Jewkes &
Co., 29b, Broad St., Birmingham. Mid. 4829.
sale, P.A. equipment (Truvoice) comFORplete
with microphone and stand, amplifier and two speakers, 15 watt output, in perfect condition; price £30. -Apply 82, Batherland Rd., West Croydon, any day after 6.30.
TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT
TRANSMITTER racks, light steel plated
frames, 21inx19inx17in, 15/- each.
John Downton & Co., 89, High St., Epping,
Essex (Tel. 2163).
[6917
1 30-50 watt Harvey trans,nitter phone and
P.W. complete and perfect coils for all
pre-war amateur bands, spares, valves etc.,
offers i; Weston Model 772 analyser awl case,
unused, £25; several power packs for transmitters, 600x250ma, 500- 150ma. and 350x150ma;
also 3 largo transformers, H.T. and L.T.; 3
Morse keys, buzzer ex -W.D., 50 new pre -war
new valve,' R.C.A. & Hyatron, 5Z3, 83 recto.,
45- 46- 47-606 6-211 100 watt triodes
many
others; old G-2WN clearing, and Qt1T.
eon, 8, Stanley St., Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
COMPONENTS- SECOND -HAND. SURPLUS
SCOTLAND'S largest stockists.-Anything
radio we have it.

11

-

-Wil-

shrouded, 29/3 ; R.M.8.12, 350.0.350 v. 120 ma., 4 v.
6 amp. O.T., 4 v. 21 amps. or 6.3 v. 4 amp. C.T., 5 v- 2 amp.
lead out wires, fullyehrouded 37/10' D.T.M.16 650 -0.850 v.
; I/.TJ,i.17, 750 -0.750 v.
260 ma., 5 v. 0.6 amp., 98/5 ; D.T.M.19, 1,600.0- 1,500v.
350 ma., 6 v. 0.6 amp., 169/2.
Chokes.- D.C.8.18, 2011. 150 ma. 300 ohms., 39/- ;
P 0,8,12, 8/2511. 250/50 ma. 100 ohms., 37/2.
Filament
D.T.F.12, 2.6 v. 10 amp. O.T.,
34/10 ; D.T.F.14, 6 v. 4 amp. C.T., 27/-; D.T.F.17,
I.5 v. 6 amp. O.T., 80/8 ; Speeial 6 v. 3 amp. C.T., 6 v.
3 amp. C.T., 5 v. 3 amp. C.T 52/6 ; Special 6.3 v. 6 amp.
C.T., 7.5 v. 4
p. O.T., 45/ -.
01N
rs
Voltage Smeothi¢g Condensers. (unused
Govt. enrplue). With ceramic insulators, 1,000 v. D.C.
working, offered at lees than list price while they last.
2 add., 2/6 ; 4 mid. 1,000 v., 8/8 ; 4 mid. 500 v. Paper
Condensers, S.O.C. 4/6 each.
Moreno Vapour BeeUSen.- Standard Telephones, 2 v./
866, 27/6 ; LOA., Type 83, 18/3;
Marc o., quival t
Test Equipment.- Taylor 90A 40-mnge AO/DO meter,
815/15/ ; Taylor 120A, 17 -vange AC /DC meter, Q8/10 /- ;
Taylor 65B Signal Generator., 815/10/- ; Taylor 47Á/a
Valve Teeter, combined valve tester and multi -range
AC/DC meter, 528/10/ -; Avo Universal Minor, AO/DC,
Valve
58/10/- Atkins
ß.
itling valva. -Standard Telephones, 6B/25r

200 ma., 6 V. 0.5 amp., 87i/9

ed.-

mmeedh

e

805. equivalent 807 ; Lmetal, 18/3 4074LA equivalent RK34, 0/-; OP38 /800 equivalent
,
a

R.C.A. 813, £8/5/.
H.C.A. 803, 24/15/- ; Det. 18
equivalent T65, 26/4/8.
Goode can be despatched against C.W.O. or C.O.D. whichever beet suite you. We stock everything from a Wander
Fing to a 150 w. Transmitter and Multi -valve Communication Receiver. In other words, we cover every aspect of
the radio game " and fully
for the needs of amateurqp}
constructor, and professional Send us your orders
enquiries ; no matter how small or how large, they wW
will
be speedily and efficiently dealt with.

EDDYSTONE-agents- Raymart.
SEND for parts and kits list.
BUCCLEUCH RADIO MANUFACTURERS,
Meiville Terr., Edinburgh. Tel. Edinburgh =44.
42803. Grams, Therm, Edin.
[5139
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3 -gang, .0005 with trimmers,
SOUTHERN RADIO'S Wireless Bargains;
More Bargains for you! VVCONDENSERS,
10/66 each; c.o.d. only -Write Radio Service Co., Baker St., Gorleston.
[6954
LATEST Radio Publications: Radio Valve
Manual, equivalent and alternative American
ALIGNED INSTRUMENTS SERVICES, 1,
and British types with all data, 3/6; Radio INDUCTOR ALTERNATORS. 400 watts
Colworth Road, Leytonstone, E.11.-30
Circuits, fully illustrated, receivers, Power single or 3-phase 50 cycles 230 volts. Separate 12
packs, etc., 2/ -; Amplifiers, fully descriptive volt excitation, speed 2,800 r.p.m. 4 poles, ball COIL PACK : superhet coil pack with an H.F.
circuits, 2/ -; Radio Coil and Transformer bearings, totally enclosed, made to Government stage. Uses 9 iron cored coils in a 16 -50, 200500 and 800 -2,000 metres circuit for 465kc /e,
Manual, 2/ -; Short Wave Handbook, 2/ -; specification as new, E8 /I0/ -.
Manual of Direct Disc Recording, 2/ -; Test D.C. DYNAMOS. 6 volts 10 amps., E4. 12 I.F ; complete with circuit diagram, aligned
pack enables the
Gear Construction Manual, 1 /6; Radio Pocket volts 10 amps., E4/10/ -. 24 volts 40 amps., E10. and gain tested, this coil
Book formulae, tables, colour code, etc., 1/ -; All 1,000 r.p.m. 30 volts 5 amps., £7,10,'-, 1,500 amateur with no signal generator to construct
Ten Howe for Radio Constructors 1/ -; Bulgin r.p.m. 50 volts 10 amps., 1,000 r.p.m., £10. a let class all -wave receiver; price £3/10.
Radio Service Manual, 2 /6; Radio Construc- 100 volts 4 amps., 2,800 r.p.m., E10. All in good Circuit diagram only, 2/6 post free.
30 COIL PACK SERIES: A famous series of
tors Manual, 3/ -; Radio Resistor Chart colour condition and running order.
precision made coil packs now too well known
codes at a flick, 1/ -; Radio Reference Hand- WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.
Ex
G.P.O.
decade
to
need description. Superhet types: Model
up-toand
book, cloth bound, comprehensive
date; Covering all Branches of Radio, 12/6; type 200 ohm Wheatstone Bridge 3 rotary arms, 30, 16-50, 200 -550, 800- 2,000, at 42/ -; 30A,
American Service Manuals, Sparton- Emerson, units tens and hundreds, as new, ES /10/ -. Ex 12 -30, 30-75, 75-200, at 42/ - 30B, 16-50, 200Orosley-Belmont (Parts 1 and 2), Stewart - G.P.O. stock, linesman's type Galvo, as used with 550, at 30/ -; 30C, 200 -550, 800 -2,000, at 30/ -;
309, 12 -30, 30-75, 200 -550, at 42/ -. T
Warner -Fada, 12/6 per volume. Postage extra above, 25/-.
types: Model 30D, 16 -50, 200 -550, 800 -2,000,
on all publications.
BUZZERS. Test
at 35/ -; 30E, 12 -30, 30-75, 75 -200, at 35/ -;
YAXLEY type rotary switches, II -way, 5/ -; Bauers double contact
30F, 1650, 200-550, at 27/6; 30G, 200-550,
resistances, assorted values, 2 watt to 1/2 watt, blade for distant signals
800- 2,000, at 27/6. Each is complete with
20/- per 100; permanent crystal detectors, 2/6 orconvertingtoVibrator:
circuit. Circuits only 2/6.
each; aluminium panels, 16 gauge, 18inx7in, robust construction, 8/6.
HIGH "Q" I.F. Transformers: 465kc /s, iron
and
30
ohms
rheostats,
Harmer
Cutler
3/6;
The famous tiny Townscored permeability tuned. For use with above
10 ohms, 4/6; ex- Government Morse keys, end Wavemeter Buzzer,
superhet coil packs. Aligned and gain tested.
brand new, 1/6 each (15/- per dozen); ex -Gov- high note, the smallest
Price 17/6 per pair.
(15
/each
1/6
new,
brand
ernment buzzers,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
;

per dozen); Weatectors, type WX6 and W112,
1/- each (10 /- per dozen); Lufbra adjustable
hole cutters for use on metal, wood, plastics,
etc.. 5/ each.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY Co., 46, Lisle
6.981
ard 6653.
St., London, W.C.
Ltd., offers
& Co.(RADIO),
r
MI the following
\VESTON 0.4in 0 -250 micro amp meters, 57/6;
selector relays, 4 -bank 25 contact 37.5 ohms,
22/6; I.F. coils, 100 kc /s, ironed cored, 5/6
each; wire wound resistors, lwatt, 100, 5,000,
7,000, 35,000 ohms, 6d each; wire wound,
5watt, 100, 150, 200, 250, 400, 500, 600,
50 ohms, 1/6 each; transformers, 230 input,
350 -0 -350 90ma, 5v 2a, 6.3v 'lamp, 3 times,
35/- each; 200 -250 input, 540v, 4v, 6.3v,
22/6 each; 7/22 heavy duty hard twin rubber
cable, 60 /- per 100 yds.; Tannoy hand microphones, multi cell service type with switch in
handle, 7/6 each; Sil mica con., 500, 440,

SITH

:-

buzzer made ; in good
condition, 10/- ea.

TRANSFORMERS. We can supply to almost
any specification and can quote for prompt delivery.
Stock Transformers : Auto 3 kW. Crypte 230/115
volts, £9/10/-, 230/110 volts kW., E7/10¡-, 300
watts 65/-, 150 watts, 35/ -, 85 watts, 25/-.
I

DOUBLE

WOUND

TRANSFORMERS.

230/12 volts 21 amps., totally enclosed, 75 /-,
230/20 volts 2 amps., 30/-, 230/12 volts 3 amps.,
32/6, 230 v./3 -5-8 vola, 7/6 bell type.
TELEPHONES. G.P.O. Wall Type ; a constructor's Kit with wiring diagram, comprising
Cabinet with mag., bell, bracket, mike, transformer
and condenser, switch hook and contacts, hand
magneto ringer, single receiver ; 30/- each Kit
or 50/- for two Kits ; delivery ex stock.
SMALL A.C. /D.C. MOTORS. I /27th h.p.
230 volts 4,000 r.p.m., with shaft extension at
ene end only, 70/ -.

100, 80, 50, 40 25, 15 p.f., 4d each, 3/- per
POLE STAY STRAINERS.
doz.; chassie, 101/2,X 6x3, 2/. each; 2mfd 250v,
For Aerial masts, transmitting and
1 /6, 2mfd 400v 1/9; 0.1 1,000v, 0.25 2,500v
each;
0.25
television, 1/6 each, postage 6d.
4/3/6 each; 0.25 3,000v, 0.1 3,000v
INSULATORS. Swan -neck, for
8,000 volt, 7/6; 0.1 10,000v 0.02 10,000 10/each; sleeving 1mm, 2d per yd.; Westinghouse
gutter fixing, 1/6 each.
meter rectifiers, 5ma, 7/6 each; air spaced
RELAYS. for all purposes. Send
I.F. trimming condensers, 2/- each; screening
us your enquiries.
cans, 3x21/2x2r/z, 1/3 each; short reach jack
LAMPS. Exciter lamps 8 volts 32
plugs, 1/6 each; single headphones, low resist- watts, 15/ -. Neon lamps miniature 0.5 watts, 2/6
ance, 3/- each; 1 -1 intervalve transformers, ea. Standard 5 watt, 3/- ea. Letter plate Neons
2/- each; mica discs, various sizes, very useful E.S. base, 2/6 ea. Tubular lamps 25 volts 8 C.P., 7/6
for condenser and insulating purposes, 2/- 250
doz., S.B.C. base.
mixed sizes; plus postage.
G. W. SMITH & Co. (RADIO), Ltd., 2, Cecil HEADPHONES. Ex
Enterprise G.P.O. high resistance type,
Rd., Southgate, London, N.14.
[7038 S.G.B. lightweight with head5463.
MILES H.T. units, 2x120 volt- brand new band and Bord, bakelite case
units; offers over £5. -Box 6526. [7032 and cap, 22/6 per pair. Single
CHARLES BRITAIN RADIO.-A few se- low resistance, as above, with
lected lines from our latest list.
band and cord, 8/6.
TRF coils, with reaction, medium. long wave. MIKE. G.P.O. Candlestick
with diagram, 8/6 pr; superhet coils, all-wave, mike fitted latest pattern
Ae. and Osc, with diagram, 10 /6 pr; i.f. carbon inset, in bakelite
transformers, 465 kv. 12/6 pr: 2-gang con- moulded case, 7/6, postage
densers, 0.0005, less feet and trims, 9/- ea.
SPECIAL offers.-Moving coil mikes, un- 1/- extra.
damaged, with metal grille, 5 /- ea, damcged MAGNETS. D.C. Electric magnets, weight
1/6 ea; parcel of 36 assorted tubular cm- 10 oz., lift on 2 volts, II lb., 4 volts 3 Ib., 6 volts
densers from 0.0001 to 0-5 mid, all new, 4 lb., new surplus, 716 each. Permanent powerful
10 /6; parcel of 72 new assorted reatistors, I. flat bar magnets, 2115. x lin. x ¡in., drilled 2 holes
and 1 -watt, from 100 ohms to 1 meg, 12/6;
end, for any pole pieces, 2/- pair. AC /DC
snceial parcel of new and used goods. excep- each
The
mains magnets, 2-pole, 220 volts, 7/6.
tional value, El; money refunded if not satis- wonder
Midget magnets, Alni perm steel disc.;
fied.
Ain, centre hole, 3/6
Charles Britain (Radio). Ltd., Radio House, sin. dia sin. thick,ofwith
Horseshoe magnets. Send
2, Wilson St.. London. E.C.2. Tel. Bis. 2966. each. Large stock
"W."
UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS for special Magnet Leaflet
Battery Superseder
H.T.
SUPERSEDERS.
(G8UQ), 36 Maiylebone High St., LonD.C. /D.C. for Radio Receivers, 6 volt input,
don, W.I. Tel. Wel, 4058.
volt
input, 230 v. 30
12
;
m.a.
output
110
v.
15
built
gear
drives:
Precision
motion
SLOW
last for ever and cost little more
boxes giving 2 ratios of 41/2 and 40-1, free m.a. output
from backlash, ideal for receivers, instru- than a few months' run on one H.T. battery ;
ments, etc.; few left at 15/6, postage 6d.
5)in. x akin. x 3(:in., ball bearings, model finish
BFO screened coil units, 465kc /s i.f.; at 6/6, E3/15/-.
postage 3d.; send s.a.e. for lists.
SWITCHES. Dewar
R1155: If you are disappointed with the re- key panel type 8-pole
sults from your existing set let us convert it C.O. flush fitting, 5 /-.
type
communications
really
efficient
into a
Yaxley 3 -pole 3 -way,
receiver; power packs supplied to order.
; 8 -pole I -way, 3/6.
OUR works are available for the construction 3/6
D.P.C.O. toggle switch
equipment,
and
electronic
of all types of radio
from an extension spindle to a complete 500 - 250 v. I amp., flush panel, 3/3, 8-way Lucas switch
watt transmitter. As practical people with a box, 3/6 ; 6 -way, 3/-.
Please include postage for mail orders.
wide knowledge of the amateur's requirement
[6986
we may be able to help you.
GJ. BUSH, manufacture- of transformers
and chokes; price list sent on request; 214 Queenstown Road, London, S.W.B
Telephone MACaulay 2159
trade supplied. -13. Sanland Av., Bexleyheath.
.

n
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;

ELECTRADIX
:

RADIOS

--

TUNING CONDENSERS : 2 -gang matched to
all our 30 coil pack series, price 15/ -; 3 -gang
matched to our 40 coil pack, price 17/6. These
condensers ensure that correct alignment and
waveband coverage is maintained. Many other
interesting A.I.S. products available. Send
stamp for new price list. Terms Cash with
order or C.O.D. No C.O.D. under E2. Over
£5 post free.
[7023
COULPHONE RADIO, 58, Derby St., Ormskirk, Lance. -The return of post mail
order searico. New goods only, C.w.o. or
c.o.d. post free over 5/. Tungaram, B.V.A.
and American valves, Barretters C9266,
K55H, K52H and K52B, 8/6 ea.; mains
transformers, primaries 200/230/250,
(a)
300v 60ma with 6.3 and 5v or 4v I.t.s, 19/6;
(b) 350v 100 ma l.t.s as (a), 25/ -; 450v
200ma, 4v 8a, 4v 4a, 4v 4a, 42/6; 450v
200ma, 6.3v 4a, 6.3v 4a, 5v 3a, 42/6; 450v
200ma, 6.3v 6a, 4v 2a, 4v 2a, 5v 3a, 45/ -;
filament 6.3v or 4v, 15 /6; auto 4v to 6.3v,
12/6; smoothing chokes, midget 36052, 5/ -;
60ma 425f), 6 /
90ma 34011, 7/ -; 100ina
425G, 12/6; 200ma 15052, 21/6; fluorescent
80w, 25/ -; twin suppressor, 2/9; output
transformers, midget pow /pen, 5/6; std. univ.
p/p, 6/6; large univ. p /p, 10/6; H.D.
univ. Boma, 21/ -; ex -H.D. univ. 100ma,
32/6; spec. p/p PX4s 22/6; Belling Lee type
B insulated terminals, 8d.; kits with construction manual, complete with valves, 4v
t.r,i., £8/10; 5v 3W.B. superhet a.c /d.c.,
£12; a.c., £12/10; prices include P. Tax;
83 tuning units, 3W.B., with r.f. stage,
£8/15; kit of parts, 56/12/6; speaker fret
material, 14inx12in, 3/ -; B.P.L. test meters,
58/17/6; Avominor universal, 58/10; Qualrad signal generators, 515/15; Quaked rests.
and cap. bridge, £12/10; send 21/d. stamp
for 18-page catalogue with useful formule.
-p OTARY transformers, brand new, ex-Govt.
stock, with 6v input, output 200v at
Soma continuous, or 150v at Soma up to
three hours, with 12v input, output 480v
at 40ma continuous or 400v at Soma up to
three hours, size, length 71/2in, height
weight 641b, ideal for car radios, mobile
amplifiers etc., original price 57/7, each
251 -; midget m. wave, t.r.f. coils, high gain,
5/ -; m.l. wave, with reaction, circuit, 7/6;
m.l. wave, iron cored, adjustable cores, circuit, 10/6; a.m.l. aer. and osc. coils, circuit,
10/6; Weymouth midget i.f.s. iron core,
465 kc /s, per pr. 18/9; standard i,f.s. 465
kc /e, per pr. 15 / -; Weymouth all -wave coil
pack 36/6; 2 -gang condensers, 0.0005mfd,
12/6; Tiny Tim ditto, fitted trimmers and
perspex dust cover, 2inxl1/zinxl%in, 17/6;
speakers, minus tran., p.m., 5in, 21/ -; ditto
p.m., Sin, 27/ -; speaker fabric, heavy quality,
8in squares, 1/ -; volume controls with
switch, long spindle, 10,000 ohms, 25,000
ohms, 14, Vi, 1 meg, 6/ -; wire -wound pots.,
2,000 ohms and 50,000 ohms, 4/ - Paxolin
valveholders, English-America, all types, 9d
each, 8/- doz; screened valve top caps, English and octal, 9(1 each; moulded octal
holders, 1 / -; coloured ivorine dials, sm.].
wave, 4x3%in, 2/ - 5x51/2in, 2/6; 6x5in
m.l wave, 1 /6i slow motion drum drive,
3/ -; epicycle drives, 3/3 Rothermél Senior
p ezo crystal pick -ups. 56/3; car aerials, roof
mounting, chromed, screened lead -in, 30/ -:
midget cabinets, cream and green, 13inx7in
:

-

.I

3,

x6in, 401-.

GREENLICK, Ltd.; 34, Bancroft Rd.,
Cambridge Heath Rd., London, El. Tel.
Stepney Green 1334.
[7021
O.
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Tips

make

we can

a

limited quantity of Radiogram
Cabinets, at first only for manufacturers holding a timber
permit, but soon we hope to
deal with some of the many
individual enquiries received.
Our first model will be suitable
for housing a large receiver,
amplifier and speaker, also
record changer, and we shall
continue to alter our standard
design to suit individual requirements, where necessary.
We believe this cabinet to be
exclusive and with acoustic features not found in ordinary
commercial cabinets. Like all
good things it will be expensive.
but we would rather produce
something good or not manufacture at all.
We shall be pleased to place
your name on our lists for
details as soon as these
are available.

dtockwood
&
67,

4,

Park

St., Btourbr`dge.

RELIANCE

L7036

SANGAMO Synchronous Motors, self- starting, exceptionally good torque, rotor

Lockwood
Once again

list.- Mossom,

Worcs.

Cabinets by

COMPANY

Lowlands Road, Harrow, Mdx.
Phone: BYRon 3704

DALY
ELECTROLYTICS

POTENTIOMETERS

speed 200 r.p.m. ; 200-250v A.C., 50e, consumption 2% watts, size 23/4x2, geared 1 rev 60
min, can be reset to zero by friction drive

from front or back, shaft %inxl /10 to run
clockwise, ideal movements for making electric clocks, time switches, etc., nickel -plated
finish; price 22/6 each; 12-to-1 dial trains
to fit above spindle, per net 2/6.
CHAMBERLAIN & Hookham synchronous
motors (enclosed type), self- starting, excep
tionally good torque, rotor speed 200 r.p.m.,
200-250v A.C., 50c, consumption 3 watts, size
23/4x2, geared 1 rev 60 min, can be reset to
zero by friction drive from front or back, shaft,
%inxl /10, to run clockwise, ideal movements
for making electric clocks, time -switches, etc. ,
nickel-plated finish; price 25/- each; 12 -to-1
dial trains to fit above spindle, per set 2/6.
MOVING coil headphones, P.M., energised by
Alni magnets, 45 ohms, %in coil, ideal for
mikes, miniature loudspeakers, etc., 1%in overall, in bakelite cases, with 3in front flange;
6/6 each.
MOVING coil microphones, fitted as hand
mic. with switch in handle, 45 ohms speech
coil, 10/- each; throat microphones, fitted with
elastic bands, 'phone, plug 15 ohms speech
coils, etc. 7/6 each; respirator carbon microphones, fitted, 'phone plug, lead, etc.; 5/6

TYPE T.W.
Continuous Wire -Wound
as

Rating

DAL`C

A

4

}'x IA'
Fiscrgotrnc

DALY I.N.

coNOrmsM

4n .»er

131cek

-si::r

.

ro,

.t, "XIi"

The DALY range covers all requirements

Note-All Condensers bear the date made

DALY

(CONDENSERS)

Condenser Specialists for over

20

LTD
years

West Lodge Works, The Green, Ealing, W5

'Phone -Ealing

4841

ri linear

10- 100,000
100 -50,000 12
100 -10,000 12

Max

graded
Non -Inductive

:

Write for full eetails to

:

RELIANCE
Manufacturing

Co.

(Southwark) Ltd.

Sutherland Road, Higham Hill,

Walthamstow,
Telephone

:

E.17

Larkswood 3245

YOU

can become
a first-class
RADIO

ENGINEER
We are specialists in Home Study Tuition
in
Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can
qualify for well -paid
employment
profitable
or

30k, 50k, 100k, 2/6; miniature, 1k, 20k,

100k, 250k, 500k, 2/ -; wire wound, 3w, 10012,
20011, 50011, lk, 2k, 5k, 10k, 20k, 2/6; eleotrolytics, 8mf 500e 3/3, 20mí 50v, 50mí 12v
1/9; Mansbridge condo., lmf 350v 9d, 1mf
1,000v 1/3, 2mf 300v 1 / -, 4mf 600v 4/6,
4mf 1,500v 5 /-, all wkg. v; switches, 1p 3w
1/9, 2p 4w 2/9, 2p 5w 2/6, It 10w 2/¢, It
9w short spindle 1/9, 3p 3w short spindle
1/9, 3p 2w 2b 2/6, 6p 2w 3/ -, 4p 3w 2b
4/-;
muds., 0.001 -2 -5, 0.01 2 -5 6d,
0.11350 7d, 500v 9d mica tonds, 0.0001-5
4d, 0.001 -5 5d, 0.01 6d; silver micas, 5- 6,000pí
6d; ceramics, 2 10, 20, 50, 100pf, 6d; resistors, 14w 3d,
,w 4d, 1w 6d, 2w 10d, 3w
1/3, most values in stock; 3w wire -wound,
511, 451;, 47011, 3 -9k, 6-6k, 47k, wire ended,
1/- each; 10W, 5011, 25011, 50011, 1k, 1,20012,
1/6; 20w with clips, 12012, 200(2, 2k, 8k, 2/ -;
25w 35011, 5k, 2/6; 40w 14k, tapped at 2k,
3/ -; rotary toggles, 2/ -; clarostats, 37511,
44512, 66512, 9/6; 1 /60hp single -phase 200/
250v A,C. motors, 42/ -; power units, 12v
input, 250v 120ma and 490v 65ma output,
smoothing included, 35/ -; power units, 12 or
24v input, output 500v 80ma, 275v 120ma,
complete with rotary converter vibrator and
OZ4,- also spare vibrator and OZ4, 4gns; all
orders under 10 /- to include postage.
[7025

(linear)

watts (graded)

Linear, tapered, graded, log., semi-log.
inverse log., non -Inductive, etc.

etc.
H. FRANKS, Scientific Stores, 58, New
Oxford St., London, W.C.1. Tel. Museum 9594.

201r

Can -size

illustrated)

watts

Characteristics

Court Rd., W.1. Mus. 9188. -L.F. chokes,
20H 30011 80 ma, 12/6; p.m. speakers, all wellknown makes, 2%in 25/ -, iil/Zin 25/ -, 5in 25/ -,
Bin, less trans., 25/ -, 8in with trans., 27/6
loin with trans., 42/6. 10in lees trans., 40/2-gang couds., 0.00035, short spindle, 6/11
3 -gang, 0.0005, 7/6; auperhet. coils, m.w., a.e.
m.w. osc., l.w. a.e., I.w. osc., former size
1/ainxlry4in, 2/6 each; iron cored 465 kp /s
trap, 2/9; set of 4 coila and trap, 11/6;
volume controls, with switch, 5k, 10k, 50k,
100k, 250k, 500k, 1 meg, 5/3; lees switch,

z}'xi"

5

Ranges :

each.
15 AMP mercury switches, enclosed bakelite
tubular cases, 21/2inx3, in, fitted swivel saddle,
connector block, etc.; 5/6 each.

WIREWOUND non -inductive resistances, 2watt, ideal for meter shunts, resistance boxes,
etc., 21/2Z accuracy, wound on bakelite bobbins, rkinx%in, one of each of the following
ratings : 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 600, 1,000 and
2,000 ohms; 5/6 per lot, postage paid; quantities available.
REMOTE contactor units, 6 -24 volts D.C.,
fitted with relay and gears, etc.; 10/- each.
ELECTRO magnets, 200 -250 volts, A.C. resistance, 320 ohms, 13/4inx1V /in; 3/6 each.
6 -VOLT vibrator units, complete with vibrator, smoothed output 150 -volt, 30 ma D.C.,
ideal for car radios; 25/- each.
PRE -SET lamp -holders, suitable up to 500
watts, sturdy construction; 3/- each.
MANGIN mirrors, 2%in, hole in centre 3/4in
dia; 3/6 each. Relays, 110 -volt, 1,600 -ohm
coils, makes ideal 200 -250v A.C. mains buzzers,
3/6 each.
DIMMERS, 220-volt, 2,700 -ohm .27 amps, stud
control, in brass cases 7x7x4, 30/- each.
CASH with order, post paid on all above goods.
To callers only; a comprehensive stock of
scientific instruments, meters, gears, relays,

:

3

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.. 27, Tottenham

1Ï+tbe-si:.r

llilrclr. 114,

ADIO components for sale; send for free

spare -time work.

T.

&

C.

RADIO COLLEGE

North Road, Parkstone,

Dorset

(Post in unsealed envelope, ld, slump)

your HomeStudy Mathematics and Radio courses
Please send me free details of

NAME
ADDRESS
w,W.87

March, 1947

HENRY'S 1tADIO.-A few more items from
our comprehensive stock of components;
send stamp for list.
SPECIAL.- Midget 1.F. unit, in aluminium
can. 41/4x2%xlin. comp. 1T4 valve, iron-cored
midget, I.F, trans., 465 kc /s, and 8 midget
resistors and condensers, 15/ -; B.F.O. unit,
as above, comp. .185 valve and oscillator coil,
12/6; regret other units previously advertised now sold; H.T. metal rectifiers, 280v,
60 ma 10 / -, 280v 120 ma 151 -, 600v 300 ma
30/ -; headphones, moving coil, 100 ohms,
7/6 pr.; carbon mikes, with switch, 9/6;
electrolytics, 4 mfd, 150 vw micropack 2/9;
4 mfd 200 vw, 2/ -; 500 mfd 12 vw blocky 4/ -;
15 mfd 200 vw, 3/6 mainsbridge 1 mfd 1,000
vw, 3/- (small), 2 mid 1,500 vw, 6 /-; 4 mfd
1,000 vw, 7/6; tuning condensers, 2 -gang,
0.0005, trimmers 12/6; has trimmers, 10,
extra special, Midget 2 -gang 0.0005, with
trimmers, vanes, covered Perspex, 2x1 1/2x
1'41n 14/5; speakers, 5in P.M., less trans.,
19/
6r/2in P.M., w /trans., Role, Plessey,
Goodmans, 27/6; Bin P.M. w /trans., Celestion, 27/6; I.F. trans., Standard, 465 kc /s,
15/- pair; 110 kc /s, 12/6 pair; Midget, Weymouth 18/9 pair, Wearite 10 /6 each; Epicyclic drives, 2/6; valveholders, Amphenol,
all types British and U.S., Pd each, 7/6 doz;
button type, 1/ -, Looted 1/- each, Ceramic
I'A50, 1/6; chassis, strong, well finished,
drilled 4 -valve holders, standard T.R.F, A.C./
D.C., speaker cut -ont, 11x4 %x2in, 4!6;
also chassis for Weymouth circuit, drilled
completely, 6/6; O.R. tube holders, 12 -pin,
2/ -; car radio components, vibrators, 6 or
12v, 4 -pin, 9/6; 6v transformers, 15/- voltage dropper, 12v to 6v, 7/6; special, 6v
supply unit, 51/2x5x5in, 200v 60 ma, completely smoothed, ready for working, brand
new, 75/- each; gram motors, Garrard, single spring, loin turntable, new, 35/ -; over 6,000
new 'valves in stock; many more unparalleled
lines.
CASH with order, or C.O.D. over El. Trade
supplied.
HENRY'S RADIO, 5, Harrow Rd., Paddington, W.2. Paddington 2194.
[7022
TRANSFORMERS for every purpose, highest
prices,
competitive
workmanship,
grade
immed. delivery; test gear trans for bridges, oscilloscopes, valve testers, etc.; list. -Radio Services, Field St. Works, Blackpool. Tel. 1250.
OSMOR Radio Heart equals complete first
class 5-valve superhet, positively only
small condensers and resistances to find, super
efficient components, building instructions;
£5 /16; cabinets; trade invited.-Morgan
Osborne, Ltd., Southview Rd., Upper Wasting[6226
ham 2560, Surrey.
RYALL, 65, Nightingale Lane, Lon don, S.W.12.-Mail order only. No c.o.d.
under £1 please. Special wholesale list now
ready for the trade only Please note, postages
extra on all orders, minimum 8d. U.S.A. make
tubular screened 0.lmi 500v condensers, perfect insulation, per dozen 6 /6; mica 0.01, best
make, 3 2/6.
lwatt, i/_watt,
RESISTANCES, assorted
sizes from 82ohms
1/4watt, all useful standard
to 2meg, our assortment only, 40 for 5/ -; also
special offers 1,800 wire wound, 1/- dozen;
2,000ohm non-insulated, 1/- dozen; 33,000
3watt, 3/- dozen; vitreous 20watt, 2/- each;
also 2watt 150,000, 220,000, 36,000, 470,000,
820,000, all 3/- dozen; panels with screened
0.1mí and 12 %watt resistances, 2/3 each;
twin trimmers, 30mm, separate connections,
3 2/- (6); octal plugs with metal caps and
chassis type sockets, 3 2/6; with solder tags,
3 3/ -; valve holders, U.B.A. 4 -5 -6 -pin chassis
tapes, first class make, to clear at special
price of 3/- dozen; Mansbridge 4mf 250v, will
work O.B. on 350v, made for A.M., 1/6 each ;
volume controls, less switches, short spindles,
1/2meg metal cased, 1/2meg bakelite, lmeg bakelite, all 1/6 each; bakelite 300ohm pre -set,
1 /6; Yaxley type short spindle switches, Sway, 2/6; special type 3 -bank, 4 -way, with
middle screen, 2 -pole, 3/9 postage 8d. on
singles; double type mike and phone transformers secondaries, 179, 45, Oohms, 5/ -,
postage 9d.; power microphones, work direct
into speaker, unissued stores, 20/- each;
Yaxley switches, some require alteration,
single and double bank, 12/- dozen to clear;
Paxolin strips, polished, Govt. quality, about
4ft long, 2in to 4in wide, about %in thick,
prices 2in 3/9, 4in 4/9, both post tree; panels

GA.

standard quality Paxolin, _4ftx2ft, 1/4ín,
[6980
30/- each, carr. extra.
KITS of radio receivers from £7/8; 4- and
models,
5- valve, new materials- table
semi- midget; our latest kit. -Wylwyn Star 1947
has connections for gramophone pick-up, exiensinns to loudspeaker A.V.C., 6 hours aver:,ge time for constructing; full details, diagrams with each kit; c.w.o. or o.o.d..-Isherwoods, Reme House. 11, Plungington Rd.,
[6788
Preston. Tel. 3348. Estd. 1936.
of
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XPERIMENTER disposing quantity
home constructed test gear, books,
zines, junk, etc.-Box 6520.
QUANTITY of surplus high qual. p.a.

valves.

Wireless World

maga[7007
equip looes
ment, amplifiers, spkrs., microphones, by
Partridge, Sound Sales, acoustic. -A. T. Moyle,
Ltd., Buxted, Sussex. Tel. Buxted 232.
COVERED copper flexes, Litz wires, motor
car ignition and lighting wires and cables,
and domestic and industrial cables; large
quantities available. -Box T. 538, Lee & Night[6926
ingale Liverpool.
Identification Friend or Foe "
iI.A.F.
EX-receiving and transmitting units, covering
155 -185 mes, complete with 10 valves and 20
watts motor generator, 12v input, 480v 40ma
output, 75/- ea. carriage 4/-; the famous Canadian type 58 Mk. 1 Walkie Talkie, complete
with valves, aerials, headphones and microphones, batteries, etc., ready to switch on,
2v
£10/10 ea, carriage 5/ - vibrator units,with
input, 90v output, I.t. and g.b., complete use.
2 accumulators, easily adaptable for any
brand new and unused, £4 ea; s.a.e. for component lists and refer to our offer of ex -Army
wavemeters under Test Equipment column.U.E.I. Corpn., 32, St. Gabriel's Rd., London.
[6824
N.W.2.
Model EXP83
EEELECTRIC offer from stock the folAs announced in November, we have
drilled and
Metal
chassis,
lowing
:
Chassis
developed an 8-valve Universal
sprayed for 4valve t.r.f. with speaker cuton the lines of our now popular EXP83.
out, 9y4X43/4Xl %, 3/9; also 8x41/2x11/, 2/9;
This was in response to many requests
5in p.m. speakers, 19/-; bin p.m. speakers,
for a good quality receiver for use on
22/8; 8tn p.m. Rola, 24/ -; all less transeither D.C. or A,C. mains. This new
formers, all speakers 30ohms, voice coil; 5in
27/6 Bin
chassis is cur
Tan. Celestion with transformer,
pate. with transformer, 32/6; also Goottmans
12in p.m. 15ohms speech coil, 125/ -, less
transformer; co -axial cable, superior quality,
weatherproof, for television, 1/- per yd; twin
flex 14/36 maroon, 35/9 per 100yds; 2 %in
ALL-WAVE 8 -VALVE SUPERHET
drum drive spring and spindle, 3/3, complete:
wave - an
two gang condensers, 0005, with trimmers and
m.
CHASSIS Incorporating
expansion, e.g. the 1650
long spindle, 12/9 each.
band covers lust over 20 inches on the
ALSO all types of English and American
valves, mains transformers, chokes, conlarge glass scale, treble boost control, gram
densers, line cord, and test gear by Avo,
switching, all controls work on both radio
Weston, Hunts, and Everahed and Vignoles,
output
and gram, high quality push -pull
all at B.o.T. list prices, and many other lines;
giving 6 watts audio. For 200 -250 v. D.C.
Id. stamp brings list and replies no order
or A.C. mains.
too
large or too small. -15 Little Newport St..
Provisional Price 14 gns. plus tax.
W.C.2. Tel. Ger. 6794. flours 9 -6, Sat, 9 -2.
COPPER wires, cotton -covered 1/21b reels,
18, 20g, 1 /6; 22, 24g, 1/9; 26 28g, 2/ -;
30 32g, 2/3; 34g, 2 /6; enamelled ditto, same
prices, including 36g, 2/6; 38, 40g. 2/9; silk covered 2oz reels, 24, 26gg 1 /6; 28, 30g, 1 /9;
40, 42g, 2/6. 44,
32, 34g, 2/ -; 36, 38g 2/3.
ALL -WAVE 8 -VALVE SUPERHET
wave band
45g loz, 2/ -; 18g, lib, 7 - 22g, 1/21b, 2/6.
incorporatingLarge
panels, 1/ein thick, bin
bakelite
LAMINATED
scale
glass
expansion.
CHASSIS
x4in, 1/6; 6inx6in, 2/ -; Sinx61n, 2/6; lOinx
treble boost control. Gram. :witching.
Pin, 3/ -; 10tnx8in, 3/9; 12inx8in, 4/6; ditto
High quali.y push -pull output gives lowatts
1/tain thick, same sizes, 1 / -, 1/4, 1/8 2/-, 2/6,
audio. For 100 -250 v. A.C. mains.
3/ -; polished ebonite panels, Mein thick, sizes
Price 14 gns. Pius tax
as above 2/ -, 3/ -, 3/9, 5/ -, 6/6 7/6 respectively; B.A. screws, gross useful sizes, 2/6;
ditto, nuts, 2/6 gr.; assorted gross screws and
nuts, 2/6; brass washers, 1/6 gr. ; fibre
washers, 1/6 gr.; assorted soldering tags, 2/gr.; assorted small eyelets and rivets, 1/3 gr.;
finest quality stranded and single push -back
RADIOGRAM
ALL -WAVE 1 -STAGE
wire, 12 yds, 2/3; resin-corned solder, 14Ib
ra
chasses
rad
iove
gm
new
1 / -;
new ex- G.P.O. hand telephone with
This
CHASSIS incorporates wa -band exmicrophone, switch and cord, 12/6; used
earphone with
low resistance
pansion on all bands. Volume and tone
ex-R.A.F.
switch, bargain, 2/6; all postage extra; trade
controls work on both Radio and Gram.
supplied. -Post Radio Supplies, 33. Bourne
4} watts R.C. coupled output. Supplied
[6760
(nine Tnndou. E a
complete with full size loudspeaker. This
SUPREME RADIO, 746B, Romford Rd.,
chassis has a lively performance, good
E.12. Est. 15 yrs.
London,
Manor
Park,
ex.
and
represents
reproduction,
quality
Small
NEW lines for the service engineer
cellent value. For 200 -250 v. A.C. mains.
2 -gang condensers with fixing feet 9/6, 3Price,
gang 13/ -; Smfd 500v cans 30/- doz, .05mfd
plus tax.
£13
with speaker
500v 3/9 doz, .1mfd 350v 3/6 dos, .Smfd
.2mfd
350v 11/- doz, .25mfd 350v 9/- doz, resist250v 2/6 doz, .Olmfd 500v 3/9 doz;
ances by well-known maker, 1 /:watt, 1,0000,
27,0000,
22,0000,
20,00011,
10.0000,
279.0000.
220,0000,
100,00011,
51,0000
3/- doz;
at
2.2meg,
11/2meg,
1meg,
560,0000,
ALL-WAVE SUPERHET FEEDER
and
5watt, 10,0000, 5/6 doz; lwatt 27,0000
UNITncorporating wave band expan1 and
wirewound
assorted
doz;
4!75,0000.
sion manual I.F. gain control, etc.
droppers,
line
doz;
2/6
sizes,
handy
2watt
.2 or .3 with fixing feet, 3/9; line cord, 600Price 11 gns. plus tax.
with
700 ft, 16/- doz yds; volume controls
to
sw 4/ -, less sw 3/9; wirewound 10,0000, less
We very much regret that, owing
sw, 5f -; all -wave ivorine dials,
the continual rise in cost of materials,
mid1
midget chokes, 60ma 6 / -, a
it may be necessary to increase the above
asget speaker transformer. 4/6; sleeving,
prices slightly by the time this advertisedoz yds; screen caps, 8/3/colours,
sorted
ment appears.
3/6
doz; International octal valveholders, condoz; special job lines; midget volume 9/Demonstration Sets are now available for
trols, 10,0000 and 250,0000, less switch,
interested callers to hear and illustrated
dos; earphones, complete with headband.
riów
ready.
are
technical specifications
insets,
500, 4/- pair; moving coil earphone
Philins' knobs,
300, for midget speaker, 2/6;microphones,
2/doz; carbon
2/6
lin
shank,
CO. LTD. 6T5 non -B.V.A., 7/6.
TELEVISION
ARMSTRONG
terms, cash with order,
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7 S.A.E. all enquiries;
no c.o.d.; send ed extra for .postage and
'Phone : NORth 3213
[6843
packing, all orders under E5.
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Model EXP83

Model EXP53
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Model EXP43
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and
8

12' P.M.

QUALITY SPEAKERS

and 15 WATT AMPLIFIERS

Triple
Cone
PIONEERS OF MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
Improved 1947 MODELS
CINEMA Model - £8 19 6
AUDITORIUM Model - £5 18 6
',nil 21.4. ,lairrp for im,oIrntrd

BAKERS 'SELHURST' RADIO

75 -77 Sussex Road, South Croydon, Surrey
Telephone : OROydon 4226

REWINDS

raD ..aa

MISCELLANEOUS
ACOMPLETE list of S.W. stations, w /length
and frequency accurately compiled, price
3; handy shop. -109a, Church St., Croydon.
CHASSIS and panela in aluminium from
3/9 each; prompt delivery, any size plain
or punched for valveholders, etc.-Mead, 13,
Bence Lane. Dayton, Barnsley.
[6782
THEORETICAL diagrams (all kinds) to
order, radio receivers, etc., assembled,
apparatus tested, drawings (electrical or mechanical) prepared; suggestions and theory.
R. G. Young, 3a, Bridges Rd., Wimbledon.
TELEVISION reception greatly improved,
particly. in provinces, by our latest electronic device; enquiries welcomed.- Martin,
R, & T. Engineers, 208, Lr. Parliament St.,
Nottingham. Tel. 45331. Branch at London.
OFFERS wanted for 84 copies I.E.E. Journal, Vols. 72 -85 (1933-1939 incl. ; published at 10/6 each copy, Science Abstracts
See. B, same period at 3/6 each, and Students
Quarterly Journal same period, 2/6 each; all
in new cond. -Write Bltf /OLIVE, W.C.1.
WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC.
WTD, service sheets, all makes from 1935;
condition and price. -Box 6392.
[6955
WANTED, a.c. /d.c. playing desk or auto
changer, new condition.-Box 6477.
WTD., 70.L7.G.T., also record changer, mixed
records.-Meldrum, Stansted, Essex. [7001
TD. two Rothermel studio model pu's.
-Barker, 17, Allerton Park, Leeds, 7.
TD., McLachlan's book, " Loudspeakers."
VT -Roe, 53, Laurence Lane, Old Hill, Staffs.
C.A. typo A.R.88 receiver also wire tape
recorder-- Harris, Strouds, Bradfield, Berks.
HARTLEY- TURNER old style bakelised
cone apkr. -Oram, 21, Wilmer Dr., Bradford.
WANTED, second -hand Lister truck for
general work. -Full particulars to Box
6220.
16872
WE buy all kinds of radio parts. -Write
Emor Radio, Ltd., 45, Kilburn High
Rd., London, N.W.6.
[6915
SETS of plano -convex condenser lenses,
6%in diam.- Price, details, etc., to Mr. G.
Mason, Revo Electric Co., Tipton, Staffs.
offer cash for good modern communica
tien and all -wave receivers. -A.C.S.
Radio, 44, Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent.
WANTED, A.R.88 and communication re-

BNN Series, single, dual or trialloy screened Transformers.
Hermetically sealed with soldering spills or with tag panel, both

for

New Vacuum Cleaners,

most popular makes.

Send

stamped addressed envelope tor list of Radio Spares,
and C. .D. Service.

O.

261 -3-5

Lichfield

Road.

ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

SERVICEMEN.

Three New Publications For You:

-

M.C.R.1.-Wiring diagrams, practical layouts,
and useful information on the servicing of the
Midget Communication Receiver M.C.R.1.
l'ost free 2 9.
" Demobbea Valves. "-A 15 -page manuscript
which is divided into four sections. Section 1
classifies Service Valves and gives their commercial equivalents; Section 2 classifies
Civilian valves and gives their service equivalents; Sections 3 and 4 deal silmiarly with
American valves. A most useful manuscript
now that there are so many ex- government
valves about. Post free 2/6.
"1.F, Alignment Peaks," compiled and edited
by T. E. Fevyer, F.I.P.R.E., lists more than
4,500 I.F. alignment frequencies or "peaks"
for superheterodyne receivers used in this
country. Some forty -odd pages of double
column figures, enable the engineer to find
quickly the correct alignment frequency of
virtually every superheterodyne set on the
market whether out of date or up to date.
An indispensable reference manual and timesaver. Metric conversion tables of the
"peaking" frequencies and suggestions for
finding an unknown or unlisted intermediate
frequency are appended as essential data
for the engineer.

Post free 7/6.
V.E.S., 42-48, WINDMILL HILL, RUISLIP,
MIDDLESEX.

^

sub -chassis

wiring or with

international octal base.

APPLICATION :
Line to grid, line to line, micro-

phone, driver, intervalve, anode
to line, etc.
HERMETIC SEALING
In view of the increasing demand
for hermetically sealed versions
of the BNN series, an integral
base has been
glass sealed
developed.
Literature, in coarse of preparation,
on request.

it

ASSOCIATED
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS Ltd.

DALSTON GDNS.

MIDDX.

STANMOKE

Wordsworth 4474-5-6.

2

e.h. W.vv.

WE

Armatures, Fields, Transformers, Pickups, Vacuum Cleaners, Gram. Motors
Speakers Refitted New Cones & Speech
Coils.
All Guaranteed and promptly executed

A .D.

large quantity of new
sleeving for disposal-silk and cotton
covered P.V.C., varnished cotton, Idaglass,
synthetic rubber, etc., in coils of 144yds and
lyd lengths, 1mm to l0mm diameter.-John
Walton & Co. (Castleside), Ltd., Metalex
Works, Gt. Cambridge Rd., Enfield.
[6916

-

TICONAL
MAGNET

March, 1947

`LEEVING.-A

ceivers, serviceable or unserviceable.T.E.C., 2, 4 utgang, Aspatria, Cumberland.
RADIOGRAM wanted, automatic changing,
any make, must be in perfect condition.
-Write Box RW 822, 10, Hertford St., W.1.
WANTED, A.C. 200/250v 50 cycles gram.
motors and turntables, with or without
auto stops; also 8- record auto change units.
Write Porritt, 13, Wastdale Rd., 8.E.23.
REQUIRED urgently, Cambridge test set
or substandard voltmeter, ammeter.
wattmeter and vibration galvanometer; state
details and prices.-Meico, Ltd., Congleton.
LITZ wire required by radio manufacturers,
7/45 EN single art, silk covered, 30/48
EN single art silk; advertisers may be able
to reciprocate by supplying other gauges of
enamelled wire. -Box 6057.
[6897
WE buy for cash, new used, radio, electri
cal equipment, all types; especially
wanted, radios, radiograms, test equipment,
motors, chargers, recording gear, etc. -If you
want to sell at the maximum price, call, write
of 'phone to University Radio, Ltd., 22, Lisle
St., Leicester Sq., W.C.2. Ger. 4447.
WANTED for export, continuous supplies of radio sets: -AC mains 5
valve superhet, 4 wave banda in polished
wood cabinets, size about 20inx12inx12in.
Also AC /DC mains
5
valve superhet,
4 wave bands, in polished wood cabinets,
size about 20inx12inx12in.
Also AC sets
7 or 8 valves superhet. 4 wave bands. Also
all dry battery portable sets, '1 or 8 valves.
Good permanent business assured. -Box 612,
c/o Pool's, Aldwvch House, London, W.C.2.
REPAIRS AND SERVICE
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American,
any make; moderate prices.- Sinclair
Speakers, 12. Pembroke St., London, N.1.
Terminus 4355.
[3306
LECTRICAL measuring instruments skilfully repaired and recalibrated.- Electrical
Instrument Repair Service, 329, Kilburn Lane.
London, W.9. Tel. Lad. 4168.
[6935
REWINDS and conversions to mains and
output transformers fields, etc.,-from 4/6;
pp equipment a speciality. -N.L. Rewinds, 4,
Breckuock Rd., N.7. Tel, Arnold 3390. [8283

-

E

Ideal for

high and low
voltage testing ; 1/30.
100'850 A.C. and D.C.

[`

Allowance made oil old ni.,,lets

for interesting leaflet (R.14) on Electrical and
Radio Testing, from all Dealers or direct.
Send

RUNBAKEN MANCHESTER'1

100 kcs.
QUARTZ
CRYSTAL
UNIT
Type

Q5 /100
for Secondary Frequency Standards

*

*of

Accuracy better than 0.01%.
New angles
cut give a temperature coefficient of 2 parts in

per degree Centigrade temperature
Vitreous silver electrodes fired direct
change.
on to the faces of the crystal itself, giving permanence of calibration.
Simple single valve circuit
gives strong harmonics at 100 ka. to 20,000 kcs.
Octal based mount of compact dimensions.
a million

*

*

*

PRICE 45/- Post Free

details of the Q5/100, including circuit,
are contained in our leaflet Ql. Send stamp
to -day for your copy.
Full

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co., Ltd.
63 -71

Kingston Road,

NEW MALDEN, SURREY
Telephone: MALden 0334
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MAINS transformers rewound, new

formers to any specification.
MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; &rstclass workmanship, fully guaranteed.
F. M. ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Potters Bides..
Warier Gate, Nottingham. Est. 1917 Tel 3855.
WE magnetise' P.M. speaker units for the
trade, large or small quantities, present
delivery within 7 days; consult ua with your

THE "FLUXITE

QUINS "

WORK

AT

big fall of sncw, " exclaimed EH.
As he rushed to the door right away,
Cried 01 from the night
"That was me, and FLUXITE
Which twerp tcok'that ladder away ? "

" That's

a

See that FLUX ITE is always by
you -in the house- garageworkshop
wherever
speedy
soldering is needed.
Used for
over 30 years in Government
works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers-in tins, 10d., 1/6 & 3/-.

-

Ask

to

POCKET

see

the FLUXITE
BLOW
LAMP,

price 2/6.
TO CYCLISTS i

Your wheels will
round and true unless th,
spokes are tied with fine wire at the cross ings AND SOLDERED. This makes a
with
much stronger wheel. It's -imple

NOT

keep

FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

-

The FLUXITE GUN puts FLUXITE
where you want it by
pressure.
a simple
Price 1/6, or filled,

2/6.
ALL MECHANICS WILL

FLUXI
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book on the ART OF

"SOFT"

SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price ld. each.

FLUXITE LTD.

(Dept W.W.), Bermondsey Street,

S.E.I

35

trans-

ive ases

magnetising problems.
A. J. PRATT & SONS. Ltd., 7, Woodbridge
[6419
Bt., London, E.C.1.
RÉPAIRS to moving coil speakers, cones,
coils fitted, field rewound or altered;
speaker transformers, clock coils rewound,
guaranteed satisfaction, prompt service; no
mains trans. accepted.
L.B. REPAIR SERVICE, 49, Trinity Rd..
[4819
Upper Tooting, London, S.W.17.
COIL specialists.- Tuning and oscillator
coila, i,f. transformers, etc., rewound or
wound to specification.- Electronic Services
( R.T.R.A.
Service Section), 17, Arwenack St..
Falmouth, Cornwall.
[6586
STURDY rewinds,
mains transformers.
chokes and fields; we give prompt delivery
and guarantee satisfaction; 14 years' experience prices on request. -Sturdy Electric Co.,
[4316
Ltd., Dipton, Newcastle -on-Tyne.
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, any make reason
able prices, prompt delivery, to the trade
and quality fans; 25 years' combined experi
Once with Rola, Magnavox, Goodmans, Celes
lion. -Sound Service Radio, 80, Richmond
2d.. Kingston -on -Thames. Kin. 8008. 14977
REWINDS, mains transformers, speaker, field
coil -chokes, high -grade workmanship, 7
day delivery; new transformers constructed to
customers' specification, singly or in quanti
ties.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1021.
Finchley Rd., N.W.11. Speedwell 3000. [3719
2HOUR service, 6 months' guarantee, any
outputs
transformer
rewind,
mains
and i.f.s., etc , all types of new trans(., etc.,
supplied to specification; business heading or
service card for trade prices.- Majestic Winding Co., 180, Windham Rd., Bournemouth.
A.W.F. give
LOUDSPEAKER repairs.
prompt service on most types of loud
speakers and horn units, at reasonable
charges, to the trade. -Don't write, send complete speakers and horn units only to A.W.F.
Radio Products, Borough Mills, Bradford,
Yorks. Tel. 11926.
[5455
layer
mains
transformers
REWINDS,
wound wax impregnated, O / l? trans
;

-

-

formers, chokes, fields, clock coils, pick -ups,
fractional hp motors, competitive prices;
prompt delivery; guaranteed work. -W. Groves.
Manufacturing Electrical Engineer, 154, Ick(4547
nield Port Rd., Birmingham, 16,
ALL makes and kinds of electrical and radio
measuring instruments repaired by skilled
technicians, A.I.D. approved; all work quote]
by return without charge. Also for sale, large
variety of voltmeters. ammeters, milli- ammeters,
tin and 2l/yin dial, reconditioned ex -Air Ministry stock. -W. O. Prescott, Ltd., Dept. D., 2931, Cowcross St., E.C.1. Tel. Cle. 6783. (6205
NATIONAL RADIO SERVICE & TELE
VISION CO. -Trade service engineers;
immediate cervice any district; rewinds to all
types transformers, armatures, motors, loudspeaker cones, speech coils fitted; British and

American components and valves; enquiries
invited for contract trade service; multiple
transformer winding. -63, High St., St. John's
Wood, N.W.8. Primrose 6725.
[6752 1. Type 1053A. 15r w.x8' d.x9' h.
£A lb 0
Type 105313. lit- w. x 9' d. x 1Ot' h
£e 16 0
TRANSFORMER rewinds, trans. replacement
coils, machine layer wound on bakelite
98 17 6
Trips 126W. £4' w. x 38' d. x 15' h
former, Interleaved, impregnated and clearly
98 9 0
marked; rewinds £1, standard windings to 2. Tree I022A. 21k' w. x 10e d. x 10r b
Type 1022B. 211' w, x IOr d. x l6' h
70watta, coils, 15/6; extra secondaries and
£3 6 0
larger types pro rata; new transformers or
Type I022C. 21r w. x10' d. x YE' h
£4 16 0
chokes to specification, singly or in quantity;
Type 1022D. 21£' w. x 101' L x 80' h
£8 10 0
trade list on application; delivery by return
£6 0 0
of post most types; state model and iron sizes 3. Type 1007. sir w. x94' d. x102* h.
when ordering coils, pick -up coils, O/P trans., 4. Typs 1056A. 18' w.x7' d.x8r h.
£4 15 0
field coils, etc., rewound ,or replaced; fully
guaranteed. -Radio Services, Field St. Works, 5. Type 1028. 14' w. x7' d. x 9r h.
£2 15 0
Blackpool. R.T.R.A. Service members. Ph. 1250
highest
All
These
standard
cases
made
in
quality
are
*bee,
with
a
guarDEGALLIER'S, Ltd. -Service
antee; if you cannot get your receiver steel, strongly welded and beautifully finished in light grey,
serviced, let American specialists do the job; brown, yellow, led or black. Adequate ventilation, pressed
first -class workmanship only; specialising in feet and front panels fixed by screws in hank bushes arc
Air -Ring, Belmont, Challenger, Delco, Detrola, some at the special features. Handles from our standard
de Wald, Emerson, Ferguson, Garod, Haiticrafter, Hammerland Lucille, McMurdo Silver, range ran be fitted to type 1022.
Midwest, Majestic, pilot, Philco, Scott, Sparton, Stromberg Carlson, R.C.A., eto., also any
British or Continental set; due to lack of
accommodation our service branches are still
dispersed; therefore apply for forwarding instructions before despatching sets; s.a.e. with
all engnines.
DEGALLIER S. Ltd., 9, Westbourne Court.
London, W.2.
MUSEUM 6944
(8410 11$;118. NEW OXFORD i'L, W.0.1
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ERVICE with a Smile. " -Repairers of all
types of British and American receivers;
coil remitids; American valves, spares, line
cord. F.R.I., Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.1.
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N111111,ESSING
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PUBLIC

,_,

THE NEW REVISED
EDITION
& ENLARGED
-

the fundamentals of
ADDRESS TECHNIQUE
FOR RADIO ENGINEERS

PUBLIC

Devoted exclusively to public address, this
handbook deals with the technical and practical
problems confronting the public address engineer.
Contents include -Specifications
Distortion
Frequency Response Gain, etc. Loudspeaker
Location
Feedback Echo
Time Delay
Masking
Reflection
Wind Effect, etc.
Loudspeaker Matching -Phasing Impedances

-- - -- -MicroPRICE
- -- - 3'6
-

--

-120v.

:

Line etc.
phone Lines Mixing, etc.
Pickup Correction
Filtering, etc.
Operating
Speech Boosting
Background
Music,
etc.
Appendix Tables, etc.

POST FREE

fiGVUSTIGAL
MANUFACTURING CO.

I

LTD

HUNTINGDON TEL. 361

Isis

KEEP a permanent record of your circuits!
complete blueprints drawn from your
sketch, component valves, etc., inserted, 5/ -,
extra copies 1/3. -Send to BCM /Manuscripts,
London, W.C.1.
[6856
wanted; we have capacity for radio
WORK
and electrical assembly and metal work;
we specialise in subcontracts; our charges
are moderate and deliveries prompt. -Emdo,
Ltd., Ace Works, Moor Lane, Staines. [7012
CAPACITY for the assembly and wiring of
radio and electrical apparatus (not rewinds) fully equipped service dept., for final
teat;
large or small contracte accepted.
Write Porritt, 13 & 27, Wastdale Rd., 8.E.23.
THE name to note for all kinds of radio,
and electrical metal work to specification,
modern rustproof, all shapes and sizes undertaken, and for tropical use; components and
sub-assemblies executed to meet recognised
wiring and material standards; consultation,
advice without obligation.-Write Dept. 23,
Sea Rescue Equipment, Ltd., Chiltern Works.
[5977
Clarendon Rd.. Watford, Herts.
BUSINESSES FOR SALE OR WANTED

-

RADIO retail bus. in large South Coast
town, leasehold shop in main road, £250

18 yrs'. unexpired, main agencies, good
repair service, large mail order section; reason
for disposal ill -health; price for lease, goodwill,
fixtures and fittings, £5 000 plus s.a.v. (approx. £4,000). -Full details of Henry Butcher
& Co., 73, Chancery Lane London, W.C.2.
p.a..,

SITUATIONS VACANT
TELEVISION Engineer.
APPLICATIONS are invited by a firm 30
miles London for the position of television

engineer. Good up-to-date knowledge of design and development essential. Consideration will be given to a qualified television
engineer at present an assistant who has the
qualifications to take charge of department.
[6852
Box 6212.
CROWN Agents for the Colonies.

RES

GREENFORD, MIDDx. WAXLOW 2300

TO

Chief Buyers

of

LT D

YOU can save yourself many a headache
when vitally urgent Radio and Electronic equipment is called for, by 'phoning PADdington 6116.
ALREADY we supply the Services, many
Government Departments, local authorities,
Research and Development Organisations, Train-

ratio, 6/9.
AMAZING VALUE. B.F.O. Unite in aluminium case,
4fia. X siin. x
in. Consisting of 1 midget
valve 155 ; midget button V /holder; midget B.F.O.
coil, (screened) resistances and condensers (midget);
group boards. Price 12/6 each. New and unused.
I.F. UNITS AS ABOVE, containing: 1 midget valve
1T4; midget I.F. transformer 965 kc /e; button
V/holder; resistances and condensers (midget).
Price 15/- each. New and unused. Limited quantity

li

size

;

sly.

T.C.C. PICOPACK. Miniature blue condensers, electrolytic. Dimensions 1 9/16in. length, 17/501n. diem.
on Mid., 12 volts working 2/6. 10 Mid., 25 volts.

working 2/6.
1'.C.C. S,ICROPACK CONDENSERS, tubular A.L.U.
50 Mids., 12 volts, 2/9.
TUBULAR CARDBOARD BIAS CONDENSERS,
50 mfd. 12 volts, 1/9. 75 mfd. 12 volts, 1 /6. 25 mfd.
25 volts, 1/9. 250 mfd. 12 volts, 2/6. 200 mid.
cane (Insulated).

12

volts, 2/ -.

LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE T.R.F. COILS, high
gain, A.E. and H.F. with circuit, 8/6 matched pair.
WEARITE
COILS, A.E., H.F., and O.8.C..
all Nos. 1
3/- each. H.F. Filter, R.F. filter and
B.F.O., 3/- each.
S.F. CANS. Air spaced trimmers, high Q, 465 kc's.
gigs quality, 7/6 each. With or without Oyleo 1.
14 /- per pair.
WEARITE MIDGET I.F. CANS, iron cored, 465 kc!.
Size, I 1s. x fin. x Lin. price 10/6 each. 21/- per pair.
HIGHLST QUALITY WIRE WOUND POTENTIOMETERS ALL VALUES, PRICE 3/6 EACH.
COLLAR° RECORD PLAYERS. A.C. 200/250 volt
mains electric motor and pick -up, in carrylag care.
Automatic start and stop. Price £11 6 0 each.
Large Range of American and English radio valves at
official list prices.
All types metal and glass, mains, battery, etc. etc.
We have ensce fot only a few items from our extensive
stock. Send stamp for our current list and Bulletin.
Terms : Cash with order, pro forma and C.O.D. No
C.O.D. under £1.1. Orders over £5 poet free in U.E.
It will psy you to pay us a visit. All goods covered by
our unconditional gnsrantre.

"P"

-7,

f

LASKY'S RADIO

370, Harrow Road, Paddington, W.9
(Opp.

Telephone

-

Certificate.
(B)

as

LINES technician. Salary and allowance
in (A). Candidates between 30 and 35

years of age, must have had good experience
in the laying, repair, maintenance and testing
of overhead and underground telegraph and

LTD.,

LONDON, W.2

Ilr,pitot.)

Cunningham

1979

who

have

waiting

months for replies. Our
post-war plans have been
rustrated so far. Sorry'

living allowances

:-

:

APOLOGISE to

-

prospect of permanency. Salaries and cost of
Outfit allowance
as under.
£60. Free passage and quarters. Candidates
must be qualified for one of the following
posts
(A) INSPECTOR of Wireless Telegraphs.
Salary above minimum in the scale £475
rising to £575, may be offered to a well qualified candidate. Cost of living allowance £140
a year for a single man; £175 for a married
man.
Candidates, between 27 and 35 years
of age must be conversant with ship station
survey. inspection and licensing, and radio
legislation generally. They must be able to
read Berne correspondence in French and be
familiar with British Post Office methods.
PreferExperience of radio traffic desirable.
ence will be given to candidates possessing City
and Guilds of London Institutes Certificate in
Radio Communication and P.M.G. First Class

fulfill-10 on

i

WE those
been

invited for the following posts:
STAFF required for the Post Office Department; Hong Kong, for a tour of 3 years with

telephone lines. including railway signalling
instruments. They must have a good knowledge of telephone principles and some knowledge of submarine cable work in tidal waters.
Salary £310
(C) WIRELESS technician.
emergency, we
can
forward
immediately rising to £470 a year. Cost of living allowance
against your 'phoned Official Order Number.
£124 a year for a single man; £155 for a
NO enquiry or order too small, or too large married man.
Candidates, between 22 and
or too difficult -in fact, the more difficult it is 35 years of age, should possess a P.M.G. First
Class Certificate in Radio Communication and
the better we like it.
An enquiry under your letter heading will should preferably have had experience as seaoperators, and some shore experience in
bring our 24 -page illustrated catalogue by going
the operation and maintenance of radio equipreturn post.
ment. Apply at once by letter, stating age.
whether married or single and full particulars
(1943)
TELE
of qualifications and experience and mentioning this paper. to the Crown Agents for the
177 Edgware Road,
Colonies, 4. Millbank, London. S W.1, quoting
for (Al M/N/17429. (B) M/Nf17433. (C1
/17430 on both letter and envelope.
MIN
Telephone : PADdington 6116
Applications from Post Office employees should
be submitted through official channels. [6925
ing Colleges, etc.
WE specialise in this work and carry large
stocks of high -grade components which, in

-RADIO

LASKY'S RADIO

PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAK ERS, 312 V.C., Sin. less transformer, 19/- each. Sin.
less transformer, 21/- each.
MIDGET OUTPUT TRANSFOEMEBS, 312, 4/9. Multi

APPLICATIONS from qualified candidates are

A for all purposes
RA

INDUSTRIAL
ORGANISATIONS

Museum 5675.
[1575
WORK WANTED.
APACITY avialable South, London for wiring and assembly of all electronic equipment, R.M.H. Radio.-Box 6524,
[7026
WE make cabinets and radiograms for home
and
export;
immediate deliveriea.Radias, Ltd., 26, Brondesbury Rd., London,
N.W.6. Maida Vale 8792.
[6990

March, 1947

VOIGT
and PATIENT

HILL

PATENTS LTD.

& CHURCHILL
BOOKSELLERS

SWANAGE,

LTD

DORSET

:-

Available from stock
Priesman, " Graphic Construction for

- Vacuum Tube Circuits "
Millman and " Electronics "Seely - Hund, " High Frequency Measure -

Hund,

"

15/27/6

27/6

Phenomena in High Frequency

Richtmeyer & Kennard " Introduction
to Modern Physics " - - - - - Chaffee,
" Theory of Thermionic

Vacuum Tubes " - - - - Hicks, " Principles and - Practice of
Radio Servicing " - - - - - - Standard Telephones & Cables, "Reference Data for Radio Engineers "- POSTAGE EXTRA

32/6

30/32/6
21/-

5/-

of
selection
We have a large
English and American Books on
RADIO and TELECOMMUNICATION.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

Wireless World
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CROWN Agents for the Colonies.

-ILsOW°_,
TELEVISION

CIRCUIT

for the

INSTRUCTOR & STUDENT
Model No. 1. Full size Blue Prints
for a 12 -valve (including rectifiers)

Television Receiver for Instructors,
Students and Experimenters.
This receiver is based on the Unit
System of construction and will
operate within a ro -mile radius of
the Transmitting Station. It uses
a Cathode Ray Tube of the ElectroStatic type having a 6 inch screen.
The T.R.F. circuit, for both Sound
and Vision, is simple yet efficient.
B.V.A. Valves and new componen`s
only are specified.
Unit No. 3.1Time Base
Unit No.4. Power Pa.:k
omplete set of 5 full size blueprints

Unit No. 1. Vision
Unit No. 2. Sound

(including theoretical).

Price 10/-,

N.B.--The satisfactory functioning of
this receiver is dependent upon the
use of tested specified parts and
equally on very good workmanship
on the part of the constructor.

6

WAVEBAND COIL KIT

covering 5 -2,000 metres
When assembled this Coil Unit consists of
three separate sections, AERIAL, H.F. and
OSCILLATOR screens, with 18 Iron Cored
Coils, 18 ceramic trimmers, and three switch
wafers all ready mounted for wiring up.
A.V.C. resistors and condensers, 2 -pole 6-way
3 -bank switch with shorting plates, distance
pieces, etc. Screens 18 swg. aluminium, wire,
sleeving. Overall dimensions 5} x 5} x Sin.
Price with full size blue print, 45.
This Coil Unit is the same as used in our very
successful No. 20 Circuit, two full size practical
blue prints and one theoretical of which are
available together with list of parts. Price
r set of 3.
5/-

307 HIGH HOLBORN.
LONDON W.C.I.

Pñone, HOL born

-PHOTO- ELECTRIC

463/

CELLS

Se/Te on gold -alloy, supersensitive to light,

relay direct
or with Valve Amplifier, perfect reproduction of Speech and Music from sound track of
films ; large tube 3l In. from glass top to valve
pin base, I In. diam., 38/ -; same type 2}In. long,
35/-; small tube tin. from top to terminal
base, fin. diam., 30/-; miniature cell, glass
top to cap base, I in. overall, {In. diem., thin
flex leads, 28/ -; all cells operate on 41 -100
volts. Connections diagrams free.
gas -filled, permanent, operate

PRECISION OPTICAL SYSTEM

producing fine line of light from any car
headlight bulb, for scanning film sound track
direct into Photo -cell, nickel tube tin. long,
Gm. diam., }in. focus, 52/-. Instructions free.
oods by return. Optical lens systems made
to order at short notice.

CEFA INSTRUMENTS, 38a, York St.,
TWICKENHAM, Middx:

!POPcsgrovc 6597

APPLICATIONS from qualified

-

candidates

are invited for the following poet:
BROADCAST Officer required by the Gold
Coast Government Broadcasting Department
for one tour of 18 to 24 months with possible
permanency. Salary according to age and war
service in the scale of £450, rising to £720 a
year. On a salary of £450 a local allowance
of £48 is payable, and for married men

separation allowance between £84 and £204

according to number of dependants. Outfit
allowance £60. Free passages and quarters.
Candidates should be of good education and
have had a thorough training in the theory
and operation of wireless broadcast transmitters and in studio technique. They should
understand thoroughly the system of distributing radio programmes by wire and have a
thorough knowledge of superheterodyne shortwave receivers. A knowledge of gramophone
disc recording is desirable. -Apply at once by
letter, stating age, whether married or single,
and full particulars of qualifications and experience, and mentioning this paper, to the
Crown Agents for the Colonies, 4, Millbank,
London, S.W.1, quoting M/N/13418 on both
t6867
letter and envelope.

DESIGN

Engineer for Domestic Receivers.
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GALPI NS
ELECTRICAL STORES

408 HIGH ST.,
S.E.13. Telephone

LEWISHAM, LONDON,
:

Green

Lee

0309.

Near

Lewisham Hospital.

REGRET
: CASH WITH ORDER.
NO C.O.D.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, K.W.H.
type, for A.C. only. 200/250 volts 50 cycle,
phase, 5 amp. load, 12/6 each ; 10 amp, I5/- ;
30 amp, 30/- ;
15 amp., 20/- ; 20 amp, 25/. ;
50 amp, 40/- ; 100 amp. 50/-. Carriage 1/6 extra

TERMS

I

on each, all guaranteed.

EX- G.P.O.

PRE- UNISELECTORS, 3 ohm
automatic relay operating a 4-way Yaxley switch,
fitted with 2 condensers .01, I} M.F., new, boxed,
5/- each.
SHUNT WOUND D.C. 110 volt motors,
1,500 r.p.m., approx. *h.p., condition as new,
17/6 each, post 2/ -.
I
MFD CONDENSERS, at
4,000 v. wkg., 10 /- each, carriage 2/6. "Selenium
Rectifiers," output 200 volts at amp., half -wave
type, 27/6 each. Instrument Rectifiers, 5 m /a.,
and 10 m /a, 4/6 each. Ex- G.P.O. Multi- Contact

LARGE SIZE

1

RADIO engineer required for a factory
approximately 30 miles S.W. London. Must
be capable of designing a receiver to protoState
type stage without close supervision.
age, practical
and theoretical experience,
salary required and when free. -Box 6213.
RADIO testers required for factory in S.E.
London area, experience in production
[6932
testing. -Apply Box 6302.
SERVICE engineer required; must be
thoroughly experience and able to drive.
[7005
-Henrys, 54, High St., Margate.
RADIO shop assistant required, able take
ability
charge; trade experience and sales
essential. -Henrys, 54, High St., Margate.
ELECTRONIC technician for development
laboratory in West Country; experience
with television and allied circuits essential.
Apply Box 4940.
[6585
-Radio testera required for
TESTERS.
manufacturers approximately 30 miles
S.W. London.
Good prospects for workers
with initiative.-Box 6214.
[6854
RADIO engineer regd. to help with preparation of technical data; must be able draw
diagrams quickly, & be able to sketch well;
wages to commence £6/10. -Box 6426. [6967
LEADING coy. mfctrg. public address equipment requires a number of highest
standard s£lesmen in all territories; car essential; technical knowledge an asset. -Box 6305.
ANTED, overhead linesman for radio relay service operating in Motherwell.
Apply Motherwell Relay Service, Ltd. 24,
New Chapel St., Blackburn, Lancashire. [6888
RADIO testers required, some experience
essential, ample scope for advancement;
write, stating age, experience and rate required,
or call. -Hale Electric Co., Ltd., Talbot Rd.,
West Ealing, W.13.
[6922
PRODUCTION manager in radio work reqd.,
excellent position, high wages with bonus,
must have good radio factory experience with
knowledge of radio engineering, first class
[6995
references essential. -Write Box 6476.
SENIOR draughtsmen required with experience in design of radio equipment and
components; A.E.S.D. rates and over according to ability. -Apply Personnel Manager,
[6968
E. K. Cole, Ltd. Malmesbury, Wilts.
EXPERIENCEIS foreman required by progressive radio factory, North London area,
for coil and transformer winding shop (5-day
week),-Apply, stating age qualification, experience and salary required, Box 6425. [6965
laboratory assistant required for

-

1

-

ve

FEMALE
electrical component and materials testing; age 25 or over.-Write, stating qualifi-

Relays, S/- each.

HANDSETS. The latest type
(black bakelite), 10/6 each, post If-. Single ear -,
phones, low resistance, with headbands, 4/6 each.
Ditto, 2,000 ohms, 7/6 each.
EX-G.P.O.

EVERETT

EDGCUMBE

211n.

METERS,

0 to 5 volts AC /DC, incorporating Westinghouse
Rectifier, 47/6. Ditto, calibrated in decibels
+3 -10, with rectifier, 65/ -. Another reading
Ditto, 30 -0-30 m /amps.,
15-0-15 m /amps., 35/-.
35/-- These meters are all first grade moving
coil instruments.
MAINS TRANSFORMER, 200/250 v. Primary,
500/0 /500 v. at 150 m /a., 4 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a. and
Ditto, 350/0/350 volts at
6 v. 5 amps., 55/-.
100/120 m /amps, 4 v. 4 a., 5 v. 2 a., 6 v. 4 amps.
price 32/6, post /6.
1

EX- G.P.O. VERTICAL TYPE GALVANOMETERS, centre zero reading 30/0/30, 7/6 each,
Mallory 12 volt vibrators, new and unused, 7/6 each. Electrolytic condensers, 80 mf,
350 volt wkg., 5/6 each, post 9d.
WESTON MOVING COIL METERS, edge
type with knife edge pointers, 2} in. scale, all
2 m /a. F.S.D., 0 to 300 m /a., 30/ -; 0 to 2 amps,
27/6 ; 0 to 60 volts, 27/6 ; 0 to 150 volts, 27/6 ;
ditto, 0 to I volt I m /a. 1,000 ohm per volt,
35/- ; another 301 model 0 to 3 m /a., 35/- ; 0 to
50 m /a., 30/ -. ; 0 to 200 m /a., 32/6 ; another
501 model 0 to 50 m /a., 27/6 ; 0 to 10 m /a.,
27/6.
post If-.

EX-G.P.O. REPEATERS, CARRIER TELEPHONE TYPE No. 2. These are complete with
valves and power pack for A.C. mains or battery

working, consisting of 2 6v6's, 2 EF50, 12-volt
Mallory Vibrator, with necessary smoothing.
New and unused, size 14 x 164 x 20in., weight
127 lb. E7/10/0 each.

Carriage 10/ -.

TURNER, moving coil m /amp.
meters, tin. scale 0 to 10 m /a., 0 to 20 m /a., 0 to
27/6
each ; all fully guaranteed. Standard
50 m /a.,
Telephone Sin. scale m /coil meters, calibrated
read
0
to
25, 100 volts movement, I m /a.,
to
incorporating metal rectifier, 45/- each.
ERNEST

SMALL ELECTRIC MOTORS for A.C. or
D.C., 80/100 volts, useful for sewing machines,
Petite Cine's, etc., double ended shaft, 30/- each.

VOLTAGE CHANGER TRANSFORMERS,
auto wound, fully guaranteed, immediate delivery,
all tapped 0, 110, 200, 220, 240 volts 250 watts.
45/- ; 350 watts, 55/- ; 500 watts, 70/- ; 1,000
watts. E5 /IS /0 ; 2,000 watts, E8 /I5/0.

cations and experience, to Personnel Manager, E. K. role. Ltd.. Southend -on-Sea.
CONVERTERS,
ROTARY
EX -GOVT.
TRANSMITTER design engineer required by input 12 to 18 volts D.C. at 3} amps,. output
E.M.I. Factories, Ltd., substantial salary 450 volts 60 m /amps., fitted with automatic
-L
and good prospects for suitably qualified man.
-Write, giving full particulars, experience,
etc., to E.M.I. Factories, Ltd. (T.D.E.), Hayes.
DESIGNER draughtsman required by
Philips Laboratories, experienced in communications equipment (electrical and mechanical).-Apply in writing, giving full particulars, to Philips Transmission, Ltd., Brath[6909
way Rd. , London, S.W.18.

for testing telecommunication
INSPECTORS
transmission apparatus, including carrier
telephone and V.F. telegraph equipment;
write, stating qualifications, experience and
salary required, to Box 1174, A.K. Advertis[6880
ing, 212e, Shaftesbury Ave., W.C.2.
:

switching and smoothing, 32/6 each, 2/6 carriage.
Also a few only to clear, as above, but without
brushes or brush caps, at 20/- each, post 2/6.
h.p., either 110 v.
D.C. MOTORS, approx.
or 230 volt, D.C. mains, series wound, 20/- each,
post 1/6. Mostly with laminated fields.

EX- G.P.O.

2-TONE

CONTROL UNITS.

Consisting of 3x6v6's in Class AB-2 6v5G's,
8 Wx6 Westectors, power pack, consists of
Mallory 12 -volt rectifier with all the necessary
smoothing gear, numerous condensers and
resistances. all in new condition. £511010 each

CR.
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Specialists
in
HIGH POWER - HIGH QUALITY

PUBLIC

ADDRESS

Wireless World
ADIO instructor for training college dealing with disabled men, fully qualified
engineer with teaching experience suitable.Applications to be made in writing to Superintendent, Queen Elizabeth's Training College
for the Disabled Leatherhead, Surrey. [6934
MECHANICAL designer required with ex-

-

Murphy Radio, Ltd., Welwyn Garden City.
PHYSICIST required for experimental work
by large engineering company in London
area; honours degree in physics or applied
mathematic, or similar qualifications essential; state full particulars of qualifications,
age and salary required, to: Box 6055. [6895
vacancy for a senior assistant to patent
THEmanager
advertised under Box No. 4198
in December, 1946 issue of " Wireless World
has now been filled. Applicants who have not"
received replies to their applications are asked
to accept this announcement as an acknow[6889

DRAUGHTSMAN designer required, good
-14/ opportunities for man who has original
ideas and experience in design for mass production to combine the two in the design of
household and radio equipment in London
area; applicants should write, stating age, experience and salary reqd., to Box 6223.

and tracers required with

AMPLIFIERS
from ISO W to IkW

W.

Bryan Savage Ltd

WESTMORELAND ROAD, LONDON, N.W.9
Telephone

:

Colíndale 7131

G.L. TRANSFORMERS

perience in the designing of radio receivers and components; salary £400 to £475.
Applicants should write, giving details of previous experience to Personnel Department,

ledgment from the advertisers.

SYSTEMS

DRAUGHTSMEN
exp. in prod. of working drawings from
data supplied by designer; (1) mech. draught ing (2) elect., preferably with exp. on radio
comm. equipment; workshop exp. preferred.
Apply, in writing, giving full details, to Philips
Transmission, Ltd., Brathway Rd., S.W.18.
NATIONALLY known radio manufacturer
opening new factory near Cardiff has the
following vacancies : (a) chief of test and inspection; (b) radio engineers; (e) fault diagnosis engineers ; poi manent, progressive emnloyment, 5 -dar week, canteen facilities.
Reply, stating previous experience and salary
required, to Box 6058.
[6898
ASSISTANT wanted for valve test group in
research organisation to work on design
and planning of specialised test equipment:
must have good knowledge and experience of
small transmitting and receiving and rectifier

-

An entirely revised range of 50 power
and audio transftlrmers. Pressed steel
clamps ensure silent operation. Solder
tag or labelled leadouts. Surface or
subchassis, skeleton or potted types.
Mains and outputs. Our standard style
as illustrated, .350 -0 -350 v., 100 ma.
5 v. and 6.3 v. L.T.
Write for new catalogue.
Summary of audio amplifiers. Ready -built.
I. A.C, /Gram. 3 valve, 10 watts, with
two inputs for radio or gram
Fader controls
6 gns.
2. A.C. /I8.
12
w. P.P. Concert
Gramo. amp
I I gns.
3. A.C.18 H.G., as above plus mit

32/-

stage

4.

A.C.24.

General P.A. work 20 w

P.P.

CONVERTERS

For Radio, Neon Signs, Television, Fluorescent Lighting,
X -ray, Cinema Equipment and
innumerable other applications
We also manufacture:

-

Petrol Electric Generating Plants, H.T.
Generators, D.C. Motors, etc., up to
25 K.V.A.

5

.

Secretary,

sex

R.

CHAS. F. WARD

LTD.,
HOUSE,
BEXLEYHEATH,

WINDER

KENT.
(fiexleyheath 3021)

POST -WAR TELEVISION
The a

;

LONDEX-LTD

-e=

s,i

y
Rauh Techrd,tue otters unlimited
opportunities of high pay and secure posts for those
Radio Engineers who have had the foresight to become
technically qualified. How you can do this quickly
and easily in your spare time is fully explained in our
f

,

unique handbook.

Full details are given of A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.LR.E.
City & Guilds Exams., and particulars of up -to-date
courses in Wireless Engineering, Radio Servicing,
Short Waves, Television, Mathematics, etc., etc.

"

We Guarantee FF NO PASS-NO FEE
Prepare for to-morrow's opportunities and pout -sur
competition by sending for your copy of this very
informative 112 -page guide NOW -FREE.

BRITISH

INSTITUTE

OF

ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY (Dept. 388)

:

LONDEX for RELAYS

0

General Lamination Products

MURPHY RADIO, Ltd., have vacancies far

engineers
who
should possess sound
academic qualifications, and also have gained
some years of experience in the development
of radio and /or radar equipment-Apply in
the first place by letter, giving full particulars
and indicating salary required. to Murphy
R,Vr, Ttd Welwyn Garden City. Uert
MIDDLESEX Hospital Medical School. Department of Physics Applied to Medicine.
-Technician required for research laboratory
workshop, experience of radio and electronics
essential; salary scale, Grade B, £300 to £345
p.a., with supersnnuation benefits.-Apply,
stating age, qualifications and experience to

Barnato Joel Laboratories, MiddleHospital, W.1, by 12th March.
[6996
F. EQUIPMENT, Ltd., have a vacancy in
their radio development laboratories for
a junior engineer; applicant should have a
degree or equivalent qualification with at
least two years' experience in industry; initial
37, WHITE POST LANE, HACKNEY WICK, E.9
salary £300 -£450 p.a.; write, stating age,
qualification and experience, to
Telephone: Amherst 1393
Personnel
Manager, R.F. Equipment, Ltd., Langley
Park, Nr. Slough, Bucks.
[6866
CIVIL aviation company requires the service of
radio-radar maintenance en
gineers with experience of v.h.t. h.f., and
m.t. communications, Rebecca /Eureka and
Gee equipments;
applicants must be prepared to serve abroad; all -round practical
experience is essential ; good working condifor A.C. and D.C.
tions and pay. -Apply, stating experience
and qualifications, etc., to Box 6522.
[7014
2 VA Coil consumpREQUIRED, chief electrical radio engineer
tion from 2 to 600
with initiative and creative ideas, to take
volts and tested to
complete control of radio research laboratory,
drawing office and model development shops
2000 volts,
Ariel
engaged in the design and development of
change -over Relays,
radio receiver and allied apparatus and elecmercury Relays, meatrical domestic appliances location, London
area; write, stating technical qualifications,
suring Relays and
practical experience, salary reqd., Box 6221.
time delay Relays.
REQUIRED, several good type young esservice craftsmen, electrical and mechaniMidget Relay ML/C
Ask for leaflet
cal, in email works, West London, on proRE /WW
duction and repair of sound film equipment.
Permanent positions for suitable applicants,
with opportunity to become installation engiSYD
neer at later date. Good conditions employMANUFACTURERS OF RELAYS
ment. 44 -hour basic week.
6258 -9
State age, ex207 ANERLEY ROAD LONDON
S.E.20
perience, full details training and wages regntred.
1017.
[6863
-

E13

El6 5 0
Also 50 watt types, combined speaker models, etc.
Sixpence brings you our latest catalogue, also
subsequent literature for three months.

valves and their circuits; age 25-30. -Apply by
letter only to the Research Laboratories of the
General Electric Co., Ltd., Wembley.
[6966

WARD

March, 1947

17,

Stratford Place, London,

W.1

COVENTRY RADIO
COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE 1925

OUR

LATEST LIST
of Radio Components will be
available NEXT MONTH, may
we send you a copy when
ready ?
Price 3d. Post Paid.

COVENTRY RADIO
DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON.

Wireless World
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REQUIRED, test engineer with knowledge

of high -power, high- frequency valve generators. -Box 6222.
[6886
CHIEF inspector required for works in South
London area; must have had control of
inspection departments covering light engineerand
mechanical /electrical
assemblies
ing,
radio; a man of good education and experience
is required, capable, if necessary, of instituting
new systems of inspection and testing for piece
part and live assembly.-Applicants should
give details of age, experience and salary re
quired to Box 6363.
[6946
rfESi'. -Young assistant required for audio frequency and electro -mechanical
test
work. West London area. Must also be willing to assist with electronic equipment
assembly and wiring. and to
understudy
senior tester. Opportunity for promotion to
outside engineering staff later if desired. 44.
hour basic week. State full details age, ex
perience, education, technical training and
salary required-Box 6216.
[6862
PRACTICAL production engineer who can
get results for small transformer works;
mechanical and electrical competence in theory
and modern practice essential; seekers of
comfy executive position please abstain, as
we require a live, knowledgeable, hard-working
I" go- getter " type with plenty of initiative
who will be paid accordingly. -Please 'phone
npe. 8085. A.C. Electrical Co., Elrp Terrace.
Hermitage Lane, N.W.2.
[6883
required for the installation and
ENGINEER
servicing of complex electro medical
equipment; intimate knowledge and experience
of
low-frequency and specialized electronic
circuits essential; good personality, sound education are needed, with preferably some knowledge of languages; must be willing to travel.
-Write for details to the Personnel Manager,
The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd., Ponders
End, Enfield, Middx., quoting reference E.I.E.
SERVICE department manager wanted for
established radio manufacturers in London due to retirement of present manager;
thoroughly experienced service engineer required, with knowledge of all makes radio and
television; good organising ability and flair
for correspondence; only men who have held
previous similar position need apply; good
prospects and working facilities; applications
treated in strict confidence; write, stating
fullest parties. and salary regd. -Box 6054.
BRITISII OVERSEAS AIRWAYS COP
PORATION require radio and radar
mechanics overseas, Grade 1 City and Guilds
starting basic salary
standard essential,
£215/16, plus overseas pay £104 per annum.
and substantial station allowances which approximate to a further £300 a year.- Write.
with details of experience and equipment ser.
viced, to Staff Appointments Superintendent.
Stratton House, Piccadilly, W.1, marking en
velopes " Radio " and enclosing stamped ad
f6730
dressed envelope
opportunities for draughts
EXCEPTIONAL
men are afforded by an expansion of the
Marconi Drawing Offices, Chelmsford, for the
design of radio equipment; radia experience
desirable, but not essential, although drawing
office experience of electrical and mechanical
apparatus definitely required; much of the
work is in close collaboration with the research and development engineers; staff War
Bonus. -Apply English Electric Co., Ltd.,
[6881
Queens House, Kingsway, W.C.2.
signals engineer is
SIGNALS engineer..
required for the Department of Flight of
the College of Aeronautics. Applicants should
have had considerable practical experience
with all types of ground and air radio. including R.A.F. equipment, and must possess a
sound theoretical knowledge of both radio and
radar equipment. The successful applicant
will be responsible for the maintenance of existing ground and airborne signals equipment
and also for the installation of any future
developments.
THE post will be superannuated under the
Federated Superannuation System for Univer
sitien, and a small house will be available if
required. Salary £500 -£600 depending on
qualifications and experience.
FORMS of application may be obtained from
the Registrar, College of Aeronautics, Cran[6945
field. Bletchley, Bucks.

1
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N TAKE IT WitNy4J
An AC/ DC Five Valve
Two WaveSuperhet

Receiver for

Band

volt

200 -250

mains

.

.

.

Of striking appearance in attractive
two -colour plastic cabinet, with unique
illuminated translucent dial and novel
tuning mechanism to combine slow and
accurate tuning with fast band search
(5 tuned circuits).
SPECIFICATION

Specially built-in " Hemoscope" aerial
.
Manufactured for the Home Market
in Medium Wave Band 200 /550 metres
and Long Wave Band 800 /2,000 metres
.
Also for Export in Medium and
Short Wave Bands 16/49 metres.

L 1 3.1 3

,

0

Plus Purchase Tax,
£3.3.8.

maroon, cream or pastel shades of blue,
pink, green, 7s. extra. Plus 1/9 P. Tax. Gzaranteed.
In

CHAMPION ELECTRIC CORPORATION
CHAMPION WORKS, SEAFORD, SUSSEX
Tel. No. : SEAford 3235.

HARTLEY-TURNER
HIGHEST

FIDELITY

SPEAKER

We aim to provide a complete high -fidelity service
-speakers, baffles, amplifiers, radio receivers and
technical bulletins. We do not lack the will, the
knowledge, nor the capital, to achieve this. But
raw materials and components are almost nonexistent. When our new showroom is properly
equipped you will have a technical and musical
So we plan rationmecca unique in this country.
ally and progressively, but it takes time. MeanWe are making
forges
ahead.
while our speaker
as many as we can, but the present industrial crisis
we shall do our
delays,
which
in
further
will result
best to overcome. Send for descriptive leaflet now.

MODEL 2I5 -E9.

H. A. HARTLEY CO. LTD.
152 HAMMERSMITH RD., LONDON, W,6

-A

DEVELOPMENT engineers, 22 -28, with
practical experience in electro- acoustic
and audio -frequency work wanted for estabhabed

manufacturer

in

Guildford- Farnham

area; must have had at least three years' industrial experience in similar position, ability to
tabulate and analyse results, capable of tracing bibliographically previous developments and
of carrying an assignment through from start
to finish; write, giving full details of experienoe, age, etc.; only those applicants complying with the above conditions tan be considered; salary commensurate with ability and
(6957
experience. -Box 8394.

VALVES
`SON
Ike "Tuhe" Statiosti

RADIO VALVES. British and American from 5 /10.
all at official List Prices. not increased since 1940,
BRIMAR.-1D6, 5B /250A, 6B6, 6G8, 6K6, 6K7,
68,17, 68N7, 6T7, 6V8, 7B5, 787, 788, 706, 7D5,
7Y4, 8D2, 9D2, IODI, 11D3, 11D6, 128E7, 20D2,
25Z4, 42.
C088011,- -4TPB, 4TBP, 138PÁ, 41MP, 41MPT,
41MRC, 42mp /Pen, 42.0T-DD, 42PTB, 203THA,
2101)G, 210LF, 220IPT, 220P, 220PA, 220TH, 606BU,
407, DDL4, MP/PEN, MB /PEN, MS /PEN /B, MVB,
PEN, MVS/PEN /B, 0E16, PT4.

HIVAC. -XD, XH, XL, XP, XBG.
d1ABOuNI/LSRAM. -B30, D41, D42, D63, DA30
611.63, DL74M, DN41, GTIC, O050, H30, 1163, HA2,
11924, HL2, KT2, KT24, KT33e, KT41, KT61,
KT63, KT66, KT74, KTW61, KT61M, KTW63,
KTZ41, KTZ63, KTZ73M, L63, LP2, 111141, ML4,
M84B, MSP4, N14, P2, PT2511, PX25, QP21, 823,
(110, U16, U17, 1718/20, U31, U50, U52, 5/74, VMP4G,
VMB4B, W21, W42, X14, X41, X61M, X63M, X65,
X7111, Y63, Z14.
MAZDA:AC2PeUDD, ACBPen, AC5PenDD, ACepen,
ACHL, ACHLDD, AC/P, ACPen, ACTH1, ACVPI,
ACVP2, Dl, DD207, DD620, HL21DD, HL23,
HL93DD, 11141, HL41DD, 11L42DD, 11L133DD,
HLDDI320, P41, Pen25, Pen4b, Pen45DD, Pea46,
Pen383, Pen453DD, PenDD4020, QP25, QP236,
80215, 5P22, BP41, ßP2220, TH41, TH233, TE2321.
TP22, TP26, TP26, TP2620, 61403, UM, DUO, DU?.
UU8, V914, VP23, VP4I, VP133, VP1322.

MALLARD. -2D4Á, 21)130,

SYS, Sus,

6D6,

637,

6Q7, 6R7, 164V, AZ1, AZ31, 001135, CL33,
0Y1, CY31, DAC32, DP35, DF51, DK32, 135,
DW2, DW4 /600, ßA50, ßB34, EBC3, EBC33, ECC31,
ECH36, EFB, ßF9, EF36, EF39, EF50, EK2, EL2,
ßL3, EL32, 51,33, EM34, EE135, FC13, FW4 /500,
HLI3c, 1W4/350, 1W4 /500, KBC32, K0'35, KK32,
KL35, Pen4DD, Pen4VA, Pen428, PenA4, PenB4,
PM2, Pm2HL, Pm12M, Pm202, QP2211, SPI, 81,4,
SP4B, BPIS, T6D, TDD2A, TDD13c, THI, TH413,
TH210, TH30C, TT4, UB3C, VP9, VP4A, VP4B,

61.6,

1-P13A.
TUNGSRAM. -6Z4, 6B8, 6J6, 61118, OVO, 6X6
-261'5, 807, APP4c, APP40, CB21SS, DD13, DD818,

ECH2, EF12, EH2, ELI, EL11, ßM4, EZ4, HL13,
HP13, HP1018, HP1118, HP2018, HP2118, HR210,
H111118, M114105, LD210, LL2S, P2018, PPBc, PP6E,
8P2138, BP4B, SP45, 68210, VP4S.
AMERICAN.--.0Z4, 1A4, 1A5, 1A7, 1B4, 1B6, ICS,
11)7, 1E5, 1E7, 11,4, 11'8, 11,6, 117, 1114, 1115, 1116,
ILA4, 1LC6, 1LN5, 1Ná, 1115, 155, 1T4, ITS, 2,46,
2A7, 2B6, 2B7, 5U4, 6V4, 5Y3, 6Z3, 524, 6A4, 6A6,
A E6, OAS, 6AG6, 8B7, 688, 6C6, 6C6, OD6, OD6, 8D8,
8E8, 6F6, 61e, 606, 6116, 615, 637, 638,6E5, 6K8, Wiz,
6..a, 61,5, 61,6, 61,7, 6N7, 8Q7, 6P5, 6E7, OKA?.
6507, 6SF7, 6537, OSN7, 6T7, OUI, 6V8, 6X5, BYS.
7A6, 7A7, 7B5, 7B6, 7B7, 788, 7C6, 7C6, 7H7, 767,
71'4, 10, 12A, 12A5, 12A6, 12B7, 12.15, 12K7, 12Ks,
12Q7, 128A7, 1281,6, 128E7, 12Z3, 1226, 14A7, 16,
17, 18, 20, 22, 251'5, 25Z4, 31, 32, 33, 34, 3528, 37, 315.
1.2. 46, 48, 49, 50, 53, II, 57, 59, 71A, 77, 79; 80, 81.
.2, 83, 89, 807, 954, 955, 956, I17Z6, 1299A, 9001,
9002, 9003, 9004, 9005,

and 101 more types.
Order C.O.D. above listed numbers or equivalents
subject to stock). Please enquire for any valve you
require. even if not listed. We may have it. Old and
ans. types are arriving dally.
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL
SERVICE SHEETS, 2 dozen assorted British and
iv,erirnn, oor selection, 21/- plus 11- postage, etc.
C.O.D. or remit with order.
& Sons (W.W.)
246 High St., Harlesden,

II

J.BULL
L -RS

N.W.10

IN STOCK!

(Immediate dispatch)

Stuart centrifugal Electric Pumps
'or all pumping purposes, garden fountains, etc.
Morphy Richards Auto-electric Irons
post free 35,-

Morphy Richards Cyldon Door Chimes
post free 49,/6

Avominor DC Test Meters. E4 4 0
Avominor AC/DC Test Meters. E8 IO

0

(Supplied on Easy Terms if desired)
Leaflet of any item

Thè LONDON

on request

RADIO SUPPLY

(The L.R. Supply Co. Ltd.)

BALCOMBE

Co

Est. 1925
SUSSEX
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THESE ARE IN STOCK
Principles of Radar, by Members of the

Staff of the Radar School, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, 2Ss., postage 10d.
Radio Tube Vade Mecum, by P. H. Brans,
Its. 6d., postage 6d.
Broadcasting Stations of the World, Is.,
postage 21d.

Radio Engineers Handbook, by F. E.
Terman, 35s., postage 9d.
Radio Laboratory Handbook, by M. G.
Scroggie, 12s. 6d., postage 6d.
Wireless Coils, Chokes and Transformers, by F. j. Camm, 6s., postage 4d.

Newnes' Short Wave Manual,

by

F.

J.

Camm, 6s., postage 5d.

The Wireless World Valve Data, 2s.,
postage 2d.

Radio Physics Course, by Alfred A.
Ghirardi, 37s. 6d., postage IOd.
Electronics for Engineers, by Markus
and Zeluff, 30s., postage 9d.
The Amateur Radio Handbook, 3s. 6d.,
postage 6d.

Radio Handbook Supplement, 2s. 6d.,
postage 4d.

WE HAVE THE FINEST STOCK OF
BRITISH AND AMERICAN RADIO BOOKS.

WRITE OR CALL FOR COMPLETE LIST.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
(Dept. W.20),

Praed St., London, W 2

19 -21,

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
SPECIAL OFFER OF EX-1102. ALL -DRY BATTERIES
Highest grade manufacture, tropical standard, in airtight packing, brand new and fully guaranteed by us,
-v. L.T. 5 /-, post 8d.
90 -v. H.T. plus
Sealed
cartons of 8, 85 /-, poet paid. Trade supplied. Above
can easily be split to form three 39 -v. H.T. unite (sire
of U.S cell), ideal for midget Beta, deaf aide, etc.
Hundreds of other items ; send for our new March
Lists, 2d., with s.a.e.
18, Harborne Park Road, Birmingham, 17.
Tel.
HARborne 1308.

li

TRANSFORMERS & COILS

SPECIFICATION.

TO

MANUFACTURED

STANLEY
9 -11

OR

REWOUND.

CATTELL LTD.

East Street,

TORQUAY, Devon

'Phone: Torquay 2162.

TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES
To Special requirements
High Quality

Vacuum Impregnated

AUSTIN

MILLS

LOWER CARRS
STOCKPORT

Telephone

:

days

14

STO. 3791

LTD.

Established 20 years.

MORSE CODE
TRAINING

There are Candler
Morse Code

Courses

for

BEGINNERS AND
OPERATORS,
for this Free
" BOOK OF FACTS"
It gives full details conSend

cerning all Courses.

THE

CANDLER

(Room SSW),

121

SYSTEM

CO.,

Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

March, 1947

IIMAJESTY'S Colonial Service. The
Assistant
Colonial
Postal
bervice,
Controllers of Telecommunications (Wireless) are required in the Telecommunication Department of 'the Malayan Union.
Officers selected will normally be required to

take executive control of a group of wireless
stations and will be responsible to the Controller of Telecommunications of the region
in which the stations are situated for all
technical traffic and staff matters connected
with these stations. Alternatively they may
be required to perform
specialist wireless
duties in any part of the Malayan Union at
the discretion of the Director of Telecommunications.
QUALIFICATIONS normally entitling candidates to consideration are Associate Membership of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
or degrees or diplomas giving exemption from
the qualifying examinations of that Institution. They should have had at least 2 years'
practical experience in a responsible technical
position in a radio operating or manufacturing undertaking. Under present conditions,
however, consideration will be given to applications from candidates with longer experience
who lack the full examination qualifications
but expect to be able to secure these during
the first 3 years of their service in Malaya.
Candidates must be between 25 and 35 years

I G
R
ACCURACY
1-1

COMPETITIVE

PRICES
(Pei/very
PROM STOCK

TO

SALARY scale from £560

by annual increments of £35 to £1,120
er annum, starting
salary depending on age, qualifications and
experience. Appointments are on probation
for permanent pensionable employment. Free
quarters are not provided, but Government
quarters, partially furnished,
are usually
available at low rates. Free passages for the
officer and if married for his wife on first appointment and on leave. Home leave on full
pay is normally granted after 3 years of resident service at the rate of 4 days for each
month of resident service.
Allowance in
respect of children under 18 are payable at
the rate of £98 for the first child and £70 for
the second child. Outfit allowance on first.
appointment.
APPLICATIONS, stating age, experience and

r tyO4.17*

FREQUENCY STANDARD

of age.

SALFORD ELECTRIC<L INSTRUMENTS LTD.
PEEL

Proprietor,: THE

WORKS

ADEVELOPMENT
radio frequency heating in

a

laboratory

at High Wycombe. Applicants should have
an Honours Degree or equivalent and should
have a sound knowledge of mechanical engineering, together with previous development
or research experience. Experience to have
covered several of the following subjects:
Mechanical or production engineering; power
switch -gear; transformers and rectifiers; high
power radio transmitting equipment, and par
ticularly ref. dielectric heating.-Applications in writing to the Personnel Manager,
P.R.T. Laboratories, Ltd., Cressex. High
Wycombe, quoting reference VLH /PHW.

BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORA.
TION.- Applications are invited for a
number of appointments of engineers (Grade
D) on a salary scale £375 -£20-£475 (minimum age 21) for duty at the Corporation's
transmitting, studio, recording and television
centres. Candidates, who must be of British
nationality and parentage, must possess theoretical knowledge in electrical engineering,
preferably in light current subjects, up to
Higher National Certificate standard, together with practical experience in radio
transmission, low frequency, sound recording
or television work. Selected candidates will
be required to serve a probationary period of
6 months, which will include a 3 months'
training course at the Corporation's Engineering Training School at Evesham, Worcestershire. Confirmation of appointment will be
subject to passing a qualifying examination
at the end of the training course. Entry to
the permanent staff (contributory Pension
Scheme) is subject to 2 years' qualifying service.- Applications, stating age, qualifications
and experience, should reach the Engineering
Establishment Officer, Broadcasting House,
London, W.1, within 14 days of the appearance of this advertisement.
[7031

SITUATIONS WANTED
ELECTRONIC engineer, 31, 14 years' exp.,
ex- A.I.D. (radar), C. & G., etc.. seek!

post, lab. or test dept., keen, accurate worker.
-Box 6304.
[6942
SEA-GOING radio officer, P.M.G. 1st class,
married, one child, desires good position
in wireless, preferably communications, in
Britain, Canaria. or South Africa, -Write Box
6052.
[6891

]

d

ACCURATELY and QUICKLY

-

Chassis, Brackets, throuds, conden-

and 1ransiormer °lips
'rREPANNINO Steel or Alumimum.
Five sizes-12' to 38'
F. !I pa tieu.'ara front:
ser

A. A. TOOLS

qualifications, should be addressed to the
Director of Recruitment, Colonial Office, 15,
Victoria St., London, S.W.1. Employees of

the British Post Office or the British Broadcasting Corporation should apply through
their Establishment Officer.
[6858
engineer is required for

SALFORD

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. Ltd., of E,tu,e

(W),

197a, WIDTEACRE ROAD
ASH FON- IINDER -LYNE

A013000 WAI 0 0
SPECIALISTS IN AMATEUR AND EXPERIMENTAL SHORT -WAVE EQUIPMENT,
Communications Receivers, 'Te:evialon High qualds
Amplifier.., Speakers, Aerials, Recelvisa and Trantm lttins
Valves and Meters, etc.
List "W" free on Farmed to:-

A.C.S. RADIO,44, Widmore Rd., BROMLEY

Kent.

'Phone: RAV 0156

ROTARY CONVERTORS -.
ff,!.
220 D.C.

to

220

A.C.

BEETHOVEN ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT LTD.

"

Eeethoven Works, Chase Road, London, N.W.10

LIMITED SUPPLIES ONLY
Deposit will secure
Canadian 103 Sets. Ideal for 6 volt Car
or Yacht Radio. Coverage 2o55o
metres plus 2 Short Wave Bands.
Complete with Aerial and Leads
25 Gns.
EDDYSTONE 540X Communications
Receiver
E58 18 6

B.P.L. Signal Generator. A.C. loo K /cs
to 20 M/CS
20 Gns.
Avo, Model 7
L19 10 0
and an exceptionally fine range of components
and valves. r/- P.O will bring you our new
revised catalogue.

B
63,

London Road, Brighton 1t Sussex.

Tel.: Brighton

1555.
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" LOWTHER-VOIGT"
REPRODUCTION

REALISTIC

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY
AT

THE
LOWTHER MANUFACTURING CO.,
LOWTHER HSE., ST. MARK'S RD.,

BROMLEY, KENT.
RAVENSBOURNE 5223

Advertisements

work, offers occasional services in London
at your office or home.- Telephone Primrose
[6908
6519 or write Box 6116
BUYER, age 36, executive with radio and
lighting manufacturers, requires similar
position; can also take charge of transport and

general office management. -Box 6053.
[6893
RADIO engineer, 20 years' sales and service,
12 years' Malaya and Far East, seeks responsible position with commercial firm anywhere abroad; due for release in Far East
shortly. -Box 6473.
[6988
RADIO engineer with 22 years' technical
and practical exp. seeks change to managerial or responsible position in the South or
West England, intimate with all branches of
radio and television industry; own car available. -Box 6097.
[6903
ENGINEER manager, 46 yrs. with 18[ yrs.
managerial record, desires new berth;
sound technical background and used to controlling all depts. concerns up to 1,100 em-

both sexes, managerial experience in
motor accessories, mass production small parts,
[6896
razors and toolmaking.-Box 6056.
AGENCIES
CENTURY old firm of repute, importers
and exporters, seek manufacturers' agency.
first class radio and radio components for
India, China, W, Africa markets. -Box 6211.
AGENCIES WANTED
RETAILERS wishing to accept agencies.
please communicate with us. Full third
discount on all our products; reasonable deliveries.-Doric Radio Co., Lowson St., Dar[6948
lington.
EXPORT
TXTE export articles of every description all
over the world; we can serve you; contact us for your requirements.-Write to
Masolon Export-Imppoort, Ltd., 400a, East 118
[6914
St., New York, U.S.A.
ployees

THE COIL PICKUP
of all metal construction
IS

IDEAL FOR TROPICAL USE

WILKINS & WRIGHT LTD.,
Utility

Works," Holyhead
BIRMINGHAM, 21.

,

"VIBRO-ARC
I5;/-

Road,

" Engraving Pen

For rapid engraving any
metal -hard or soft.
Operates from
4-6e
Free Battery or A.C. Transformer giving 6 -IO amps.
Faßt

HOLBOROW & CO.,
8,

Mosslev Avenue, Wallisdown, Bournemouth.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
AM.I.E.E., City and Guilds, etc., on " No
Pass -No Fee " terms; over 955 successes;
for full details of modern courses in all
branches of electrical technology send for our
112 -page

London, W.1.

-

0270
TUITION
careers and qualifications

industry has,
Government
and
announced and emphasised that young men
with technical knowledge and qualifications
must receive every chance to rise to the
highest positions within their capacity, in
post -war engineering and allied industry;
write to-day for " The Engineer's Guide to
Success " -200 courses free -which shows you
how you can become A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.F.R.Ae.S., etc., and covers
all branches in radio, automobile, mechanical,
BOTH

REWINDS
"Burn outs" to

-

handbook, free and post free.
388A), 17, Stratford Place,

H.LE.T. (Dept.

ENGINEERING

Send your

be

no technical data
Rewound
wanted. Post Transformer, etc.,
labelled with your name and
address marked "for Rewind."
OUR WINDINGS ARE

LAYER WOUND & IMPREGNATED

electrical production, aeronautical, etc.
THE Technological Institute of Great Britain.
82. Temple Bar House, London, E.C.4. [4918
RADIO training. -P.M.G exams. and I.E.E
Diploma; prospectus free.
Technical

Tel.: 4870
Manufacturers at "TELECRAFT" PRODUCTS

-

Hull

[0611
ENGINEERING opportunities." -Have you
had your copy of this free guide to

College,

SOUTHERN TRADE SERVICES, LTD.
297/299, HIGH ST., CROYDON

41

QUALIFIED radio engineer, many years'
EXECUTIVE A.M.I..E.E., age 35, radar,
radio, light electrical, requires change; log practical and teaching experience, accepts
students for recognised examinations, personal
salary £780. -Box 6393.
[6956
SECRETARY, conversant with electronic or corres., individual tuition. -Box 6396.

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.LE.E., and all branches
and plastics i Become
technically trained on no pass-no fee " terms
for higher pay and security.-For free copy
write B.I.E.T. (Dept. 387Bí, 17.
Stratford
Place, London. W.1.
[6939
of engineering, building

Resistors produced
by the cracked carbon process remain
stable to ± x% of
initial value.

RADIO Engineering, Television and Wireless

Telegraphy,

comprehensive

postal

courses of instruction. -Apply British School
of Telegraphy Ltd., 179, Clapham Rd. London, S.W.9 (Esto. 1906) Also instruction at
school in wireless for H.M. Merchant Navy

and R.A.F.

[9249
of Practical Radio Engineers
have available Home Study Courses cover-

THE Institute

ing elementary, theoretical. mathematical,
practical and laboratory tuition in radio and
television engineering; the text is suitable
coaching matter for I.P.R.E. Service entry and
progressive exams. tuitionary fees at pre -war
rates-are moderate.-The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be obtained, post free, from
the Secretary, 20, Fairfield Rd., Crouch End.
N.B.
[6722
BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS. ETC.
'WEBB'S radio map of the world locates
VV any station heard, size 40x30in. 4/6,
post 6d.; on linen, 10 /6, post free. -Webb's
Radio. 14. Sohn St. W. 1. Gerrard 2089. f99a7

Radiographic can now

offer the following
Transmitting VALVES

Send

:

RCA 813.. 110/RCA 866.. 27/6

EIMAC 35T.. 45/RCA 805 ..110 /-

for Lists of TX

VALVES.

100TH Available Shortly.

RADIOGRAPHIC

LTD.

66, OSBORNE ST., GLASGOW

"ElVGINEE141IVG
OPPORTUNITIES'
This unique handbook
shows
s e

e n

the

r

to
way
A.M.I.Mech.E.,

easy

e

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.E.E..
City and Guilds, etc.

-

WE GUARANTEE
"NO PASS -NO FEE."
Details are given of over 150
Diploma courses in all
branches of CIvI1,Mech.,

Elec., Motor, Aera., Radio,
and
Television
Production

Engineering, Tracing, Building,
R.A.F.
Employment,
Maths., Matriculation, etc.
Think of the future and send
for your copy at once -FREE.
B.I.E.T., 387, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
17, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1.
Govt.

viAILTER SWITCHES

ARE MADE FOR

*Tolerances ± I%

±2 % ±5%

O
o

L o w temperature
co- efficient.

INSTRUMENTS. LTD.Z

EARTH RO., LOWER MORDEN, SURREY
DERWENT 4421. Grams : WALINST, MORDEN, SURREY

WELWYN ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES LTD.
Telephcne : Welwyn Garden
Welwyn Garden City, Herts,

3 @16 -8

C,

8. Canon

i
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AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF
HIGH GRADE TRANSFORMERS

RADIO -AID LTD.
for

ELECTRONIC VOLTMETERS
CRYSTAL CALIBRATORS
OSCILLATOR CRYSTALS
BAND -PASS CRYSTALS
OSCILLOSCOPES

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 60 and 100 watt, 350- 0 -350v, 0 -4-5v.
0-4 -6,3v. Totally enclosed in Metal Shell.
UNIVERSAL OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Suitable for Triode,
Pentode, Class B and O.P.R. Output Stages Fully Tropicallised.
PRECISION TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES (LAB RANGE.)
Transformers and chokes in this range are precision built components with a guaranteed tolerance of 2% of rated values. First
Grade Materials only are used in their manufacture. Lab range
components can be made to individual specifications or supplied
from our comprehensive Catalogue.

RECORDER HOUSE,
48 -50, GEORGE STREET.,

ERP \CE
81MtlALE, I.UNI7t)N.

l

'SOUND

Oab(ea:

MARKET STREET, WATFORD, HERTS.
Telephone : Watford 5988

LONDON, W.1.
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TRANSRADIO LTD.

29

PORTMAN SQUARE,
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SOLDER
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H. J. ENTHOVEN & SONS LTD.
230

THORNTON ROAD, WEST CROYDON, SURREY
THOrnton Heath 2462

BEACONSFIELD 4BUCKS.
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NOW IN ONE INSTRUMENT;

MEASURES CAPACITY
.

.

.

circuit wiring.

of

of Capacitors, and
0.00001 mfd. to 50 mfds.

types

all

Range

:

MEASURES POWER FACTOR
of all types of electrolytics.
calibrated zero to 50

"

Scale

power factor.

MEASURES RESISTANCE
of all types carbon and wire
resistors from 50 ohms to 5 megohms.

wound

MEASURES INSULATION RESISTANCE
of paper and electrolytic capaci.

.

.

tors, and all types insulation.

DETECTS DEFECTIVE CAPACITORS
.. . leaky, shorted, low and high
capacity and high power factor capacitors of
usual and intermittent types.
TESTS

CONTINUITY
.

.

.

continuity meter

can be used as

to test all types of circuits.

DEVELOPED in the light of Hunt's
experience as capacitor makers,
this instrument, with its wide range of
application, and simple operation with
accuracy, is a valuable asset to the
Service Engineer.
One dial reading without charts or graphs.
Complete and portable, with accommodation for all accessories. 210 -250v. A.C.
50 cycles.
Dimensions : 61" x
x 5 ".
List Price E18 . 18 . 0
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YOUR INSURANCE
Whether you are manufacturing 10,000
radio receivers or repairing one, you
can be sure of getting sound soldered

joints when you use Ersin Multicore,
"the Finest Cored Solder in the World ".
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MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.. MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE ST., LONDON, W.1.
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